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THE PUBLIC RECORD
This Environmental Study Report is available for a 30 calendar-day public review period
from September 20, 2018 to October 19, 2018 during regular business hours at:

City of London Transportation Office
8th Floor City Hall, 300 Dufferin Avenue, London, ON
519-661-CITY (2489)
Hours of Operation
Monday to Friday: 8:30 am to 4:30 pm
(Excluding statutory holidays)

London Public Library, Central Branch
251 Dundas Street, London, ON
519-661-4600
Hours of Operation
Sunday: Closed
Monday to Thursday: 9:00 am to 9:00 pm
Friday: 9:00 am to 6:00 pm
Saturday: 9:00 am to 5:00 pm
London Public Library, Carson Branch
465 Quebec Street, London, ON
519-438-4287
Hours of Operation
Tuesday, Thursday: 1:00 pm to 5:00 pm
Wednesday, Friday, Saturday: 9:00 am to 12:00 pm, 1:00 pm to 5:00 pm

The Environmental Study Report and Appendices may also be viewed on the City of
London website at: https://getinvolved.london.ca/adelaide-streetcpr-grade-separation
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GLOSSARY
AODA

Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act

CN

Canadian National Railway

CP

Canadian Pacific Railway Company

CTA

Canadian Transportation Agency

ESR

Environmental Study Report

IPS

Intersection Pedestrian Signal

MECP

Ministry of Environment, Conservation and Parks (formerly Ministry of
Environment and Climate Change - MOECC)

MTCS

Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport

PTTW

Permit to Take Water

TMP

Transportation Master Plan

UTRCA

Upper Thames River Conservation Authority
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Executive Summary
ES1 Introduction
The City of London has completed a Class Environmental Assessment (Class EA) study
for the Adelaide Street North - Canadian Pacific Railway Grade Separation. While the
study has focused on the Canadian Pacific Railway Company (herein referred to as CP)
rail line located just north of Central Avenue, broader needs and implications from
Oxford Street, in the north, to Queens Avenue, in the south, were also considered.
Adelaide Street is a major four-lane arterial road which accommodates an average
26,000 vehicles per day through the study area. Within The London Plan, Adelaide
Street North is classified as a Civic Boulevard, which places a priority on pedestrian,
cycling and transit, moving ‘medium to high volumes of vehicular traffic’, and
encourages a high-quality pedestrian realm / urban design.
The CP crossing of Adelaide Street North has been identified as the City’s highest
priority candidate for a new rail-road grade separation. The crossing, located on Mile
113.73 of CP’s Galt Subdivision, comprises two tracks across Adelaide Street North,
which reduces to a single-track west of Adelaide Street North. The Galt Subdivision is a
critical route for CP’s service to Canada and US customers, including local customers in
the London area. CP’s rail yard operates to the east of Adelaide Street North and
functions as a primary train assembly point (including shunting operations) and crew
hub.
The Adelaide Street North - CP Grade Separation project was identified in the City’s
2014 Transportation Development Charges Background Study with a recommendation
for construction in 2031. Due to the area’s strategic location, the Smart Moves 2030
Transportation Master Plan (TMP) also identifies the need for traffic capacity
optimization and transit priority on this corridor. The project timing was subsequently
adjusted in the 2018 capital budget update for near-term implementation. The
amendment considered the fastest possible project implementation with construction
beginning as early as 2021, subject to EA clearance, property acquisition and railway
concurrence.
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Adelaide Street North Study Area
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The 2005 ‘Priority Setting Factors for Future Rail / Road Grade Separations’ study
(November 2005) that evaluated at-grade crossings in London indicated that the
Adelaide Street North - CP crossing met the Transport Canada Rail Exposure Index
Warrant for a grade separation. More recently, in 2013, the City completed a monitoring
program of this crossing, observing 25 to 43 daily road blockages. The results of the
2013 monitoring program indicated a greater grade separation warrant at this location
than previously considered in 2005 due to the additional road blockages created by
railway shunting. Blockages of this magnitude result in total road crossing delays of 106
to 126 minutes per day. It was also observed that there was an average of 8 blockages
per day that extended for more than 5 minutes.
Further railway monitoring studies completed in 2017, have confirmed that train
switching activities at Adelaide Street North are significant and account for more than
half of the blockages at this crossing, with approximately 5 crossing blockages at
Adelaide Street North for every 2 blockages at Richmond Street. Road blockages at this
crossing results in the queuing of southbound traffic that extends northerly past Oxford
Street and southerly past King Street. Additionally, approximately 40% of the crossing
blockages extend longer than 5 minutes.
The significant time and volume of blockages at the crossing results in cut-through
traffic onto local streets as drivers attempt to find alternate routes to their destinations.
Road blockages also create a response time concern for emergency services. There
are no grade separated crossings of the CP track in the downtown area between Talbot
Street and Quebec Street and long trains can block this entire distance. The safety
concerns associated with pedestrians crossing multiple tracks, and the opportunity to
create an uninterrupted north-south corridor for emergency vehicles makes this at-grade
crossing location the City’s highest priority for a new grade separation.
This Class EA study has satisfied the requirements of the Ontario Environmental
Assessment Act by providing a comprehensive, environmentally sound planning
process with public participation, and to facilitate dialogue with parties representing
many diverse interests. This Environmental Study Report (ESR) documents the
decision-making process carried out during the Class EA study.
CP is an important project partner as the owner of the railway. CP has provided input to
and general agreement with the preferred grade separation design. Further review with
CP is required for the future detailed design phase.
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ES2 Planning Context
The planning and policy context is discussed in Chapter 2 of the Environmental Study
Report. Some of the key plans / policies include:
The London Plan - Adelaide Street North, within the study area, is identified as a Main
Street place type, and has a Civic Boulevard street classification. The Main Street place
type encourages a broad range of residential, retail service and office uses. Mixed-use
building is encouraged. This place type reflects the existing use and supports
redevelopment / reinvestment in this area. The Civic Boulevard Street Classification
places a priority on pedestrian, cycling and transit, moving ‘medium to high volumes of
vehicular traffic’, and encourages a high-quality pedestrian realm / urban design.
The current land use / zoning (under the current Official Plan) along Adelaide Street
North is predominantly Main Street Commercial Corridor with pockets of Industrial and
Low Density Residential. The Main Street Commercial Corridor is intended to: provide
for the redevelopment of the vacant, under-utilized and poorly maintained properties;
encourage development which maintains the scale, setback and character of the
neighbourhood; encourage common parking areas instead of individual access points
and parking areas; encourage mixed use development to achieve higher densities and
reinforce the modal shift to transit and active transportation.
City of London 2030 Transportation Master Plan (2013) - One of the five key
initiatives of the TMP is a More Strategic Program of Road Network Improvements.
There is a greater emphasis in this TMP on transit, active transportation, and Travel
Demand Management (TDM) many road improvements will be required. The City’s
approach to defining the need for road network improvements has become more
strategic. Road widening projects in urban built-up areas have generally been avoided
so as not to compete with, or undermine, priority transit corridors, except where required
to fill in between adjacent segments or at key constraint areas. This approach is
consistent with the City’s expectation that transit and active transportation modal shares
will increase significantly from current levels. The City’s approach also explicitly
recognizes that road improvements will be required for different purposes.
In this regard, a number of projects are required to complement the Bus Rapid Transit
(BRT) initiative. Among the TMP road projects identified is Adelaide Street North – CP
Grade Separation. Due to the area’s strategic location, the TMP identifies the need for
traffic capacity optimization and transit priority on this corridor.
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City of London Strategic Plan (2015-2019) - The project supports the Strategic Plan
through the strategic focus areas of: building a sustainable city by providing robust
infrastructure and improving safe mobility for pedestrians, cyclists, transit users and
drivers; and strengthening our community by contributing to a healthy, safe and
accessible City.
2014 Development Charge Background Study - The DC Background Study included
an “Adelaide Street – CP Overpass” and identified high level funding allocations as well
as recommended timing for implementation of 2031. Through the current Development
Charges Study Update (2019), the funding allocation has been adjusted (increased) and
implementation timeframes have been advanced. Through the Class EA study, the
recommendation has been made for an underpass.
SHIFT: London’s Bus Rapid Transit Initiative - The Bus Rapid Transit (RT) network
will rely on strategic road improvements to support the City’s overall transportation
network. Adelaide Street North is strategically positioned as a north-south arterial route
that offers a transportation alternative to Richmond Street for vehicular traffic and an
opportunity to create a more efficient London Transit network to connect with and
support RT via the stop planned at King Street.
Cycling Master Plan (2016) – The Class EA study considered the existing and
proposed cycling network and has provided recommendations with respect to
enhancing the network and facilities within the study area.
Rail Rationalization Study – Undertaken in response to Council’s direction for City
staff to work with appropriate parties, including the Canadian Transportation Agency
(CTA) to request they facilitate discussion between CP and CN in order to negotiate an
agreement for CP operations to relocate and merge onto the CN operational tracks
within the City of London limits. In response to Council’s direction, Civic Administration
has held several meetings with the railway companies and authorities. The report
summarizing CP and CN positions on the concept of a rail rationalization can be found
at:
https://pub-london.escribemeetings.com/filestream.ashx?DocumentId=46514
Based on the outcomes of the study, it is recommended that the City continue with
planning strategic grade separations, including the Adelaide Street North - CP Grade
Separation that is the subject of this Class EA study, combined with the implementation
of technologies or infrastructure aimed at improving the safety of the rail/urban interface
as the long-term approach to mitigating the impact of rail activity in the City of London.
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ES3 Traffic Analysis
Within the study area, Adelaide Street North is an arterial roadway with a 4-lane crosssection (two lanes in each direction). The posted speed limit is 50 km/h within the study
area. London Transit Route 16 and 92 provide service on Adelaide Street North.
The traffic analysis was undertaken for a broad study area that included the Oxford
Street East intersection, in the north, and Queens Avenue intersection, in the south, and
included fourteen intersections.
The full traffic analysis (Appendix A of this ESR) included intersection
recommendations for consideration on Oxford Street and Queens Avenue.
Key findings of the transportation assessment (Chapter 2) relative to the grade
separation are summarized below:
 Adelaide Street North carries approximately 26,000 vehicles per day in the north-

south direction. The southbound traffic peaks during the morning peak hour, and
the northbound traffic peaks during the afternoon peak hour.
 During the five-year period from 2011 to 2015, a total of 468 collisions were

recorded on the study area corridor, including 349 collisions at intersections
(75%) and 119 collisions on mid-blocks (25%).
o Approximately 50% of the intersection collisions occurred at the Oxford
Street East intersection. This intersection has experienced 173 collisions,
including one fatal collision in the five-year period.
o The Queens Avenue intersection experienced 72 collisions in the five-year
period.
 Thirty-five mid-block collisions occurred between Oxford Street East and

Piccadilly Street during the five-year period, resulting in the highest collision rate
of 0.78 for mid-blocks. The mid-block between Pall Mall Street and Central
Avenue has experienced 30 collisions from 2011 to 2015. Potential contributing
factors for mid-block collisions include: driver frustration due to delays at the CP
rail crossing, substandard lane widths, absence of dedicated turning lanes and
high density of accesses / drive-ways along the corridor.
 Road blockages on Adelaide Street North created by CP operations through the

at-grade rail crossing, result in significant delays for all the road users and
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creates long queues and gridlock in the area. To address this issue, a grade
separation is essential.
 In addition to the proposed grade separation, and based on the intersection

operational analysis results, improvements were identified for the following
intersections:
o Pall Mall Street Intersection: converting existing intersection configuration
into a right-in / right-out and relocating the signalized pedestrian crossing
to McMahen Street (this relocation is required to address the geometric
constraints with the proposed grade separation);
o Central Avenue Intersection: realigning the east and west legs of Central
Avenue to eliminate the existing jog and providing dedicated turning lane
for all the left turn movements.
Preliminary recommendations were also identified for Oxford Street and Queens
Avenue. These were reviewed carefully by the project team and, based on
comprehensive consideration of potential property requirements, impacts to major
utilities and potential impacts to other road users (e.g. pedestrians and cyclists), the
intersection recommendations for Oxford Street and Queens Avenue have been set
aside from further consideration in this Class EA study.
The complexity of the Oxford Street intersection at Adelaide Street and the potential
scale of property impacts is deemed to warrant a separate and dedicated Class EA
study. Similarly, potential intersection improvements that could be considered at
Queens Avenue have been set aside in the current study and can be revisited in future.

ES4 Problem and Opportunity Statement
Phase 1 of the Municipal Class EA involved identifying study area problems and
opportunities. Considering the transportation planning policy context, the analysis of
existing and future traffic conditions and public input, the following problem and
opportunity statement was developed:
Adelaide Street North is an important north-south arterial roadway and the centre of the
local community, providing access to a variety of local destinations and supporting both
city-wide and local mobility for many different users (pedestrians, cyclists, transit
patrons, and drivers).
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Previous studies (2005, 2013, 2017 / 2018) all confirm that Adelaide Street North meets
the Transport Canada rail exposure index warrant for a grade separation.
The significant time and volume of blockages at the crossing results in cut-through
traffic onto local streets as drivers attempt to find alternate routes to their destinations.
Road blockages also create a response time concern for emergency services. There
are no grade separated crossings of the CP track in the downtown area between Talbot
Street and Quebec Street and long trains can block this entire distance. The safety
concerns associated with pedestrians crossing multiple tracks, and the opportunity to
create an uninterrupted north-south corridor for emergency vehicles makes this at-grade
crossing location the City’s highest priority for a new grade separation.
The Rail Rationalization Study confirms the City’s continuing approach of planning for
strategic grade separations rather than pursuing large scale relocation / rerouting of CP
operations.
Providing a new road-rail grade separation on Adelaide Street at the CP crossing will
increase roadway safety by removing the potential for conflict between pedestrians,
cyclists, drivers and CP operations, improve traffic flow / operations by managing
congestion and provide route reliability for emergency services and local transit.
The implementation of the grade separation will support the Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)
initiative by providing vital parallel roadway network improvements to facilitate the rapid
transit implementation. The improved transportation network performance, reliability and
efficiency on Adelaide Street will benefit the London Transit / Transit Priority network
and the connection to the BRT network at the King Street stop.
The project provides an opportunity to improve active transportation choices / facilities
and linkages. The project also creates the opportunity to improve safety and mobility for
all road users as well as contribute to the neighbourhood setting with a lively
streetscape / urban design.
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ES5 Planning Alternatives
Phase 2 of the Municipal Class EA involved identifying alternative planning solutions.
The following alternatives were assessed against their ability to reasonably address the
problems and opportunities, in consideration of the constraints identified in the early
stages of the study:
1. Do Nothing; Intersection Improvements;
2. Transportation Demand Management;
3. Traffic Capacity Improvements; and
4. Grade Separation.
Based on public feedback received at PIC 1, the project team expanded the range of
potential planning solutions to include:
5. Change in CP Rail Operations; and
6. Partial Grade Separation.
As noted above and discussed in Chapter 2 of the ESR, the City’s Rail Rationalization
Study addressed the broader questions related to CP (and CN) operations within the
City of London.
Recommended Planning Solution
The evaluation process concluded that the preferred planning solution includes: Grade
Separation; and Intersection Improvements. This solution directly addresses the primary
problems and opportunities in the long term. This solution will separate rail traffic from
vehicles, transit, cyclists and pedestrians, improving safety of all users and increasing
the reliability of the transportation network. This should result in a reduction in cutthrough traffic onto local streets. This solution provides an opportunity to improve the
streetscape, creating a safe and welcoming space for pedestrians and contributing to
the surrounding neighbourhood.
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ES6 Design Alternatives
Phase 3 of the Municipal Class EA process involved the generation and evaluation of
design alternatives for the following aspects of the overall design:
 Grade separation type (underpass or overpass);
 Alignment alternatives (for road, detour and utility / service corridor);
 Local street connections for Central Avenue, Pall Mall Street and McMahen

Street;
 Streetscape design; and
 Cycling Facilities.

The evaluation of design alternatives was a step-wise process with decisions and
outcomes of steps predicated on previous outcomes / decisions. The following graphic
depicts this process and when various design alternatives were reviewed with the
public.Numerous factors influenced the generation, assessment, and evaluation of the
design alternatives, for example:
 Community mobility, connectivity, character and direct community feedback /

input; integration with surrounding community (context sensitive design),
streetscape and urban design;
 Safe multi-modal transportation choices and the creation of a comfortable

pedestrian and cycling environment that encourages these activities;
 Minimizing impacts to properties and businesses,
 McMahen Park Gates, trees and open space;
 Protecting cultural heritage resources;
 Cultural Heritage resources, adjacent Heritage Conservation Districts
 Technical factors including: utilities and municipal services, transportation

network, road design, stormwater and groundwater management,
constructability, cost;
 CP Operations including opportunities to modify CP infrastructure, operational

constraints such as maximum closure periods etc.
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Design Alternative Evaluation Process
Design is a step-wise process with each step building upon known conditions /
constraints and decisions made previously.
As the design progresses and our knowledge of conditions / constraints evolve, there
may be design iterations

Final Design

Step 3:
Step 2:
Step 1:
Grade
Separation
Type
Underpass
or Overpass

Reviewed at
PIC 1
Confirmed
at PIC 2

Local Street
Connections

Step 5:
Streetscape
Design

Streetscape,
landscape and
Alignment
Central
Avenue
urban design
Alternatives
elements
Road Alignment Pall Mall Street
Initial ideas at
McMahen
Detour
PIC 1
Street
New Utility
Public input
Initial options
Corridor
shown at PIC 2 received at PIC
2
Reviewed at PICs
Preferred
1 and 2
Option at PIC 3 Preferred
Option at PIC 3
Preferred Option
at PIC 3

Step 6: Cycling
Facilities
Consider
options for
Cycling facilities
for Adelaide
Street and
Central Avenue
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ES7 Preferred Plan Summary
Based on the evaluation of design alternatives, the Preferred Plan consists of the
following key aspects:
 Underpass Grade Separation: The underpass, or subway, is preferred because

there are fewer property impacts, relatively little visual intrusion to surrounding
community; decreased traffic noise from roadway; maintains intersections of local
streets; more attractive to pedestrians and cyclists; preferred by community
(when compared to the overpass design alternative).
 New rail structures consisting of two single-span through plate girder bridges with

reinforced concrete abutments. The span is approximately 31.0 m. Minimum
vertical clearance through the underpass is 5 m. One option under consideration
for in-place construction is the “Trestle and Lift-In Place Method”.
 A new pump station located on the west side of Adelaide Street North, just north

of Central Avenue. The stormwater pump station will be designed alongside an
underground stormwater detention facility designed to retain the 100-year storm
event. The pump station will be designed with two (2) inlet gravity sewers. One
pipe will accommodate the storm drainage from the Adelaide Street road
drainage system while the second pipe will carry groundwater flow. Once
discharged in the station wet well, stormwater is pumped through an oil/grit
separator to the underground storage detention facility. Ultimately, all pumped
stormwater is conveyed to the local downstream storm sewer at the intersection
of William Street / Central Avenue where it is conveyed to an existing outlet at
the Thames River. The groundwater system will outlet into a separate wet well
and be pumped to a separate underground storage detention facility for possible
treatment, as required. The stored water will then be conveyed and enter the
local sanitary sewer or storm sewer system. Treatment and outlet will be
confirmed during detail design. Potential treatment requirements and outlet
locations will be confirmed during detail design.


‘Central’ Alignment of Adelaide Street: minimizes overall property impacts,
maintains straighter road which is better for users, maintains local street fabric /
connections and minimizes impacts to CP infrastructure.

 Temporary road detour on east side of Adelaide Street: maintains north-south

traffic including emergency services during construction, avoids permanent
property impacts beyond those required for grade separation, utilizes same
footprint as the new service / utility corridor. The temporary road detour was
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assumed having 4 lanes for the EA assessment. However, based on further
consultation with CP, the implication on railway operational safety, significant
impacts to the rail yard infrastructure, and costs, may deem the detour not
feasible with 4 lanes. It is possible that a 2-lane detour be implemented, pending
further review and design with CP.
 A new service and utility corridor on east side of Adelaide Street: minimizes

permanent property impacts and integrates well with the proposed temporary
road detour.
 Central Avenue full intersection: improved safety of all users, improved

transportation / active transportation network and community connectivity,
improved traffic operations. Includes dedicated left turn lanes and proposed
painted cycling lanes on Central Avenue.
 Pall Mall Street right-in / right-out: maintains access to southbound Adelaide

Street. Left-turn movements removed for safety, given proximity to underpass.
 McMahen Street: maintain existing intersection. Signalized pedestrian crossing

will be shifted to McMahen Street. Traffic signals are not being recommended at
this time due to additional property impacts and concerns of attracting more cutthrough traffic from Oxford Street.
 McMahen Park will be elevated above Adelaide Street and separated from

vehicle traffic by railing, terraces and landscaping creating a more intimate park
setting.
 The existing gateway to McMahen Park, opposite Pall Mall Street, will be

relocated to the southeast corner of the McMahen Street intersection.
 Cycling facilities that include:

o Adelaide Street North - 4 m multi-use path on the raised platform within
the underpass, connecting to Pall Mall / McMahen Street and Central
Avenue;
o Central Avenue – painted bike lanes, with intersection design to connect
to cycling facility on Adelaide Street North;
o Pall Mall Street / McMahen Street – signed bike route with appropriate
signage to facilitate the connection at McMahen Street pedestrian
crossing will be developed in detailed design.
 A Streetscape Design Concept, strongly based on community feedback, that

integrates the underpass with the surrounding neighbourhood.
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Preferred Plan Overview
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Adelaide Street North Road Cross-Section through the Underpass
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Cycling Facilities
The 2016 Cycling Master Plan identified the following components of the cycling
network, in the study area:
 Existing Signed Bike Route on Central Avenue;
 Proposed Signed Bike Route on Pall Mall, starting at Adelaide Street;
 Proposed Signed Bike Route on McMahen Street for a short segment, east of

Adelaide Street; and
 No facilities were identified on Adelaide Street North, within the study area

This project has provided an opportunity to review the existing and proposed cycling
network within the study area and provide updated recommendations for network
connections and facilities in the context of the proposed transportation improvements.
The intent to accommodate cyclists through the underpass was recognized early in
Phase 3, given the long-term investment and structure life-span of the underpass.
As discussed in Chapter 5 of the ESR, early design concepts reflected the intent to
provide space within the paved shoulder for on-road cyclists.
The preliminary preferred design, depicted conceptually at PIC 3, included 3 m
shoulders at street level on Adelaide Street North. Cyclists who did not wish to be on
the road could utilize the 3 m pathway within the raised platform of the underpass – a
space that would be shared with pedestrians.
In response to the public feedback received at and following PIC 3, and through further
review within the project team, two further cycling design options for Adelaide Street
were developed and reviewed. The two options reviewed in the final stages of the Class
EAs study (Chapter 5) were:
 Option 1 - provide a separated cycling facility by providing a minimum 4.0 m wide

multi-use pathway (MUP) on the raised platform through both sides of the
underpass. This MUP would be used by cyclists and pedestrians on both sides of
the road.
 Option 2 - provide 3 m pedestrian sidewalks on a raised platform through the

underpass and 3 m separated bike lanes (e.g. cycle track), at street level.
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Cycling Master Plan (2016) Excerpt

Study Area
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Given that Adelaide Street North is not proposed to have on-street designated /
separated cycling facilities downstream and upstream of the grade separation, the
project team concluded that a cycling connection through the grade separation does not
need to be at street level. It is believed that cyclists approaching the underpass
(whether coming from Adelaide, Central or Pall Mall Street / McMahan Street) will prefer
to avoid the full grade change on the street (6%) by using the MUP which would be
elevated above street level and therefore will require less effort to pass through.
Option 1 is viewed as “more comfortable” for a broader range of users (e.g. all ages and
abilities) because of the greater separation from motor vehicles.
Even if Option 2 were selected, there will always be some cyclists who will not be
comfortable cycling at street level.
A key advantage of Option 1 is less maintenance effort and cost.
Therefore, the preferred option for the cycling facility on Adelaide Street North, is for a 4
m multi-use path on the raised platform within the underpass, connecting to Pall Mall /
McMahen Street and Central Avenue.
The design of the cycling facility on Central Avenue has evolved through discussion with
stakeholders, the community and City staff. The Cycling Master Plan identified Central
Avenue for a signed bike route. However, the design concept shared with the public at
PIC 3 reflects to City’s intent to provide painted on-road bike lanes on Central Avenue
with integrated cycling facilities at the Adelaide Street North intersection. Further review
of the design and impacts of the cycling facilities on Central Avenue will be required.
A signed bike route on Pall Mall Street and McMahen Street, per the Cycling Master
Plan, will connect to the multi-use path on Adelaide Street North. Appropriate signage to
facilitate the connection at McMahen Street pedestrian crossing will be developed in
detailed design.
Streetscape Design
The development of the Streetscape Design Concept was an iterative process, based
on the technical design requirements and the evolving understanding of design
constraints, the definition of the ‘public’ realm (i.e. areas beyond the roadway available
for streetscape design) and input from all City departments, Community Association
representatives and members of the public. The streetscape concept was prepared
based on the following principles:
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 Integrate the underpass visually into the surrounding neighbourhood;
 Minimize impacts to buildings, property and businesses;
 Create a pedestrian-friendly, safe and vibrant streetscape;
 Establish and maintain pedestrian and cycling connections between destinations

across and along Adelaide Street North;
 Frame and enhance the new bridge through aesthetic treatments that provide a

visual amenity to the community, create opportunities for neighbourhood identity
features and reference heritage architectural styles and patterns, and identify
opportunities for new and enhanced public spaces.
Community input was vital to the development of the streetscape concept plan.
Proactive and direct feedback from representative of the Piccadilly, Woodfield and Old
East Village Community Associations and the Old East Village BIA was incorporated
into the design, as feasible for this conceptual stage of design.
The PIC 2 / Workshop was instrumental in obtaining meaningful community feedback
on specific streetscape design elements such as sidewalk configuration, side
treatments, pedestrian space, aesthetic and theming opportunities, and landscape
design. The exhibit below summarizes community preferences and feedback from the
Workshop and what has been achieved in the streetscape design concept.
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Summary of Public Input to the Streetscape Design and How It Was Addressed
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View North at Adelaide Street North and Central Avenue
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Streetscape Concept

A. Low retaining walls with decorative
treatments and landscape, frame
intersection and approach to new bridge.
B. Pillar and wall treatment reﬂect local
architecture.
C. Ramp and stairs maintain access to
business from street.
D. Rear parking access.
E. A linear parkette creates opportunities to
incorporate wildﬂowers and rain gardens.
Community events or exhibitions /
installations could also occur in the
parkette in the future.
F. Pump station can feature architectural
detailing to blend into the community
fabric.
G. Parking and access for pump station.
H. Landscaped terraces with decorative
retaining walls and pillars.

I.

Opportunities to incorporate design
elements into the bridge will be reviewed
with CPR. Otherwise these elements can
be provided adjacent to the CPR right‐of‐
way to create a similar visual impact.

J. Elevated walkway reduces walking
distance, raises sidewalk and multi‐use
path above street.
K. Landscaped terraces.
L. Ramps/stairs provide access to park from
sidewalk (elevated walkway).
M. McMahen Park will be elevated above
Adelaide Street and separated from vehicle
traﬃc by railings, terraces and
landscaping, creating a more intimate park
setting and enhancing the experience and
safety of the park.
N. McMahen Gate relocated to new park
entrance
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ES8 Preliminary Property Requirements
Significant efforts have been made during the Class EA study to minimize property
impacts, including:
 Maintaining a central alignment of Adelaide Street North;
 Providing the traffic detour and utility corridor along the east side of Adelaide

Street North;
 Providing a ‘best-fit’ design for the realigned Central Avenue intersection; and
 Maintaining the existing connections to Adelaide Street North from Pall Mall

Street and McMahen Street (although access to Pall Mall Street will now be
restricted).
Despite these measures, some sections of the Preferred Plan have a substantial
change in the road profile and therefore impacts to properties will be unavoidable. The
complete list of property impacts is provided in the table below.
The Preferred Plan will have full or partial impacts to 17 properties. Approximate
property impacts are summarized in the table below. Discussions between the Project
Team and property owners during the EA regarding these impacts and potential
accommodations are noted in Chapter 7 of the ESR. Minor driveway re-grading and
impacts to City-owned property are not included in this summary.
 Four properties have been identified as likely to be fully impacted due to road

grade changes and closure of access to Adelaide Street. These are: 595
Adelaide Street (Food Mart / Petro Line), 600 Adelaide Street (southeast corner
of Adelaide Street and Central Avenue), 627 Central Avenue (residential property
east of Adelaide Street), and 625 Adelaide Street (AutoSpa Car Wash). None of
these properties are included on the City of London Inventory of Heritage
Resources as listed or designated.
 One property, 665 Adelaide Street (Storage Mart), is likely to have partial impacts

to the building due to the construction of the retaining walls for the underpass.
The extent of impacts to the building located on the east side of the property will
be determined during detailed design in consultation with the owner.
 Thirteen properties are likely to have minor impacts to frontage with three of them

potentially requiring some modifications to maintain access, as summarized
below. The City will continue to work with the property owners to find an
acceptable solution:
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o 596 Adelaide Street North (Cat Hospital) will require reconfiguration of the
Adelaide Street entrance to account for the new sidewalk elevation /
grade.
o 682 Adelaide Street (Frank and Gus Pizza) will require reconfiguration of
the storefront access on Adelaide Street to account for the new sidewalk
elevation / grade. Access to the rear parking area will be maintained.
o 589 Adelaide Street (Northend Bodyshop) will require reconfiguration of
the garage bay access to account for the closure of the access from
Adelaide Street due to the road elevation / grade change.
The property at 620 Adelaide Street is owned by CP. Temporary and permanent
impacts to this property are being discussed with CP as part of the overall design plan.
A cultural heritage resource assessment was carried out to identify built heritage values
and cultural heritage landscapes within the study area. The Cultural Heritage
Assessment Report (CHAR) is provided in Appendix C. Based on the Preferred Plan,
the following summary is provided:
 None of properties identified as potentially being fully impacted are included on

the City of London Inventory of Heritage Resources as listed or designated.
 One property, 596 Adelaide Street North – The Cat Hospital, is included on the

City of London Inventory of Heritage Resources as a listed heritage property,
Priority 1. The building will not be impacted; anticipated impacts are limited to the
frontage of the property with changes to the existing access and landscaped
garden.
Built cultural heritage resources will be reviewed once more in the context of the final
design, and all appropriate documentation will be prepared to document potential
impacts to heritage value.
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Preliminary Property Requirements
Municipal Address
571 Adelaide Street N
RN: 20120019000000

577 Adelaide Street N
RN: 20120018000000

579 Adelaide Street N
RN: 20120017000000

585 Adelaide Street N
RN: 20120016000000

589 Adelaide Street N
RN: 20120015000000

595 Adelaide Street N
RN: 20130067000000
596 Adelaide Street N
RN: 30130039000000
600 Adelaide Street N
RN: 30130001000000

620 Adelaide Street N
RN: 30780198000000

Type

Nature of Impact

Residential

Partial impacts – very minor edge impacts to frontage.
Approximate area = 19 m2
Not included on the City of London Inventory of Heritage
Resources as a listed or designated heritage property, but
identified as having potential heritage interest.
Residential Partial impacts – minor edge impacts to frontage.
Approximate area = 16.5 m2
Not included on the City of London Inventory of Heritage
Resources as a listed or designated heritage property, but
identified as having potential heritage interest.
Residential Partial impacts – minor edge impacts to frontage.
Approximate area = 46 m2
Not included on the City of London Inventory of Heritage
Resources as a listed or designated heritage property, but
identified as having potential heritage interest.
Residential Partial impacts – edge impacts to frontage.
Approximate area = 71.5 m2
Not included on the City of London Inventory of Heritage
Resources as a listed or designated heritage property, but
identified as having potential heritage interest.
Commercial Partial impacts – edge impacts to frontage.
Approximate area = 97 m2
Potential full removal due to road lowering and access
restrictions for underpass grade separation and intersection
improvements.
Commercial Full removal due to road lowering for underpass grade
separation and intersection improvements.
Commercial Partial impacts – edge impacts to frontage and access.
Approximate area = 26.5 m2
Included on the City of London Inventory of Heritage
Resources as a listed heritage property, Priority 1.
Commercial Full removal due to road lowering for underpass grade
separation and intersection improvements.
Not included on the City of London Inventory of Heritage
Resources as a listed or designated heritage property, but
identified as having potential heritage interest.
Commercial/ Partial impacts – edge impacts to frontage.
Industrial
Approximate area = 520 m2
Permanent easement required for utility corridor.
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Municipal Address

Type

Nature of Impact

625 Adelaide Street N
RN: 20130060000000
665 Adelaide Street N
RN: 20130059000000

Commercial

682-686 Adelaide Street N
RN: 30150076000000

Commercial

688 Adelaide Street N
RN: 30150078000000

Residential

692 Adelaide Street N
RN: 30150079000000

Residential

698 Adelaide Street N
RN: 30150080000000

Residential

700 Adelaide Street N
RN: 30150081000000

Residential

627 Central Avenue
RN: 30130002000000

Residential

Full removal due to road lowering for underpass grade
separation and intersection improvements.
Partial impacts – edge impacts to frontage along Adelaide
Street.
Approximate area = 479 m2
Partial impacts to south end of main building on east side of
property due to construction of retaining walls for underpass
grade separation. Extent of impacts to be determined in
detailed design in consultation with owner.
Partial impacts – edge impacts to frontage and front
entrance from sidewalk.
Approximate area = 7.5 m2
Not included on the City of London Inventory of Heritage
Resources as a listed or designated heritage property, but
686 Adelaide Street N identified as having potential heritage
interest.
Partial impacts – edge impacts to frontage.
Approximate area = 10 m2
Not included on the City of London Inventory of Heritage
Resources as a listed or designated heritage property, but
identified as having potential heritage interest.
Partial impacts – edge impacts to frontage.
Approximate area = 20.5 m2
Not included on the City of London Inventory of Heritage
Resources as a listed or designated heritage property, but
identified as having potential heritage interest.
Partial impacts – edge impacts to frontage.
Approximate area = 13.5 m2
Not included on the City of London Inventory of Heritage
Resources as a listed or designated heritage property, but
identified as having potential heritage interest.
Partial impacts – edge impacts to frontage.
Approximate area = 6.5 m2
Not included on the City of London Inventory of Heritage
Resources as a listed or designated heritage property, but
identified as having potential heritage interest.
Full removal due to road lowering for underpass grade
separation and intersection improvements.

Commercial
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ES9 Consultation
Consultation is documented in Chapter 7 of the Environmental Study Report. A Notice
of Study Commencement for the project was issued in February 23, 2016. A project
page on the City’s website was also launched at that time. Public feedback at the
commencement of the study primarily related to CP operations, the need for a grade
separation, cut-through traffic on residential streets, potential property and access
impacts, neighborhood connectivity, pedestrian and cyclist safety and potential for
higher traffic volumes and noise.
As the owner of the railway, CP is an important project partner and will ultimately have
approval of any proposed changes to their infrastructure. City staff have had ongoing
communication with CP throughout the study.
There are four community and business associations with interest in the study area:
Piccadilly Area Neighbourhood Association (PANA), Woodfield Community Association,
and Old East Village Business Improvement Area (BIA) and Old East Village
Community Association. Representatives from each these groups engaged City staff
early in the study and have remained directly involved in the study process throughout.
An initial meeting was convened with community representatives on May 24, 2016. A
follow-up walking tour of the neighbourhood was held on October 6, 2016. A further
meeting was convened on April 11, 2108 to review the proposed design, including the
streetscape/ urban design concept in advance of Public Information Centre 3. The
partnership with the community groups and business associations has been critical to
the success of this EA the Community Associations have played a key role in raising the
project profile and encouraging the broader community to participate in the study.
The first Public Information Centre (PIC) was held on June 16, 2016 and provided
stakeholders with an opportunity to meet the project team, review the study scope,
existing conditions, need and justification and planning alternatives. Approximately 140
people attended. Common verbal feedback heard at the PIC included:
 Change CP operations instead of constructing the grade separation;
 A grade separation is needed to alleviate traffic – strong preference for an

underpass;
 Better pedestrian facilities are needed on Adelaide Street;
 Concern that an overpass will break up the neighbourhoods; and,
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 Many cars cut through the neighbourhoods on the side streets when trains block

Adelaide Street.
A comment sheet / questionnaire was provided at PIC 1 and posted on the City’s
website until August 31, 2016. A total of 125 comment sheets were received in this
period. From the comment sheet / questionnaire, the highest rated issues were: travel
delays due to frequent train crossing / road blockages; need for safe / comfortable
sidewalks and cycling facilities; and improved air quality and noise. The most important
goals for the study, from the questionnaire, were to protect and improve pedestrian
accessibility/walkability, develop a solution that contributes to a vibrant street and
neighbourhood, ensure continued access to homes and businesses, and protect
heritage value of neighbourhood.
Based on feedback received from the Community Associations and from the public at
PIC 1, the project team’s approach to public engagement was expanded to include one
additional PIC / Workshop. This approach allowed the project team to better address
the complex technical components of the study, respond to the high level of community
interest and desire for direct involvement, and provide more opportunity for public input
to the streetscape design to enhance the neighbourhood.
Public Information Centre 2 was held on December 14, 2016. The PIC consisted of a
drop-in open house from 4:30 pm to 8:00 pm with a workshop component from 6:00 to
7:30 pm. The purpose of the PIC was to confirm the preferred planning solutions,
describe the multi-step design process and present alternative design concepts
(including grade separation type and side street connections), and actively develop a
high-quality streetscape design through the Workshop. The workshop provided a more
visual project interaction to gain feedback on specific elements such as sidewalk
configuration, side treatments, pedestrian space, aesthetic and theming opportunities,
and landscape design. Those not able to attend the workshop had an opportunity to
provide input on these elements through the Engage London website. Approximately 60
people attended the PIC and almost all attendees participated in the workshop.
A comment sheet / questionnaire was provided at PIC 2 and posted on the City’s
website until January 31, 2017. A total of 26 written comments were received in this
period. Common verbal and written feedback included:
 Strong preference for the underpass design;
 Understand the need for a grade separation but concern that it will separate the

neighbourhoods;
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 Concern about potential for increased noise associated with the grade separation

and potentially higher traffic volumes on Adelaide Street;
 Suggestion for a signalized intersection at McMahen Street;
 Design for a friendly, safe, and secure space for pedestrians;
 Preference for dedicated bicycle lanes;
 Concern regarding property impacts;
 Concern for disruption to local businesses during construction; and
 Maintain the connection at Pall Mall Street and Adelaide Street.

Public Information Centre 3 was held on April 26, 2018. The purpose of this PIC was to
review the community feedback received through PIC 2 and the Workshop, review the
assessment of alternative design concepts for the grade separation, local street
connections, new utility corridor and temporary road detour, present the Recommended
Plan including Streetscape Design Concept, present the preliminary construction
staging concept and overall implementation timeframes. Approximately 100 people
attended. A total of 57 written comments were received in this period. Common verbal
and written feedback included:
 Strong support for the underpass design;
 Very positive feedback for the streetscape design;
 Positive feedback on the design of the Central Avenue intersection;
 Community ‘feels they have been heard’ and design is reflective of the

community feedback given during the study;
 Questions regarding the timing of the design and construction; support for

construction commencing ‘right away’;
 Some concern about temporary loss of use of parts of McMahen Park during

construction but support for park revitalization post-construction; and
 Some concern about potential for traffic infiltration to neighbourhoods and

interest in providing traffic calming during construction.

ES10 Construction Staging
The project is expected to be implemented in a 3 to 5-year timeframe. Construction
timing is subject to the completion of the Environmental Assessment process, property
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acquisition and CP concurrence. Due to the complexity of the project, the construction
duration is expected to be approximately 24 to 28 months.
The project is a complex undertaking that involves numerous stages of construction
including: bridge construction within CP technical and scheduling constraints; lowering
of Adelaide Street by 6.5 m; intersection and road reconstruction; lowering of the
Central Avenue intersection by 1.5 m; relocation and upgrade of existing municipal
services, installation of new services, and construction of a pumping station; and
relocation of major utilities to a new corridor.
The project team has been sensitive to the potential impacts of construction on local
businesses and the community. It is proposed that a temporary road detour be provided
around the construction area to minimize the duration of closure periods.
Most of the underpass construction can be completed ‘off-line’ with traffic routed around
the construction area via the temporary road detour. Details of the construction staging
will be refined during design phase of the project. Construction timing, duration, staging
and traffic management will be fully developed during the future detailed design phase.
It is anticipated that some construction activities will require short-term periodic lane
closures or temporary lane reductions, for example:
 Relocation and installation of utilities and municipal services will involve short-

term closures or lane reductions to through-traffic. Local streets will remain open
to local traffic. A number of weekend closures will be required at intersections to
complete utility crossings.
 Modifications to rail infrastructure will involve short-term closures to Adelaide

Street (possible weekend closures).
 Longer closure / lane reduction to through-traffic will occur with the lowering of

Adelaide Street to match the underpass road profile. Ideally this work will be
planned during a single 4 to 6-week closure period on Adelaide Street. Local
street traffic and walk-in access to businesses can likely continue via local streets
during this period.
 Once Adelaide Street is lowered, it will be reopened to traffic. Local streets will

then be lowered to match the new grade, with localized short-term closures.
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In the upcoming detailed design phase, the project team will take a proactive approach
in direct discussions with affected property / business owners. The detailed design
involves the spatial arrangement of all construction aspects and the detailed scheduling
that will allow for efficiencies to be identified. The detailed construction plan and
schedule will incorporate all utility relocations, municipal service upgrades and all
aspects of the bridge and road works. The construction plan will inform the development
of a traffic management plan including scheduling and duration of lane restrictions and
full closures. This information will facilitate more meaningful discussion with and provide
more certainty to property and business owners. The final design, construction staging
and traffic management plan will be shared with the community at a public meeting,
during the detailed design phase, and will be posted on the City’s website for easy
access.

ES11 Preliminary Cost Estimates
A preliminary construction cost for the Adelaide Street North grade separation is
approximately $58.3 M. The cost estimate includes roadway construction, the railway
grade separation bridge structure, CP railway infrastructure costs (i.e., yard
modifications, flagging, etc.), municipal services and utility relocation, temporary road
detour, traffic and pedestrian signals, pump station with storage facility, landscaping,
staging, and property acquisition. The preliminary estimate for the project is
summarized below and this value will be used to update future capital budgets. Costs
are in 2017 dollars. Cost sharing with CP is anticipated.
Item
Removals
Roadwork
Storm Sewers / Pump Station
CP Structure
Sanitary Sewer
Watermain
Temporary Work
Road Detour
Utility Relocation
CP Railway Infrastructure Costs
Property Acquisition
Engineering
TOTAL

Estimated Cost
1,139,000
10,826,000
8,779,000
9,832,000
567,000
876,000
660,000
2,027,000
4,440,000
4,080,000
9,800,000
5,250,000
58,276,000
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1 INTRODUCTION AND STUDY PROCESS
1.1

Introduction

The City of London has completed a Class Environmental Assessment (Class EA) study
for the Adelaide Street North – Canadian Pacific Railway Grade Separation. While the
study has focused on the Canadian Pacific Railway Company (herein referred to as CP)
Rail line located just north of Central Avenue, broader needs and implications from
Oxford Street, in the north, to Queens Avenue, in the south were also considered.
Adelaide Street is a major four-lane arterial road which accommodates an average of
26,000 vehicles per day through the study area. Within The London Plan, Adelaide
Street North is classified as a Civic Boulevard, which places a priority on pedestrian,
cycling and transit, moving ‘medium to high volumes of vehicular traffic’, and
encourages a high-quality pedestrian realm / urban design.
The CP crossing of Adelaide Street has been identified as the City’s highest priority
candidate for a new rail-road grade separation. The crossing, located on Mile 113.73 of
CP’s Galt Subdivision, comprises two tracks across Adelaide Street, which reduces to a
single-track west of Adelaide Street. The Galt Subdivision is a critical route for CP’s
service to Canada and US customers, including local customers in the London area.
CP’s rail yard operates to the east of Adelaide Street and functions as a primary train
assembly point (including shunting operations) and crew hub.
The Adelaide Street North - CP Grade Separation project was identified in the City’s
2014 Transportation Development Charges Background Study with a recommendation
for construction in 2031. Due to the area’s strategic location, the City’s 2030
Transportation Master Plan (TMP) also identifies the need for traffic capacity
optimization and transit priority on this corridor. The project timing was subsequently
adjusted in the 2018 capital budget update for near-term implementation. The
amendment considered the fastest possible project implementation with construction
beginning as early as 2021, subject to EA clearance, property acquisition and railway
concurrence.
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The 2005 ‘Priority Setting Factors for Future Rail / Road Grade Separations’ study
(November 2005) that evaluated at-grade crossings in London indicated that the
Adelaide Street North - CP crossing met the Transport Canada Rail Exposure Index
Warrant for a grade separation. More recently, in 2013, the City completed a monitoring
program of this crossing, observing 25 to 43 daily road blockages. The results of the
2013 monitoring program indicated a greater grade separation warrant at this location
than previously considered in 2005 due to the additional road blockages created by
railway shunting. Blockages of this magnitude result in total road delays of 106 to 126
minutes per day. It was also observed that there was an average of eight (8) blockages
per day that extended for more than five (5) minutes. Road blockages at this crossing
results in the queuing of southbound traffic that extends northerly past Oxford Street
and southerly past King Street.
Further railway monitoring studies completed in 2017, have confirmed that train
switching activities at Adelaide Street North are significant and account for more than
half of the blockages at this crossing, with approximately 5 crossing blockages at
Adelaide Street North for every 2 blockages at Richmond Street. Road blockages at this
crossing results in the queuing of southbound traffic that extends northerly past Oxford
Street and southerly past King Street. Additionally, approximately 40% of the crossing
blockages extend longer than 5 minutes.
The significant time and volume of blockages at the crossing results in cut-through
traffic onto local streets as drivers attempt to find alternate routes to their destinations.
Road blockages also create a response time concern for emergency services. There
are no grade separated crossings of the CP track in the downtown area between Talbot
Street and Quebec Street and long trains can block this entire distance. The safety
concerns associated with pedestrians crossing multiple tracks, and the opportunity to
create an uninterrupted north-south corridor for emergency vehicles makes this at-grade
crossing location the City’s highest priority for a new grade separation.
This Class EA study has satisfied the requirements of the Ontario Environmental
Assessment Act by providing a comprehensive, environmentally sound planning
process with public participation, and to facilitate dialogue with parties representing
many diverse interests. This Environmental Study Report (ESR) documents the
decision-making process carried out during the Class EA study.
CP is an important project partner as the owner of the railway. CP has provided input to
and general agreement with the preferred grade separation design. Further review with
CP is required for the future detailed design phase.
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1.2

Environmental Assessment Process

All municipal infrastructure projects are subject to the Ontario Environmental
Assessment Act (EA Act). The Class Environmental Assessment (Class EA) is an
approved self-assessment process under the EA Act for a specific group or “class” of
projects. Projects are considered approved, subject to compliance with an approved
Class EA process. The Municipal Class EA (Municipal Engineers Association October
2000, as amended in 2015) applies to municipal infrastructure projects including roads,
water and wastewater.

Municipal Class Environmental Assessment
The Municipal Class EA outlines a comprehensive planning process and rational
approach when considering the environmental and technical advantages and
disadvantages of alternatives. It also identifies consultation requirements with agencies,
directly affected stakeholders, Aboriginal Communities and the general public
throughout the process. The key principles of successful environmental assessment
planning include: Consultation; Consideration of a reasonable range of alternatives;
Consideration of effects on natural, social, cultural, and economic environments and
technical components; Systematic evaluation; Clear documentation; and Traceable
decision making.
Provided that the Class EA planning process is followed, a proponent does not have to
apply for formal approval under the Ontario Environmental Assessment Act. The
Municipal Class EA process is shown on Exhibit 1-2 and includes:
 Phase 1: identify the problem or opportunity;
 Phase 2: identify alternative solutions;
 Phase 3: examine alternative methods of implementing the preferred solution;
 Phase 4: prepare and file an Environmental Study Report; and
 Phase 5: proceed to detailed design, construction and operation.

The classification of projects and activities under the Municipal Class EA is as follows:
Schedule A: Includes normal or emergency operational and maintenance activities,
which are limited in scale and have minimal adverse environmental effects. These
undertakings are pre-approved and the proponent can proceed without further
assessment and approval.
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Schedule A+: Introduced in 2007, these projects are also pre-approved. The public is to
be advised prior to the implementation of the project.
Schedule B: Includes projects that have the potential for adverse environmental effects.
This includes improvements and minor expansions of existing facilities. These projects
are approved subject to a screening process which includes consulting with
stakeholders who may be directly affected and relevant review agencies.
Schedule C: Includes the construction of new facilities and major expansions to existing
facilities. These undertakings have the potential for significant environmental effects,
and must proceed under the planning and documentation procedures outlined in the
Municipal Class EA document.
The Adelaide Street North – CP Grade Separation Class EA study has been identified
as a Schedule ‘C’ project under the Municipal Class EA (Exhibit 1-2). An Environmental
Study Report is required for Schedule ‘C’ projects to document the decision-making
process.
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Exhibit 1-2: Municipal Class Environmental Assessment Process

Adelaide Street
North Class EA
Phases 1 to 4
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For further information on the Municipal Class EA process, readers are referred to the
Municipal Class Environmental Assessment (as amended, 2015). The City of London
Project Manager for this Class EA Study is also available to discuss this information and
can be contacted as follows:
Ardian Spahiu, P.Eng.
Transportation Design Engineer
City of London
300 Dufferin Ave., PO Box 5035 London ON N6A 4L9
aspahiu@london.ca
Environmental Study Report
This Environmental Study Report (ESR) documents the process followed to develop the
Preferred Plan and the environmentally significant aspects of the planning, design and
construction of the proposed works. The ESR describes: the problem being addressed,
the existing social, natural, cultural environmental considerations, planning and design
alternatives that were considered, a description of the recommended alternative and its
environmental effects and proposed mitigation measures, and commitments to further
work, consultation, and monitoring associated with the implementation of the project.
As required by the Municipal Class EA, this ESR is being made available to
stakeholders, regulatory agencies, Aboriginal Communities and the public for a
minimum 30 calendar-day review period. A notice of ESR completion was placed in
local newspapers and on the City’s website, and letters were mailed to notify
government agencies, Aboriginal Communities, affected property owners and members
of the public on the study mailing list. During the review period, parties with outstanding
issues are encouraged to bring their project concerns to the attention of City of London
for resolution.
The improvements contemplated by this Class EA study are subject to further review by
and negotiation with CP and therefore it is possible that minor modifications to the
recommended design may be identified during future detailed design phase. However,
these modifications are not anticipated to change the overall intent of the undertaking.
Part II Order Request
The Municipal Class EA process includes an appeal provision to change the status of a
project from being subject to the Municipal Class EA process to being subject to an
Individual Environmental Assessment per Part II of the Ontario Environmental
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Assessment Act. If concerns are raised during the public review period that cannot be
resolved through discussions with the City, then stakeholders, agencies, Aboriginal
Communities or members of the public may request the Minister of the Environment,
Conservation and Parks issue a Part II Order (also referred to as a ‘bump-up’) for the
project, thereby requiring an elevated scope of study.
A Part II Order request requires submission of a formal request to the Minister of the
Environment, Conservation and Parks, prior to the end of the 30 calendar-day review
period, outlining the unresolved issue and requesting the Minister to review the matter.
Please refer to the following website for further information and specific instructions
regarding Part II Order requests:
https://www.ontario.ca/page/class-environmental-assessments-part-ii-order
If no Part II Order requests are outstanding by the end of the 30 calendar-day review
period, the project is considered to have met the requirements of the Class EA, and the
City may proceed to subsequent phases of design and construction subject to meeting
any commitments documented in this ESR and obtaining the necessary environmental
approvals.

Infrastructure Ontario Class Environmental Assessment Process
Where lands owned or managed by Infrastructure Ontario (IO) may be impacted by a
municipal project, the Ministry of Infrastructure (MOI) Public Works Class Environmental
Assessment may apply. Based on the Preferred Plan (Chapter 6), no impact to IO
lands have been identified as part of this project. This will be confirmed again during
detailed design. Where impacts to IO lands (e.g., property purchase / disposition,
requirements for easements etc.) may be identified in future, consultation with IO will be
required to confirm and complete the Public Works Class EA requirements.

Canadian Environmental Assessment Act
The scope of the proposed rail grade separation was reviewed against the Federal
Regulations Designating Physical Activities, under the Canadian Environmental
Assessment Act, 2012 (CEAA 2012), and it was determined that the study is not
“designated” and therefore will not require consideration of a federal environmental
assessment. However, the project may still require federal permits / approvals to meet
the requirements of other federal legislation, prior to construction.
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1.3

Study Approach and Organization

The Adelaide Street North - CP Grade Separation Class EA study stages and schedule
are depicted in Exhibit 1-3.
The study was carried out under the direction of senior staff of City of London and
managed by WSP Canada Group Limited (WSP), on behalf of the City. Members of the
core project team included:
 Ardian Spahiu, P.Eng., Project Manager, Transportation Planning and Design,

City of London
 Josh Ackworth, C.E.T., Project Coordinator, Transportation Planning and Design,

City of London
 Ted Koza, P.Eng., Project Manager, Transportation Planning and Design, City of

London
 Doug MacRae, P.Eng., Division Manager, Transportation Planning and Design,

City of London
 Jerzy Smolarek, MAUD, Planner, Planning – Urban Design and Geographic

Information Systems
 Kyle Gonyou, CAHP, Heritage Planner, Planning – Urban Regeneration
 Julie Michaud, OALA, CSLA, Landscape Architect, Planning – Environmental

and Parks Planning
 Jeff Bruin, OALA, CSLA, Manager, Parks and Open Space Design, Planning –

Environmental and Parks Planning
 Jeff Hachey, M.Sc.E., P.Eng., Hydrologist, Stormwater Management
 Kyle Chambers, P.Eng., Environmental Service Engineer, Wastewater and

Drainage Engineering
 Bob Rook, P.Eng., Consultant Project Manager, Municipal Engineer, WSP
 Gillian Thompson, B.Sc., MCIP, RPP, Consultant Environmental Planner, WSP
 Jay Goldberg, P.Eng., Consultant Project Coordinator, WSP
 Keyur Shah, P.Eng., Consultant Traffic Engineer, WSP

The team of consultant specialists and their associated roles / disciplines included:
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 WSP – Project Management / Consultation, Class EA Process, Transportation

Planning / Traffic Analysis, Engineering / Design, Drainage and Stormwater
Management, Water / Wastewater, Pumping Station, Utilities, Streetscaping
 Boxfish Infrastructure Group – Rail Corridor Specialist
 New Directions Archaeology Ltd. – Stage 1 Archaeological Assessment
 Unterman McPhail Associates – Cultural Heritage Assessment
 Golder Associates – Geotechnical and Hydrogeological Review

The project team recognized that there are many different interests within the study
area. To provide all potentially affected stakeholders with an opportunity to become
involved the in study, the consultation program included outreach to and obtaining
feedback from:
 Representatives of the Piccadilly, Woodfield and Old East Village Community /

Neighbourhood Associations and Old East Village Business Improvement Area;
 Directly affected property and business owners;
 All residents and business owners within the surrounding community;
 Canadian Pacific Railway Company;
 Aboriginal Communities;
 Utility companies; and the
 Public.

Consultation activities with these groups is documented in Chapter 7 of this ESR.
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Exhibit 1-3: Adelaide Street North – CP Grade Separation Class EA Study Process
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2 NEED AND JUSTIFICATION
2.1

Planning Context

This section summarizes City of London plans, policies and initiatives that have
relevance to the Class EA study. All aspects of the study including, identifying problems
and opportunities, the evaluation of alternatives and the development of the design,
were carried out in consideration of the policy framework to ensure that final EA
recommendations are consistent with the City’s planning and transportation policies and
Council’s strategic plan.

The London Plan
The London Plan contains City Council's objectives and policies to guide the short-term
and long-term physical development of all lands within the City’s boundary. The Plan
seeks to ‘balance the multiple goals of economic prosperity, community vitality,
environmental responsibility, enriched cultural identity and infrastructure sustainability’.
It emphasizes intensification to manage the cost of growth, create walkable
communities, revitalize urban neighbourhoods and business areas, protect farmlands,
and reduce greenhouse gases and energy consumption. The Plan provides direction
for the allocation of land use, provision of municipal services and facilities, and
preparation of regulatory by-laws to control the development and use of land.
The London Plan is built around a series of policy areas, summarized here:
Our City: Policies intended to support a compact form of development that is
sustainable from financial, environmental, and social perspectives.
City Building: Policies around all aspects of city form and function including:
infrastructure and design; mobility; parks and recreation; public facilities and services;
cultural and heritage. Mobility - the movement of people and goods through and
beyond the city in a safe, accessible, convenient, and affordable manner - is of
particular interest to the Adelaide Street North - CP Grade Separation Class EA study.
Place Types: Policies that identify the different geographic areas or ‘place types ’within
the city. These polices support infill and intensification, creating complete communities,
supporting active mobility.
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Environmental: Policies that provide direction for the protection, conservation,
enhancement, and management of the natural heritage system and resources, and
minimizing of risks associated with natural and human-made hazards.
The following aspects of the London Plan are pertinent to the Adelaide Street North –
CP Grade Separation Class EA study:
 Adelaide Street is identified as a Main Street Place Type which encourages a

broad range of residential, retail service and office uses. Mixed-use building is
encouraged. This place type reflects the existing use within the study area and
supports redevelopment / reinvestment in this area.
 Adelaide Street has a Civic Boulevard Street Classification which places a

priority on pedestrian, cycle and transit movements, moves medium to high
volumes of vehicular traffic and encourages a high-quality pedestrian realm /
urban design. This classification recognizes the role of Adelaide Street North in
the City’s transportation network and also prioritizes the streetscape environment
for enhancement opportunities that may be realized through infrastructure
improvements and land redevelopment.
 McMahen Street, Pall Mall Street and Central Avenue are identified as Cycling

and Walking Routes in the Activity Mobility Network;
 No Natural Heritage features, Natural Resources or Hazard lands present within

the study area;
 Specific Policy Areas are found along Central Avenue, between Adelaide Street

and Ontario Street (SPA 24) and on the west side of Adelaide Street between
Oxford Street and Queens Avenue (SPA 77 and 78). Specific policies for each
area are outlined within The London Plan Neighbourhood Place Type policies.
 The Old East Village Community Improvement Project Area extends primarily

along Dundas Street, east of Adelaide Street. Although outside of the Class EA
study area, this is noteworthy and relevant for context; and
 The Old East and East Woodfield Heritage Conservation District (HCD) are

located near the proposed grade separation.
The current land use / zoning (under the current Official Plan) along Adelaide Street
North is predominantly Main Street Commercial Corridor with pockets of Industrial and
Low Density Residential.
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The Main Street Commercial Corridor is intended to: Provide for the redevelopment of
the vacant, under-utilized and poorly maintained properties; Encourage development
which maintains the scale, setback and character of the neighbourhood; Encourage
common parking areas instead of individual access points and parking areas; and
Encourage mixed use development to achieve higher densities and reinforce the modal
shift to transit and active transportation.
For more information about The London Plan, please refer to the following link:
https://www.thelondonplan.ca/

City of London 2030 Transportation Master Plan
The 2030 Transportation Master Plan (TMP) (2013) is a long-term transportation
strategy that guides the City’s transportation and land use decisions with a focus on
improving mobility for residents by providing viable choices through all modes of
transportation.
The TMP is built around five key initiatives that each play a role in supporting the
achievement of the plan and Council’s strategic objectives. Each of these initiatives
supports a strong and healthy downtown, which will remain the City’s primary economic
centre. The five initiatives are:
 Rethinking Growth to Support the Transportation Master Plan;
 Taking Transit to the Next Level;
 Actively Managing Transportation Demand;
 Greater Investment in Cycling and Walking Infrastructure; and
 More Strategic Program of Road Network Improvements.

The ‘More Strategic Program of Road Network Improvements’ is relevant to this Class
EA study. Even with the greater emphasis of this TMP on transit, active transportation,
and Travel Demand Management (TDM), many road improvements will still be required.
Road widening projects in urban built-up areas have generally been avoided so as not
to compete with, or undermine, priority transit corridors, except where required to fill in
between adjacent segments or at key constraint areas.
The City’s approach to defining the need for road network improvements has become
more strategic. This approach is consistent with the City’s expectation that transit and
active transportation modal shares will increase significantly from current levels. The
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City’s approach also explicitly recognizes that road improvements will be required for
different purposes.
In this regard, a number of projects are required to complement the Bus Rapid Transit
(BRT) initiative. Among the TMP road projects identified is Adelaide Street North - CP
Grade Separation. Due to the area’s strategic location, TMP identifies the need for
traffic capacity optimization and transit priority on this corridor.
For more information about the Transportation Master Plan, please refer to the following
link: https://www.london.ca/residents/Roads-Transportation/TransportationPlanning/Pages/Smart-Moves-2030-Transportation-Plan.aspx

City of London Strategic Plan
The 2015-2019 Strategic Plan for the City of London identifies Council's Vision, Mission,
Values, Strategic Areas of Focus and the specific strategies that define how Council
and Administration will provide direction to and implement City plans and programs. It is
through the multi-year budget process that Council’s Strategic Plan continues to be put
into action, adding further detail to each strategy about accountability, timing and
resourcing.
The Strategic Plan is aligned along four areas of focus: strengthening our community;
building a sustainable city; growing our economy; and leading in public service. Each
area of focus is supported by a series of objectives which tie back to the City’s primary
planning and policy documents such as The London Plan, the Transportation Master
Plan, London’s Downtown Plan and the London Strengthening Neighbourhoods
Strategy.
The Adelaide Street North - CP Grade Separation Class EA supports the Strategic Plan
through the strategic focus areas of ‘building a sustainable city’ by providing robust
infrastructure and improving safe mobility for pedestrians, cyclists, transit users and
drivers; and ‘strengthening our community’ by contributing to a healthy, safe and
accessible City.
For more information about the Strategic Plan, please refer to the following link:
https://www.london.ca/city-hall/Civic-Administration/City-Management/Pages/StrategicPlanning.aspx
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City of London 2014 Development Charge Background Study
In April 2012, City Council initiated a study to identify municipal infrastructure needs
(transportation, stormwater, sanitary and water) for a 20-year period. This information
was used to determine the funding levels to be recovered from new development to pay
for major infrastructure being built throughout the city. The resulting 2014 Development
Charges (DC) Background Study was used as a basis for the current DC By-law (C.P.
1496-244), which provides the rules and requirements for development charge fees.
The 2014 DC Background Study included the “Adelaide Street - CP Overpass” and
identified a high-level funding allocation as well as recommended timing for
implementation of 2031.
Through the current Development Charges Study Update (2019), the funding allocation
identified in 2014 has been adjusted (increased) to match the preliminary cost estimate
developed through this Class EA study (Chapter 6 of this ESR). Implementation
timeframes have been advanced from the originally proposed 2031, recognizing the
increased urgency in completing the Adelaide Street North - CP Grade Separation to
support the BRT implementation on Richmond Street. It is also noted that the 2014 DC
study identified the grade separation as an ‘overpass’. However, through the Class EA
study process, an underpass design has been recommended.
For more information about the DC Background Study, please refer to the following link:
https://www.london.ca/business/Resources/Development-Financing/Pages/2014-DCStudy-Master-Plans.aspx

SHIFT: London’s Bus Rapid Transit Initiative
SHIFT: London’s Bus Rapid Transit Initiative plans for building an BRT network that
meets the City’s economic development, mobility and community building objectives.
The master plan process commenced in early 2015 and the Council-approved Bus
Rapid Transit Master Plan (2017) addressed the first two phases of the Municipal Class
EA process: identifying the problem or opportunity, and identifying and selecting a
preferred solution.
The Transit Project Assessment Process (TPAP; Ontario Regulation 231/08) is currently
underway. A design concept has been developed and a draft Environmental Project
Report has been prepared. Formal consultation and agency and public review is
underway (summer 2018). As illustrated on Exhibit 2-1, the proposed north-east RT
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route will occupy Richmond Street and Queens Avenue / King Street / Dundas Street
with a stop planned at Adelaide Street at King Street.
The Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) network will rely on strategic road improvements to
support the City’s overall transportation network. Adelaide Street North is strategically
positioned as a north-south arterial route that offers a transportation alternative to
Richmond Street for vehicular traffic and an opportunity to create a more efficient
London Transit network to connect with and support BRT via the station planned at King
and Adelaide Street.
For more information about SHIFT, please refer to the following link:
https://www.shiftlondon.ca/
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Exhibit 2-1: City of London Proposed Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) Network
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Cycling Master Plan
The Cycling Master Plan (2016) was developed to respond to the need for an improved
vision, infrastructure, programs, policies and actions in the City of London. The plan is
informed by best practices, lessons learned, current design guidelines and legislation
and reflects the priorities and principles of city staff, stakeholders and residents who
contributed to its development. The Plan is made up of four key elements:
 The Proposed Network: an interconnected system of on- and off-road cycling

facilities that provide cyclists of all ages and abilities with a range of routes and
facility types to choose from.
 Policy Considerations: a set of policy considerations and recommendations.
 Strategic Actions: proposed actions and strategies that support the ‘Five E’s’ of a

bicycle friendly community: engineering, education, encouragement, enforcement
and evaluation.
 An Implementation Strategy: to guide the short, medium and long-term

implementation of the cycling network and supportive policies and programs.
For more information about Cycling Plan, please refer to the following link:
https://www.london.ca/residents/Environment/EAs/Pages/London-on-Bikes.aspx
Within the Adelaide Street North study area, the Cycling Master Plan identified the
following components of the cycling network (Exhibit 2-2):
 Existing Signed Bike Route on Central Avenue;
 Proposed Signed Bike Route on Pall Mall, starting at Adelaide Street;
 Proposed Signed Bike Route on McMahen Street for a short segment, east of

Adelaide Street; and
 No facilities were identified on Adelaide Street North, within the study area.

This project has provided an opportunity to re-examine the cycling network within the
study area and provide update recommendations for cycling network and facilities in the
context of the proposed transportation improvements. This is discussed further in
Chapter 5 of this ESR.
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Exhibit 2-2: Existing and Proposed Cycling Network

Study Area
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Rail Rationalization Study
Canadian National Railway (CN) and Canadian Pacific Railway (CP) both have a long
history in the City of London as the main lines were established starting in 1853. Today,
the City has a total of 91 at-grade and grade separated crossing within its boundaries
with the following:
 CN main line double track between Toronto and Chicago (Dundas and Strathroy

subdivisions);
 CN secondary single-track line to St. Thomas (Talbot subdivision);
 Goderich-Exeter Railway (GEXR) leases a CN secondary single-track line to

Stratford (Thorndale subdivision), which enters the city from the northeast; and
 CP main line single track between Toronto and Detroit (Galt and Windsor

subdivisions) runs through the centre of the city.
Via Rail operates regional passenger service through the London station on the CN
main line as part of the Quebec City–Windsor Corridor, with connections to the United
States.
CP operates a yard terminal immediately to the east of Adelaide Street. CN operates a
yard in the area of Egerton Street. Freight trains operate on 24 hours a day, seven days
a week and pass through level crossings throughout the city. This delays motorists and
pedestrians, increases the risk of accidents, causes congestion at adjoining
intersections, restricts access to businesses and residences, increases vehicle
emissions and operating costs, and may delay emergency service response times.
On May 16, 2017, City of London Municipal Council resolved:
e) the Civic Administration BE AUTHORIZED to work with appropriate
parties, including the Canadian Transportation Agency (CTA) to request
they facilitate discussion between CP and CN Rail in order to negotiate an
agreement for CP operations to relocate and merge onto the CN
operational tracks within the City of London limits.
In response to Council’s direction, Civic Administration has held several meetings with
the railway companies and authorities. The report summarizing CP and CN positions on
the concept of a rail rationalization can be found at:
https://pub-london.escribemeetings.com/filestream.ashx?DocumentId=46514
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With respect to CP’s position that is relevant to the Adelaide Street North - CP Grade
Separation Class EA, CP has indicated there was no business case for the railway to
justify the relocation. The complexity and cost of rail relocation, and the legislated
requirement for railways to maintain cost-effective service to their customers are the
primary deterrents to the consolidation of railway services.
As set out in the Railway Relocation and Crossing Act, a municipality cannot unilaterally
decide to expropriate land owned by a railway company or force a railway to relocate as
it would circumvent federal oversight of the operation of the railways through the
Canadian Transportation Agency. Furthermore, the relocation of the CP yard into a
separate municipality could not be mandated by the City.
Based on the response and willingness from the primary partners, CP and CN, to
proceed with relocation of the CP freight traffic onto the CN railway corridor or to a new
alignment outside of the City of London, it is highly unlikely a mutually agreeable
agreement could be reached. The City would have to provide the majority, if not the
total funding for the relocation.
It is recommended that the City continue with planning strategic grade separations,
including the Adelaide Street North - CP Grade Separation that is the subject of this
Class EA study, combined with the implementation of technologies or infrastructure
aimed at improving the safety of the rail/urban interface as the long-term approach to
mitigating the impact of rail activity in the City of London.

Rail Grade Separation Warrant, Prioritization and Monitoring Studies
In 2005, Council approved a prioritization of new road-rail grade separations for London
(Priority Setting Factors for Future Rail / Road Grade Separations presented to the
Environment and Transportation Committee, November 28, 2005).
The 2005 prioritization considered the rail exposure index for the major rail crossings
identified in the 2004 Transportation Master Plan. The exposure index is determined by
multiplying the daily road traffic volumes and the rail train volumes. At the time, there
were 12 level crossings in London that met the Transport Canada rail exposure index
warrant for a grade separation, including the Adelaide Street North - CP crossing.
The evaluation process focused on at-grade crossings that met the Transport Canada
rail exposure index warrant for a grade separation and considered many factors
including traffic delay, safety, emergency routes and social costs. Consideration of
these factors established the highest priorities for grade separations as the Hale Street
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/Trafalgar Street / CN followed by Adelaide Street - CP crossing. Other lower ranked
crossings identified in the previous priority setting include the Clarke Road / CN and
Egerton Street / CN crossings.
Construction of the Hale Street / Trafalgar Street / CN grade separation was completed
in 2011 following the environmental assessment (EA), design, property acquisition and
application for and negotiation of cost sharing between senior levels of government and
the railway company.
Following the implementation of the Hale Street grade separation, the City undertook a
monitoring program at the CP crossing of Adelaide Street North from July 8 to 12, 2013.
The monitoring program recorded the date, time and duration of any road closures due
to train activities. The monitoring observed 25 to 43 daily road blockages resulting in
total road delays of 106 to 126 minutes per day. An average of 8 blockages per day
extended for more than 5 minutes.
The 2013 monitoring results indicated an increased warrant at Adelaide Street North. A
comparison to the 2004 Transportation Master Plan traffic volumes indicates that
Adelaide Street traffic volumes have increased by more than 20% in the last decade.
Additionally, the detailed blockage monitoring indicates a greater number of trains. This
could be the result of increased rail through traffic or could be related to rail yard
shunting. CP creates more blockages of this particular crossing due to shunting
movements as trains are assembled in the adjacent rail yard. This shunting creates
longer delays as trains sometimes forward and reverse while Adelaide Street traffic is
stopped.
The 2013 monitoring program results confirmed the Adelaide Street North - CP crossing
as the City’s highest priority new grade separation site. The October 28, 2013 Civic
Works Committee Report documenting the monitoring program can be found at:
https://pub-london.escribemeetings.com/filestream.ashx?DocumentId=10633
Further railway monitoring studies completed in 2017 and 2018, have confirmed that
train switching/ shunting activities at the CP rail yard are significant and account for
more than half of the blockages at this crossing, with approximately 5 crossing
blockages at Adelaide Street North for every 2 blockages at Richmond Street. Road
blockages at this crossing results in the queuing of southbound traffic that extends
northerly past Oxford Street and southerly past King Street. Additionally, approximately
40% of the crossing blockages extend longer than 5 minutes.
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The significant time and volume of blockages at the crossing result in cut-through traffic
onto local streets as drivers attempt to find alternate routes to their destinations. Road
blockages also create a response time concern for emergency services. There are no
grade separated crossings of the CP track in the downtown area between Talbot Street
and Quebec Street and long trains can block this entire distance. The safety concerns
associated with pedestrians crossing multiple tracks, and the opportunity to create an
uninterrupted north-south corridor for emergency vehicles makes this at-grade crossing
location the City’s highest priority for a new grade separation.

2.2

Traffic Analysis

As discussed in Section 2.1, it has been established through previous studies that the
Adelaide Street North - CP crossing meets the Transport Canada rail exposure index
warrant for a grade separation and that this location has been identified as the City’s
highest priority in this regard, considering traffic delay, safety, emergency access and
social costs. These aspects constitute the primary need for the project.
To support the previous work and provide and updated understanding of existing and
future traffic conditions, a Traffic Operational Analysis was undertaken during the Class
EA study. The full report is available in Appendix A. The analysis included the
following tasks:
 Collect and summarize existing traffic volumes and analyze the existing roadway

capacity;
 Conduct the existing intersection operational analysis (using a Vissim based

micro-simulation model);
 Review the rail blockage monitoring study conducted by the City to estimate an

average blockage time during gate closure;
 Analyze the collision data to identify potential safety-related concerns;
 Estimate future traffic volumes for morning and afternoon peak hour conditions

using historical traffic growth;
 Analyze the future roadway capacity and develop recommendations for future

intersection configurations; and
 Conduct the future intersection operational analysis.
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Analysis Study Area
The traffic analysis area encompasses a section of Adelaide Street North between
Oxford Street East (in the north) and Queens Avenue (in the south).
Currently, three intersections operate with traffic signals (Oxford Street, Central Avenue
(west-leg), and Queens Avenue), and two intersections operate with Intersection
Pedestrian Signal (IPS) (i.e. a signalized pedestrian crosswalk) at Pall Mall Street and
Lorne Avenue. All other intersections are unsignalized and operate with ‘Stop’ control.
Additionally, many property accesses and drive-ways are directly connected to Adelaide
Street North.
Within the study area, Adelaide Street North is an arterial road with a 4-lane crosssection (two lanes in each direction). The posted speed limit is 50 km/h within the study
area. London Transit Route 16 and 92 provide service on Adelaide Street North through
the study area.
Oxford Street East is an east-west arterial road with a 4-lane cross-section (two lanes in
each direction) within the study area. Dedicated turning lanes are available for:
eastbound left and right turns, westbound left turns and northbound and southbound left
turns. The posted speed limit on Oxford Street is 50 km/h.
Central Avenue (the west approach) is a primary collector road with a traffic signal and
dedicated left and right turn lanes at Adelaide Street North. Central Avenue, east of
Adelaide Street North (the east approach), is a secondary collector operating with ‘Stop’
sign controlled for a ‘right-out’ movement (i.e. the westbound left turn is prohibited).
The posted speed limit on Central Avenue is 50 km/h within the study area.
Queens Avenue is a one-way westbound arterial road. Within the study area, the
westbound traffic operates with 2 lanes (shared left / through and shared through / right
lanes at the intersection). The posted speed limit on Queens Avenue is 50 km/h.
All the other roadways connecting to Adelaide Street North are minor local roads
providing access to the adjacent residential areas.
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Existing Conditions
Existing (2016) Intersection Lane Configurations
The existing intersection lane configurations and control types are presented in
Exhibit 2-3. Seven major intersections within the study area were included for the
traffic operational analysis: Oxford Street East, McMahen Street, Pall Mall Street,
Central Avenue (both the east- and west-leg), Lorne Avenue, Dufferin Avenue (west-leg
only), and Queens Avenue.
Additionally, the Dundas Street intersection was also included in the traffic simulation
model due to the close proximity to the Queens Avenue (approximately 120 meters
south), allowing us to assess the upstream / downstream traffic operations.
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Exhibit 2-3: Existing (2016) Intersection Lane Configurations
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Existing Traffic Volumes
The turning movement counts for the study area intersections were provided by the City
of London. These counts were collected by the City during 2013 to 2016. The counts
were reviewed and growth rates, as required, were applied to reflect the current
conditions. The signal timing plans for the signalized intersections were also collected
from the City and included in the traffic models for the morning and afternoon peak hour
conditions. The existing (2016) traffic volumes used for traffic operational analysis are
presented in Exhibit 2-4, for both the morning and afternoon peak hours.
Existing Roadway Capacity Analysis
The roadway (link-level) capacity analysis for the existing (2016) condition was
conducted by calculating the volume to capacity (v/c) ratios. The v/c ratio for each
corridor segment of Adelaide Street North was calculated using traffic counts and
roadway capacity. Based on the roadway configuration and adjacent land use, planning
level capacity was assumed at 800 vehicles per hour (vph) per lane.
The v/c ratios for Adelaide Street North segments for the morning and afternoon peak
hour conditions are presented in Exhibits 2-5 and 2-6, respectively. The v/c ratios show
that southbound is the peak direction during the morning peak hour and northbound is
the peak direction during afternoon peak hour.
For both peak hour conditions, traffic on the Adelaide Street generally operates at
‘Good’ condition (with v/c ratio less than 0.80) for all the segments, except for a
segment north of Oxford Street, where the northbound traffic operates at an ‘Unstable’
condition with v/c ratios at 0.81 during afternoon peak hour.
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Exhibit 2-4: Existing (2016) Weekday Peak Hour Turning Movement
Volumes
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Exhibit 2-5: Roadway Capacity (V/C) Analysis for Existing (2016) Morning
Peak Hour Condition

Southbound
Link
Capacity

Northbound
Adelaide Street N

Volume

1600
897
2 lanes (capacity: 800 vph/lane)

Volume

Link
Capacity

897
(0.56)

#
#
#
#

#
#
#
#

685
(0.43)

1179
(0.74)

#
#
#
#

#
#
#
#

722
(0.45)

#
#
#
#

#
#
#
#

752
(0.47)

1135
(0.71)

#
#
#
#

#
#
#
#

736
(0.46)

1119
(0.70)

#
#
#
#

#
#
#
#

726
(0.45)

726
1600
2 lanes (capacity: 800 vph/lane)

1116
(0.70)

#
#
#
#

#
#
#
#

775
(0.48)

775
1600
2 lanes (capacity: 800 vph/lane)

#
#
#
#

#
# 982
# (0.61)
#

685
1600
2 lanes (capacity: 800 vph/lane)

1600
1179
2 lanes (capacity: 800 vph/lane)

1600 vph

1600 vph

Oxford Street E

722
1600
2 lanes (capacity: 800 vph/lane)
McMahen Street

Pall Mall Street
1164
(0.73)

1600
1164
2 lanes (capacity: 800 vph/lane)

752
1600
2 lanes (capacity: 800 vph/lane)
Central Avenue

Central Avenue

1600
1135
2 lanes (capacity: 800 vph/lane)

736
1600
2 lanes (capacity: 800 vph/lane)
Lorne Avenue

1600
1119
2 lanes (capacity: 800 vph/lane)
Dufferin Avenue

1600
1116
2 lanes (capacity: 800 vph/lane)
Queens Avenue

1600
1005
2 lanes (capacity: 800 vph/lane)

1005
(0.63)

982
1600
2 lanes (capacity: 800 vph/lane)

Legend
XX AM Peak Volume
(YY) AM Peak V/C

V/C
V/C < 0.80
0.80 ≤ V/C < 0.90
0.90 ≤ V/C < 1.00
V/C ≥ 1.00

Operating Condition
'Good'
'Unstable'
'Congested'
'Very-Congested'
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Exhibit 2-6: Roadway Capacity (V/C) Analysis for Existing (2016) Afternoon
Peak Hour Condition

Southbound
Link
Capacity

Northbound
Adelaide Street N

Volume

1600
955
2 lanes (capacity: 800 vph/lane)

Volume

Link
Capacity

955
(0.60)

#
#
#
#

#
#
#
#

1292
(0.81)

1025
(0.64)

#
#
#
#

#
#
#
#

1103
(0.69)

#
#
#
#

#
#
#
#

1193
(0.75)

1030
(0.64)

#
#
#
#

#
#
#
#

1095
(0.68)

995
(0.62)

#
#
#
#

#
#
#
#

1109
(0.69)

1109
1600
2 lanes (capacity: 800 vph/lane)

1070
(0.67)

#
#
#
#

#
#
#
#

1108
(0.69)

1108
1600
2 lanes (capacity: 800 vph/lane)

#
#
#
#

#
# 1164
# (0.73)
#

1292
1600
2 lanes (capacity: 800 vph/lane)

1600
1025
2 lanes (capacity: 800 vph/lane)

1600 vph

1600 vph

Oxford Street E

1103
1600
2 lanes (capacity: 800 vph/lane)
McMahen Street

Pall Mall Street
1025
(0.64)

1600
1025
2 lanes (capacity: 800 vph/lane)

1193
1600
2 lanes (capacity: 800 vph/lane)
Central Avenue

Central Avenue

1600
1030
2 lanes (capacity: 800 vph/lane)

1095
1600
2 lanes (capacity: 800 vph/lane)
Lorne Avenue

1600
995
2 lanes (capacity: 800 vph/lane)
Dufferin Avenue

1600
1070
2 lanes (capacity: 800 vph/lane)
Queens Avenue

1600
1023
2 lanes (capacity: 800 vph/lane)

1023
(0.64)

1164
1600
2 lanes (capacity: 800 vph/lane)

Legend
XX PM Peak Volume
(YY) PM Peak V/C

V/C
V/C < 0.80
0.80 ≤ V/C < 0.90
0.90 ≤ V/C < 1.00
V/C ≥ 1.00

Operating Condition
'Good'
'Unstable'
'Congested'
'Very-Congested'
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Existing Intersection Operational Analysis
An intersection operational analysis was conducted using a VISSIM-based microsimulation model, a simulation program used for multi-modal traffic conditions. The
model was developed using the existing road network configuration, traffic volumes and
signal timing plans.
The model results were used to derive queue length (95th percentile), average delay
and the resulting level-of-service (LOS). The volume to capacity (v/c) ratio for signalized
intersections was derived from the Synchro model.
Table 2-1 illustrates the LOS criteria, and Table 2-2 provides the existing (2014)
intersection operational analysis results, which is summarized further below.

Table 2-1: Level of Service Criteria
Level of
Service

Intersection Delay Criteria
(seconds per vehicle)

Traffic Operation

Signalized

Stop-Controlled

A

 10

 10

B

> 10.0 and  20.0

> 10.0 and  15.0

C

> 20.0 and  35.0

> 15.0 and  25.0

D

> 35.0 and  55.0

> 25.0 and  35.0

E

> 55.0 and  80.0

> 35.0 and  50.0

Marginally Acceptable –
occasional queuing

F

> 80.0

> 50.0

Unacceptable – persistent
queuing

Acceptable operation

The highest possible rating is LOS ‘A’, where the average delay, either on a movement,
approach or intersection, is less than 10 seconds per vehicle. LOS ‘A’ to ‘D’ represents
acceptable operating conditions, while LOS ‘E’ reflects congested conditions and LOS
‘F’ reflects operational failure (long delays).
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Transit operations (northbound and southbound London Transit Route 16 buses on
Adelaide Street North) and pedestrian crossing activities at intersections were also
coded in the model and included in the analysis.
It is important to note that the traffic operational analysis does not consider the event of
a train crossing and gate closure, as this would result in a complete gridlock of the
microsimulation model.
The intersection operational analysis results for existing traffic conditions are presented
in Table 2-2. Detailed model results are presented in the Traffic Analysis Report in
Appendix A.

Table 2-2: Existing (2016) Intersection Operational Analysis Results

Location/Movement
Adelaide St N and Oxford
St E (Signalized)
Eastbound Left
Eastbound Through
Eastbound Right
Westbound Left
Westbound Through/Right
Northbound Left
Northbound Through/Right
Southbound Left
Southbound Through/Right
Adelaide St N and
McMahen St
Westbound Left/Right
Northbound Through/Right
Southbound Left/Through
Adelaide St N and Pall
Mall St2
Eastbound Left/Right
Northbound Left/Through
Southbound Through/Right
Adelaide St N and Central
Ave East-Leg

Levels of Service
Weekday Morning Peak Hour
Weekday Afternoon Peak Hour
1
Delay
Queue
Delay
Queue1
V/C
LOS
V/C
LOS
(s)
(m)
(s)
(m)
0.81
0.91
0.18
0.69
1.01
1.01
0.51
0.24
0.85
-

30

C

30
28
6
41
35/32
32
25/20
31
32/20

C
C
A
D
C/C
C
C/B
C
C/B

1

A

17/7
1/1
5/1

C/A
A/A
A/A

1

A

0/7
9/1
1/2

A/A
A/A
A/A

5

A

42
112
19
125
140
49
67
84
100
6
0
1
5
5
2

1.04
0.88
0.29
0.75
0.92
0.85
1.00
0.90
0.89
-

34

C

39
27
9
45
36/33
37
37/36
57
36/23

D
C
A
D
D/C
D
D/D
E
D/C

3

A

26/9
2/2
9/2

D/A
A/A
A/A

3

A

20/7
11/2
3/3

C/A
B/A
A/A

7

A

70
144
23
126
143
40
144
103
112
6
0
15
6
16
17
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Location/Movement
Westbound Right (‘stop’
control)
Northbound Through/Right
Southbound Left/Through
Adelaide St N and Central
Ave West-Leg
(Signalized)
Eastbound Left
Eastbound Right
Northbound Left/Through
Southbound Through/Right
Adelaide St N and Lorne
Ave2
Westbound Left/Right
Northbound Through/Right
Southbound Left/Through
Adelaide St N and
Dufferin Ave West-Leg
Eastbound Left/Right
Northbound Left/Through
Southbound Through/Right
Adelaide St N and Queens
Ave (Signalized)
Westbound
Left/Through/Right
Northbound Left/Through
Southbound Through/Right

Levels of Service
Weekday Morning Peak Hour
Weekday Afternoon Peak Hour
1
Delay
Queue
Delay
Queue1
V/C
LOS
V/C
LOS
(s)
(m)
(s)
(m)
-

7

A

0

-

7

A

7

-

1/0
5/4

A/A
A/A

76

-

3/2
9/5

A/A
A/A

67

5

A

7

A

40
6
9/1
4/5

D
A
A/A
A/A

46
6
12/3
5/5

D
A
B/A
A/A

4

A

2

A

18/9
4/3
8/4

C/A
A/A
A/A

22/13
2/3
11/2

C/B
A/A
B/A

1

A

1

A

18/8
8/1
0/1

C/A
A/A
A/A

21/9
6/1
0/1

C/A
A/A
A/A

19

B

15

B

0.91

34/33/23

C/C/C

77

0.83

41/39/27

D/D/C

81

1.71
0.59

21/5
20/21

C/A
B/C

82
110

0.90
0.49

8/3
14/15

A/A
B/B

49
103

0.36
0.47
0.33
0.43
-

25
13
18
76
6
28
38
6
8
3

0.61
0.39
0.52
0.38
-

48
14
30
67
9
35
22
10
2
0

Note: 1. Queue length reflects 95th percentile conditions
2. Intersections with IPS were treated as ‘Stop’ control intersections for LOS reporting

The intersection operational analysis results confirm that, in the absence of a gate
closure at the rail crossing, all study area intersections have an overall operation of LOS
‘C’ or better, during both peak hours.
Some individual movements may operate at LOS ‘D’ or better during both peak hours,
except for the southbound left-turn movement at the Oxford Street East intersection,
which operates at LOS ‘E’ during the afternoon peak hour. The higher delay for this
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movement is mainly due to the short storage lane length (approximately 15 meters plus
taper). At the Oxford Street intersection, the northbound left-turn lane, northbound
through / right-turn lane, eastbound left-turn lane and westbound through / right-turn
lane are all operating with v/c ratio of 1.00 or above, indicating the need for additional
capacity.
The northbound shared through / left-turn movements at the Adelaide Street / Queens
Avenue intersection is operating with high v/c ratio at 1.71 during the morning peak
hour, indicating the need for a dedicated left turn lane. The northbound left turning
traffic (266 vehicles during morning peak hour) occupies the shared through / left-turn
lane and forces through traffic to change lanes at the intersection.

City of London CP Rail Blockage Review
CP’s crossing of Adelaide Street between Pall Mall Street and Central Avenue is
controlled by crossing gates and signals. A recent study was conducted by the City
(March 2017) to estimate an average blockage time for traffic on Adelaide Street North
that results from CP operations. A total of 156 blockages were recorded during eight
survey days, resulting in an average gate closure of 4 minutes and 46 seconds for each
blockage, and over 92 minutes of a total blockage per day. The average blockage time
and the total blockage time during monitoring period are presented in Table 2-3.

Table 2-3: Blockage Time for CP Rail
Date

Average
Blockage Time per train

Total
Blockage Time per day

March 22, 2017

0:03:44

0:44:48

March 23, 2017

0:06:25

2:02:03

March 24, 2017

0:04:34

0:36:34

March 25, 2017

0:04:34

1:54:15

March 26, 2017

0:03:57

1:46:44

March 27, 2017

0:04:06

2:03:08

March 28, 2017

0:05:30

1:39:03

March 29, 2017

0:05:15

1:29:21

Average

0:04:46

1:32:00
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City of London Rail Safety Assessment of At-Grade Railway Crossings
The City of London completed a rail safety assessment of at-grade railway crossings in
early 2018, under a separate assignment. The findings of the assessment at the
Adelaide Street crossing at Mile 113.73 of CP’s Galt Subdivision is presented in Table
2-4. The findings of the safety assessment provide further evidence that the at-grade
crossing poses a safety concern and that the City should work with CP to resolve the
issues.

Table 2-4: Rail Safety Assessment Findings
Factor

Deficiencies Identified

Sidewalk

The gradient of the ramps between
the sidewalks and railway tracks are
greater than 2%.

Grade Crossing
Surface
Road Advance
Warning Signs

The crossing surface is not extended
beyond the sidewalk.
On the north approach, the Railway
Crossing Ahead warning sign is
installed at a distance of 130 m from
the nearest rail.

Suggested Counter Measures
No action is needed regarding existing
conditions at this time, however, any
changes to the grade crossing would
require the gradient of the sidewalk
within 5 m of the nearest rail to not
exceed 2% (1% for persons using
assistive devices) according to the GCS.
Extend the crossing surface at least 0.5
m beyond the sidewalk.
On the north approach, install two signs
as per OTM Book 6 at distances of 100
m and 140 m from stop bar.
On the south approach, keep the existing
sign and install additional sign as per
OTM Book 6 at a distance of 85 m from
stop bar.
Install the signs at an offset of 2 m to 4 m
from the edge of the travel lane as per
OTM Book 1B.

Transport Canada recommends a
Second Train Event Warning sign at
railway crossings when two or more
trains are moving across a railway‐
roadway pedestrian grade crossing in
urban areas near a train station, track
junction, and/or multiple track

On the north and south approaches,
install a Second Train Event Warning
sign as specified in Rail Safety Bulletins
2012-001. The signs are
to be installed beside the sidewalk so
that the distance to the near edge of the
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Factor

Deficiencies Identified
alignment (two or more tracks) and
they have the potential to cross
through the crossing almost
simultaneously.

Emergency
Notification Sign

Emergency Notification sign is
missing.

Pavement Markings

The east sidewalk has an offset at the
crossing.

On the north approach, the “X”
symbol is located 10 m upstream of
the Railway Crossing Ahead warning
signs.

Warning System
Flashing Light
Warning System
Gates
Switching Activity

On the south approach, the “X”
symbol is located 76 m downstream
of the Railway Crossing Ahead
warning signs.
On the north and south approaches,
the top of the mast foundation is more
than 10 cm from surrounding ground.
On the south approach, the gate arm
at rest is beyond the outer edge of the
warning light.
The CP yard is located east of the
crossing, trains frequently occupy the
crossing during the switching activity.
During the site visit the following
unsafe activities were observed:
- Pedestrian crossing during the
descent of the gates

Suggested Counter Measures
sign is not less than 0.3 m or more than
1.0 m from the edge of
the sidewalk. The signs should be
mounted at a height of 2.0 m. The signs
should be installed at a maximum
distance of 5.0 m from the
nearest rail of the railway crossing. The
signs are always facing the pedestrians
as they approach the railway crossing.
Install an Emergency Notification sign
that provides information on the location
of the grade crossing and Railway
Company’s emergency phone number.
Delineate sidewalk within 8 m of the
nearest rail with a continuous solid white
line on both edges of the travelled
surface.
Apply the marking for the “X” symbols 10
m downstream of the Crossing Ahead
sign as specified in the MUTCDC.

Fill the surrounding area to meet the
requirements of the GCS.
Maintain the gate arm as specified in the
GCS.
The obstruction of this grade crossing
creates a safety concern, the railway
company and the road authority should
collaborate to resolve the safety concern.
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Factor

Deficiencies Identified

Suggested Counter Measures

-

An impatient pedestrian cross
between railway carts while train
was idle on the crossing
- An impatient driver making a Uturn while waiting in the queue.
- Pedestrians start crossing while
the gates are ascending.
According to section 97(2) of the GCR
“It is prohibited for railway equipment
to be left standing on a crossing
surface, or for switching operations to
be conducted, in a manner that
obstructs a public grade crossing —
including by the activation of the gate
of a warning system — for more than
five minutes when vehicular or
pedestrian traffic is waiting
to cross it”.
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Collision Analysis
Collision data were received from the City for the study area intersections and midblocks for a five-year period from 2011 to 2015. The collision data identifies the total
number of collisions, characteristics related to lighting and environmental conditions and
initial impact types, types of collisions (i.e. ‘property damage only’ (PDO), ‘injury’, or
‘fatal’). Within the data collection period, a total of 468 collisions were recorded on the
study area corridor. The distribution of collisions at or between intersections are
presented on Exhibit 2-7.
Collisions at Intersections
Within the five-year period (2011 to 2015), 349 out of the total 468 collisions
(approximately 75%) were recorded at the intersections. The details of all collision data
can be found in the Traffic Analysis Report in Appendix A.
Many of the intersection collisions occurred under ‘clear’ weather (79%) and ‘daylight’
conditions (72%). The primary impact type was ‘rear end’ (40%), followed by the ‘angle’
and ‘sideswipe’ at 21% and 19%, respectively. Approximately 74% of the collisions
resulted in PDO; remaining 26% of the collisions resulted in ‘injury’. One fatal collision
(collision type of ‘angle’) occurred at the Adelaide Street North and Oxford Street East
intersection in April 2013.
Approximately 50% of all intersection collisions occurred at Adelaide Street North and
Oxford Street East intersection. Based on the number of collisions and the number of
vehicles entering the intersection, collision rates were calculated to reflect the annual
collision number per million vehicles approaching the intersection. The Oxford Street
East intersection has experienced 173 collisions during the five-year period, which
resulted in the highest collision rate of 1.76. This high collision rate could be attributed
to potential sight-line issues and insufficient storage lane lengths for westbound and
southbound left-turn movements.
The Queens Avenue intersection experienced 72 collisions in the five-year period,
resulting in a collision rate of 1.12. Most of the collisions occurred at this intersection
were classified under the ‘angle’ or ‘rear end’ type (43% and 35%, respectively).
The collision rates for all the other intersections are less than 0.60 during the five-year
period.
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Exhibit 2-7: Collision Distribution within the Study Area
Number of Collisions
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Collisions at Mid-Blocks
Within the five-year period (2011 to 2015), a total of 119 collisions within the study area
were recorded at mid-block locations. Most of these collisions occurred under ‘clear’
weather (85%) and ‘daylight’ conditions (80%). The primary impact types were ‘rearend’ (34%) and ‘sideswipe’ (32%). Approximately 87% of the collisions resulted in PDO,
the remaining 13% of the collisions resulted in ‘injury’. The details of all collision data for
the study area intersections can be found in the Traffic Analysis Report in Appendix A.
Thirty-five collisions occurred on the mid-block between Oxford Street East and
Piccadilly Street, resulting in the highest collision rate of 0.78 for all the mid-block
locations within the study area. The mid-block between Pall Mall Street and Central
Avenue has experienced 30 collisions with a collision rate of 0.62. Potential contributing
factors for mid-block collisions include: driver frustration due to delays at the CP rail
crossing, substandard lane widths, absence of dedicated turn lanes and the high
density of accesses / drive-ways along the corridor which increase the number of
potential conflict points for turning and through traffic.

Future Traffic Conditions
Traffic Growth and Future Volume Estimate
The traffic volumes (Annual Average Daily Traffic-AADT) from 2005 to 2015 on
Adelaide Street North at Pall Mall Street and McMahen Street were reviewed to identify
growth trends. The results are presented in Exhibit 2-8. The traffic volumes on
Adelaide Street North have experienced an average annual growth rate of 1% between
2005 and 2015. This growth rate was also utilized to estimate the future (2036) traffic
demands, presented in Exhibit 2-9.
The future traffic volumes at Central Avenue were estimated based on existing traffic
patterns observed on both the east and west legs of Central Avenue. A high portion of
traffic attracted to east leg of Central Avenue was observed from north and south of
Adelaide Street.
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Exhibit 2-8: Historical Traffic Volumes (AADT) on Adelaide Street North
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Exhibit 2-9: Future (2036) Traffic Demand Forecast – Weekday Peak Hours
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Future Roadway Capacity Analysis
Similar to the existing condition, the roadway (link-level) capacity analysis for the future
(2036) condition was conducted by calculating the v/c ratios. The v/c ratio for each
corridor segment of Adelaide Street North was calculated using the estimated future
traffic volumes and a roadway capacity of 800 vehicles per lane. The v/c ratios show
that future traffic is expected to approach capacity for the peak-hour-peak-direction,
which is the southbound direction during morning peak hour and the northbound
direction during afternoon peak hour.
The v/c ratios for the morning and afternoon peak hour conditions are presented in
Exhibits 2-10 and 2-11, respectively. During morning peak hour, the southbound traffic
between Oxford Street and Queens Avenue is expected to operate at ‘Unstable’
conditions with v/c ratio between 0.80 and 0.90. However, the projected traffic demand
does not identify a need for an additional through lane on Adelaide Street.
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Exhibit 2-10: Roadway Capacity (V/C) Analysis for Future (2036) AM Peak
Hour

Southbound
Link
Capacity

Northbound
Adelaide Street N

Volume
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#
#
#
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#
#
#
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#
#
#
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#
#
#
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#
#
#
#
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#
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#
#
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#
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Legend
XX AM Peak Volume
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V/C < 0.80
0.80 ≤ V/C < 0.90
0.90 ≤ V/C < 1.00
V/C ≥ 1.00

Operating Condition
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'Unstable'
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'Very-Congested'
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Exhibit 2-11: Roadway Capacity (V/C) Analysis for Future (2036) PM Peak
Hour
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Future Intersection Operational Analysis
A future intersection operational analysis was conducted for the following two scenarios,
for the forecasted traffic volumes for the future (2036) conditions:
 Scenario 1: ‘Do-Nothing’, and
 Scenario 2: Recommended Intersection Improvements.

The intersection operational analysis was conducted using Vissim. The model outputs
were used to derive the queue length (95th percentile), average delay and the resulting
level of service (LOS). The v/c ratios for signalized intersections were derived from the
Synchro model.
Analysis for Scenario – Do Nothing
The intersection operational analysis for the ‘Do-Nothing’ scenario was conducted using
the existing lane configurations and optimized signal timing plans derived from the
Synchro model. The intersection operational analysis results are presented in
Table 2-5. Detailed analysis results can be found in the Traffic Analysis Report in
Appendix A.

Table 2-5: Future Interstation Operational Analysis Results for Scenario 1

Location/Movement
Adelaide St N and Oxford
St E (Signalized)
Eastbound Left
Eastbound Through
Eastbound Right
Westbound Left
Westbound Through/Right
Northbound Left
Northbound Through/Right
Southbound Left
Southbound Through/Right
Adelaide St N and
McMahen St
Westbound Left/Right
Northbound Through/Right

Levels of Service
Weekday Morning Peak Hour
Weekday Afternoon Peak Hour
Delay
Queue
Delay
Queue
V/C
LOS
V/C
LOS
(s)
(m)
(s)
(m)
1.24
0.94
0.19
1.01
1.02
1.37
0.70
0.42
1.16
-

45

D

44
33
11
93
72/72
53
26/22
37
34/24

D
C
B
F
E/E
D
C/C
D
C/C

2

A

28/8
1/2

D/A
A/A

57
157
21
315
310
74
84
109
125
7
0

1.19
0.99
0.32
1.09
1.10
1.12
1.19
1.19
1.07
-

74

E

105
53
32
154
121/117
67
52/49
118
58/46

F
D
C
F
F/F
E
D/D
F
E/D

4

A

37/11
3/3

E/B
A/A

386
377
31
391
401
73
146
224
222
8
0
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Location/Movement
Southbound Left/Through
Adelaide St N and Pall
Mall St
Eastbound Left/Right
Northbound Left/Through
Southbound Through/Right
Adelaide St N and Central
Ave East-Leg
Westbound Right (‘stop’
control)
Northbound Through/Right
Southbound Left/Through
Adelaide St N and Central
Ave West-Leg
(Signalized)
Eastbound Left
Eastbound Right
Northbound Left/Through
Southbound Through/Right
Adelaide St N and Lorne
Ave
Westbound Left/Right
Northbound Through/Right
Southbound Left/Through
Adelaide St N and
Dufferin Ave West-Leg
Eastbound Left/Right
Northbound Left/Through
Southbound Through/Right
Adelaide St N and Queens
Ave (Signalized)
Westbound
Left/Through/Right
Northbound Left/Through
Southbound Through/Right

Levels of Service
Weekday Morning Peak Hour
Weekday Afternoon Peak Hour
Delay
Queue
Delay
Queue
V/C
LOS
V/C
LOS
(s)
(m)
(s)
(m)
7/2
A/A
7
14/3
B/A
33
2

A

0/7
12/1
2/2

A/A
B/A
A/A

7

A

-

7

A

8

-

2/0
8/5

A/A
A/A

92

6

A

39
7
16/2
5/6

D
A
B/A
A/A

5

A

19/11
4/4
11/4

C/B
A/A
B/A

1

A

34/12
13/2
1/1

D/B
B/A
A/A

27

C

1.07

38/36/30

D/D/C

91

3.19
0.71

47/13
26/27

D/B
C/C

143
112

-

0.38
0.60
0.44
0.52
-

6
11
7

26
16
34
92
8
40
50
8
20
30

3

A

26/8
13/3
3/4

D/A
B/A
A/A

8

A

-

8

A

8

-

5/1
15/9

A/A
B/A

103

10

A

44
11
19/5
9/8

D
B
B/A
A/A

4

A

34/18
3/3
14/4

D/C
A/A
B/A

3

A

31/12
11/4
0/1

D/B
B/A
A/A

17

B

1.06

45/42/36

D/D/D

97

1.15
0.57

14/5
15/17

B/A
B/B

82
109

-

0.65
0.44
0.67
0.48
-

7
29
24

52
25
57
103
23
48
37
14
28
5
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The intersection operational analysis results indicate that all the intersections are
expected to operate at overall LOS ‘C’ or better, during both the morning and afternoon
peak hours, except the Oxford Street East intersection. Many turning movements at this
intersection are expected to operate with higher delays (at LOS ‘E’/‘F’) and long queues.
The queue lengths for all the left turning movements are expected to exceed available
storage and block the through traffic movements, which would contribute to heavy
congestion at this intersection.
For the intersection at Central Avenue (west-leg), the queue for the southbound left-turn
movement is expected to extend upstream to the railway crossing during afternoon
peak hour, which could be a potential safety issue.
The traffic operations under ‘Do-Nothing’ scenario will not provide adequate
performance for the future traffic demands.
Recommended Improvements
Road blockages on Adelaide Street North created by CP operations through the atgrade rail crossing, result in significant delays for all the road users and creates long
queues and gridlock in the area. To address this issue, a grade separation is essential.
In addition to the proposed grade separation, and based on the intersection operational
analysis results, improvements were identified for many of the intersections:
 At Oxford Street East Intersection: extend storage length for eastbound,

westbound and southbound left turn movements;
 At Pall Mall Street Intersection: convert the existing intersection configuration into

a right-in / right-out, and relocate the signalized pedestrian crossing to McMahen
Street (this relocation is required to address the geometric constraints with the
proposed grade separation);
 At Central Avenue Intersection: realign the east and west legs of Central Avenue

to eliminate the ‘jog’, and provide dedicated turning lanes for all the left turn
movements; and
 At Queens Avenue: provide a dedicated northbound left turn lane.

Preliminary recommendations for Oxford Street and Queens Avenue were reviewed
carefully by the project team and, based on comprehensive consideration of potential
property requirements, impacts to major utilities and potential impacts to other road
users (e.g. pedestrians and cyclists), the intersection recommendations for Oxford
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Street and Queens Avenue have been set aside from further consideration in this Class
EA study.
With the proposed underpass design (Chapter 6), the extent of impacts and
reconstruction along Adelaide Street North has been minimized and limited to a section
between Elias Street and McMahen Street, so larger scale reconstruction extend north
to Oxford Street and south to Queens Avenue will not be needed to achieve the
proposed grade separation.
The Oxford Street intersection is highly complex, with high through and turning traffic
volumes, a constrained right-of-way with businesses and residences in very close
proximity to the intersection, and major utilities extending through the intersection.
Given the complexity and potential for socio-economic impacts, City staff believe that
this intersection warrants a separate Class EA study in order to more fully investigate
the issues and develop a range of design alternatives for evaluation.
The Queens Avenue intersection also has a constrained right-of-way with major utilities
along the west side of Adelaide Street. During the Class EA study, transportation
planning on Queens Avenue has evolved. Early in the Class EA study, Queens Avenue
was planned for cycle lanes, a key part of the cycling network into downtown. However,
the east-west route of the cycling network is currently under review and is being
coordinated with the BRT study. For these reasons, recommendations for the Adelaide
Street / Queens Avenue intersection will be put on hold, pending other transportation
planning initiatives and outcomes.
For the Pall Mall Street intersection, it is assumed that with the right-in / right-out
intersection (i.e. eliminating existing northbound left and eastbound left movements), the
traffic demands for these left turn movements will be accommodated at the Central
Avenue intersection. The traffic volumes for the Central Avenue were also revised to
address the proposed realignment. The adjusted traffic demands for the future (2036)
conditions for these two intersections are presented in Exhibit 2-12.
Analysis for Scenario 2 With Recommended Improvements
The intersection operational analysis results summarizing average vehicular delays,
resulting LOS and queue length for the recommended intersection lane configurations
and optimized signal timing plans are presented in Table 2-6.
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Exhibit 2-12: Future (2036) Adjusted Peak Hour Volumes at Central Avenue
and Pall Mall Street
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Table 2-6: Future (2036) Intersection Operational Analysis Results Scenario 2

Location/Movement
Adelaide St N and Pall
Mall St
Eastbound Left/Right
Northbound Left/Through
Southbound Through/Right
Adelaide St N and Central
Ave (Signalized)
Eastbound Left
Eastbound Through/Right
Westbound Left
Westbound Through/Right
Northbound Left
Northbound Through/Right
Southbound Left
Southbound Through/Right

Levels of Service
Weekday Morning Peak Hour
Weekday Afternoon Peak Hour
Delay
Queue
Delay
Queue
V/C
LOS
V/C
LOS
(s)
(m)
(s)
(m)
0.34
0.64
0.21
0.43
0.42
0.30
0.06
0.54

2

A

7
1
3/3

A
A
A/A

9

A

40
38/11
36
40/11
22
6/5
12
7/7

D
D/A
D
D/B
C
A/A
B
A/A

6
4
16
20
36
15
29
19
45
8
111

0.68
0.48
0.12
0.36
0.43
0.53
0.18
0.50

3

A

8
1
4/4

A
A
A/A

14

B

40
37/11
36
31/12
25
12/14
17
9/9

D
D/B
D
C/B
C
B/B
B
A/A

7
10
34
46
34
14
28
22
115
11
101

Proposed Intersection Lane Configurations
Based on the preceding discussion, the proposed intersection lane configurations are
presented in Exhibit 2-13. While left-turn storage lengths were recommended in the
context of the traffic analysis, adjustments were made based on local conditions and the
effort to minimize property impacts. The final design is discussed in Chapter 6 and
design plans are available in Chapter 9.
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Exhibit 2-13: Proposed Intersection Lane Configurations

Adelaide Street N

McMahen Street

Pall Mall Street
(RIRO)

CPR Railway

Realigned
Central Avenue

Realigned
Central Avenue
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2.3

Summary of Plan / Policy Review and Traffic Analysis

The following summarizes some of the key points of this chapter, which articulate the
important problems and opportunities for this Class EA study:
 The 2005 prioritization considered the rail exposure index for the major rail

crossings identified in the 2004 Transportation Master Plan. The exposure index
is determined by multiplying the daily road traffic volumes and the rail train
volumes. At the time, there were 12 level crossings in London that met the
Transport Canada rail exposure index warrant for a grade separation, including
the Adelaide Street North - CP crossing.
 The 2013 monitoring results indicated an increased warrant at Adelaide Street

North. A comparison to the 2004 Transportation Master Plan traffic volumes
indicates that Adelaide Street traffic volumes have increased by more than 20%
in the last decade. Additionally, the detailed blockage monitoring indicates a
greater number of trains. This could be the result of increased rail through traffic
or could be related to rail yard shunting. CP creates more blockages of this
particular crossing due to shunting movements as trains are assembled in the
adjacent rail yard. This shunting creates longer delays as trains sometimes
forward and reverse while Adelaide Street traffic is stopped.
 Further railway monitoring studies completed in 2017, has confirmed that train

switching activities at the CP rail yard are significant and account for more than
half of the blockages at this crossing, with approximately 5 crossing blockages at
Adelaide Street North for every 2 blockages at Richmond Street. Road blockages
at this crossing results in the queuing of southbound traffic that extends northerly
past Oxford Street and southerly past King Street. Additionally, approximately
40% of the crossing blockages extend longer than 5 minutes.
 The significant time and volume of blockages at the crossing create cut-through

traffic onto local streets as drivers attempt to find alternate routes to their
destinations. Road blockages also create a response time concern for
emergency services. There are no grade separated crossings of the CP track in
the downtown area between Talbot Street and Quebec Street and long trains can
block this entire distance. The safety concerns associated with pedestrians
crossing multiple tracks, and the opportunity to create an uninterrupted northsouth corridor for emergency vehicles makes this at-grade crossing location the
City’s highest priority for a new grade separation.
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 The outcome of the Rail Rationalization Study was a recommendation that the

City continue with planning strategic grade separations, including the Adelaide
Street North - CP Grade Separation, the subject of this Class EA study,
combined with the implementation of technologies or infrastructure aimed at
improving the safety of the rail/urban interface as the long-term approach to
mitigating the impact of rail activity in the City of London.
 Adelaide Street North is recognized in The London Plan as: Main Street Place

Type which encourages a broad range of residential, retail service and office
uses; and a Civic Boulevard Street Classification which places a priority on
pedestrian, cycle and transit movements, moves medium to high volumes of
vehicular traffic and encourages a high-quality pedestrian realm / urban design.
This classification recognizes the role of Adelaide Street North in the City’s
transportation network and prioritizes the streetscape for enhancement
opportunities that may be realized through infrastructure improvements.
 The TMP recommends a More Strategic Program of Road Network

Improvements. Even with the greater emphasis on transit, active transportation,
TDM, and parking, many road improvements will still be required. This approach
is consistent with the City’s expectation that transit and active transportation
modal shares will increase significantly from current levels. The City’s approach
also explicitly recognizes that road improvements will be required for different
purposes. In this regard, several projects are required to complement the Bus
Rapid Transit (BRT) initiative. Among the TMP road projects identified, is the
Adelaide Street North - CP Grade Separation. Due to the area’s strategic
location, the TMP identifies the need for traffic capacity optimization and transit
priority on this corridor.
 The Adelaide Street North - CP Grade Separation Class EA supports the

Strategic Plan through the strategic focus areas of ‘building a sustainable city’ by
providing robust infrastructure and improving safe mobility for pedestrians,
cyclists, transit users and drivers; and ‘strengthening our community’ by
contributing to a healthy, safe and accessible City.
 Through the current Development Charges Study Update (2019), the funding

allocation identified in 2014 has been adjusted (increased) to match the
preliminary cost estimate developed through this Class EA study (Chapter 6 of
this ESR). Implementation timeframes have been advanced from the originally
proposed 2031, recognizing the increased urgency in completing the Adelaide
Street grade separation to support the BRT implementation on Richmond Street.
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It is also noted that the 2014 DC study identified the grade separation as an
‘overpass’. However, through the Class EA study process, an underpass design
is recommended.
 The Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) network will rely on strategic road improvements to

support the City’s overall transportation network. Adelaide Street North is
strategically positioned as a north-south arterial route that offers a transportation
alternative to Richmond Street for vehicular traffic and an opportunity to create a
more efficient London Transit network to connect with and support BRT via the
station planned at King/Adelaide Street.
 This project has provided an opportunity to re-examine the cycling network within

the study area and provide update recommendations for cycling network and
facilities in the context of the proposed transportation improvements.
 Adelaide Street North carries approximately 26,000 vehicles per day in the north-

south direction. The southbound traffic peaks during the morning peak hour, and
the northbound traffic peaks during the afternoon peak hour. The projected traffic
demand (2036) does not identify a need for an additional capacity on Adelaide
Street.
 During the five-year period from 2011 to 2015, a total of 468 collisions were

recorded on the study area corridor, including 349 collisions at intersections
(75%) and 119 collisions on mid-blocks (25%).
o Approximately 50% of the intersection collisions occurred at the Oxford
Street East intersection. This intersection has experienced 173 collisions,
including one fatal collision in the five-year period. The higher collision rate
at this interaction could be contributed by the poor sightline and
insufficient storage lane lengths for left turn movements.
o The Queens Avenue intersection experienced 72 collisions in the five-year
period. Most of the collisions occurred at this intersection were classified
under the ‘angle’ or ‘rear end’ type (43% and 35%, respectively).
 Thirty-five mid-block collisions occurred between Oxford Street East and

Piccadilly Street during the five-year period, resulting in the highest collision rate
of 0.78 for mid-blocks. The mid-block between Pall Mall Street and Central
Avenue has experienced 30 collisions from 2011 to 2015. Potential contributing
factors for mid-block collisions include: driver frustration due to delays at the CP
rail crossing, substandard lane widths, absence of dedicated turning lanes and
high density of accesses / drive-ways along the corridor.
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 Based on intersection operational analysis results, the following improvements

were identified:
o At Pall Mall Street Intersection: converting existing intersection
configuration into a right-in / right-out, and relocating the signalized
pedestrian crossing to McMahen Street (this relocation is required to
address the geometric constraints with the proposed grade separation);
o At Central Avenue Intersection: realigning the east and west legs of
Central Avenue to eliminate the jog, and providing dedicated turning lane
for all the left turn movements.
 Preliminary recommendations were also identified for Oxford Street and Queens

Avenue. These were reviewed carefully by the project team and, based on
comprehensive consideration of potential property requirements, impacts to
major utilities and potential impacts to other road users (e.g. pedestrians and
cyclists), the intersection recommendations for Oxford Street and Queens
Avenue have been set aside from further consideration in this Class EA study
and can be revisited in the future.
 The complexity of the Oxford Street intersection at Adelaide Street and the

potential scale of property impacts is deemed to warrant a separate and
dedicated Class EA study. Similarly, potential intersection improvements that
could be considered at Queens Avenue have been set aside in the current study
and can be revisited in future.
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3 EXISTING CONDITIONS
3.1

Socio-Economic

Existing conditions within the Adelaide Street North - CP Grade Separation Class EA
study area are depicted on Exhibit 3-1. Adelaide Street is a key transportation linkage
in the Old East Village, Woodfield and Piccadilly neighbourhoods, and provides for
transportation, residential neighbourhood and commerce functions.
As discussed in Chapter 2, the following aspects of The London Plan reflect the
existing and future land use along Adelaide Street North:
 Adelaide Street is identified as a Main Street Place Type which encourages a

broad range of residential, retail service and office uses. Mixed-use building is
encouraged. This place type reflects the existing use within the study area and
supports redevelopment / reinvestment in this area.
 Adelaide Street has a Civic Boulevard Street Classification which places a

priority on pedestrian, cycle and transit movements, moves medium to high
volumes of vehicular traffic and encourages a high-quality pedestrian realm /
urban design. This classification prioritizes the streetscape environment for
enhancement opportunities that may be realized through infrastructure
improvements and land redevelopment.
 McMahen Street, Pall Mall Street and Central Avenue are identified as Cycling

and Walking Routes in the Activity Mobility Network;
 No Natural Heritage features, Natural Resources or Hazard lands present within

the study area;
 Specific Policy Areas are found along Central Avenue, between Adelaide Street

and Ontario Street (SPA 24) and on the west side of Adelaide Street between
Oxford Street and Queens Avenue (SPA 77 and 78). Specific policies for each
area are outlined within The London Plan Neighbourhood Place Type policies.
 The Old East Village Community Improvement Project Area extends primarily

along Dundas Street, east of Adelaide Street. Although outside of the Class EA
study area, this is noteworthy and relevant for context; and
 The Old East Heritage Conservation District (HCD) is located east of Adelaide

Street, the East Woodfield HCD is located west of Adelaide Street. Both HCDs
are near the proposed grade separation (Exhibit 2-1).
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McMahen Park is an important recreational amenity and an integral part of the
community fabric. The park and adjacent street were named for Thornton Archibald
McMahen, a prominent London businessperson, partner in McMahen Granger & Co.
and a member of the London Railway Commission. McMahen died in in 1922 and at his
bequest, the park was established. The park includes parking, minor baseball
diamonds, batting cage, wading pool, play structure, swing set, paved path, horseshoe
pits, picnic shelter and washrooms. An important aspect of the park is the stone
gateway located at the west edge of the park, opposite Pall Mall Street. The ornate
gate, which included a wrap-around stone bench, was erected when the park was
established in 1926. A plaque detailing the park’s history is mounted on the stone pillar
of the gate.
In terms of other community features, there are no libraries, schools or cemeteries
located on adjacent to Adelaide Street North, within the study area.
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Exhibit 3-1: Existing Conditions
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3.2

Cultural Environment
Archaeology

A Stage 1 Archaeological Assessment was undertaken in support of the Adelaide Street
North - CP Grade Separation Class EA study. The full report is provided in Appendix B
and is summarized below:
The purpose of the Stage 1 Archaeological Assessment was to provide information
about the study area geography, history, previous archaeological fieldwork, and current
land condition in order to determine the potential for archaeological material. Detailed
documentary research was conducted and was augmented by field review.
On the basis of the assessment, the following recommendations were made:
 Stage 2 Archaeological Assessment is not required for those areas visually

determined to be disturbed (78.2%) including: Adelaide Street North, McMahen
Street, Pall Mall Street, Central Avenue, the CP rail line, standing structures,
residential driveways, and sidewalks.
 Other isolated areas may require a Stage 2 Archaeological Assessment prior to

any ground disturbing activities. Since the remainder of the study area is in the
front and backyards of residential structures, and within manicured public
parklands, ploughing is not feasible. Based on the results of the Stage 1
Archaeological Assessment, it is recommended that:
o Approximately 4.9% of the study area contains should be subject to a test
pit survey at 5 m intervals as per Section 2.1.2 of the Standards and
Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists (MTCS 2011:31).
o Approximately 16.9% of the study area should be subject to a strategic
test pit survey to confirm disturbance as per Section 2.1.8 of the
Standards and Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists (MTCS 2011:38).
 Additionally, due to the potential for deeply buried archaeological remains within

the study area, construction monitoring is required. During grading and other soil
disturbing activities, a licensed archaeologist must be on site to inspect and
monitor the area for intact topsoil deposits, subsurface features, and artifacts.
Should construction monitoring result in the identification of a new archaeological
site, immediate steps must be taken to mitigate impacts following the standards
prescribed for Stage 3 and/or Stage 4 Archaeological Assessment, as required.
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A report documenting the results of the construction monitoring must be
submitted to the MTCS for review.
The Stage 1 Archaeological Assessment provides information regarding specific
locations where Stage 2 Archaeological Assessment may be required. These areas will
be reviewed and confirmed during the detailed design phase. Stage 2 Archaeological
Assessment work and construction monitoring will be undertaken based on the final
extent of planned disturbance as indicated in the detailed design.

Built Heritage and Cultural Heritage Landscapes
A cultural heritage resource assessment was carried out to identify built cultural heritage
values and cultural heritage landscapes within the study area. The Cultural Heritage
Assessment Report (CHAR) is provided in Appendix C.
The CHAR details the regulatory context for cultural heritage assessment, historical
overview of the study area, and identifies cultural heritage resources that are
considered to be of potential heritage value or interest.
For the purposes of cultural heritage landscape and built heritage resource
identification, this section provides a brief description of the existing environment along
the Adelaide Street North corridor from Queens Avenue north to Oxford Street East. A
larger study area was also considered – including one block east (Elizabeth Street) and
one block west (William Street) of Adelaide Street North from Queens Avenue north to
Oxford Street East. For the most part, the larger study area is residential in character
with 19th to 20th century housing on tree-lined streets and includes parts of the East
Woodfield Heritage Conservation District and the Old East Heritage Conservation
District.
The cultural heritage resource assessment included the following tasks:
 identification of major historical themes and activities of the Adelaide Street North

study area through historical research and a review of topographic and historical
mapping;
 identification of associated cultural heritage landscapes and built heritage

resources 40 years of age or older within the Adelaide Street North study area
through major historical themes and activities and historical mapping;
 identification of heritage resources within the Adelaide Street North study area

that have been municipally recognized through listing or designation under the
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OHA, placement on a municipal heritage register or through commemoration and
provincially or federally properties heritage properties and commemorations;
 a survey of lands within and adjacent to the Adelaide Street North study area;

and
 identification of sensitivities for changes and assessment of potential impacts to

built heritage resources and cultural heritage landscapes as a result of the
Preferred Design.
City heritage staff, the City of London Inventory of Heritage Resources that forms the
municipal register pursuant to Section 27 of the OHA, and the City of London ‘CityMap’
site were consulted with regard to the current heritage recognition status for properties
located on Adelaide Street North. The listing of the property or structure on the City of
London Inventory of Heritage Resources indicates the property satisfies certain
approved evaluation criteria based on architecture, history and context. Priority levels
indicate and justify the heritage value of the resources as objectively as possible. They
are described as follows:
 Priority 1 buildings are London's most important heritage structures and merit

designation under Part IV (Section 29) of the OHA. This group includes landmark
buildings and buildings in pristine condition as well as lesser-known structures
with major architectural/historical significance.
 Priority 2 buildings merit evaluation for designation under Part IV of the OHA.

They have significant architectural and/or historic value.
 Priority 3 buildings may merit designation as part of a group of buildings

designated under Part IV of the OHA or as part of a Heritage Conservation
District (HCD), even though these buildings are not often worthy of designation
individually.
 Priority 9 is restricted to buildings within a HCD that individually would have little

or no heritage value.
Heritage resources identified through the review are summarized in the following
sections and depicted on Exhibit 3-2. It is noted that this summary does not indicate /
imply what properties may be impacted by the proposed project. Potential impacts and
commitments to further work are identified in Chapter 8 of this ESR.
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Adelaide Street North
The City of London Inventory of Heritage Resources includes the following nine
properties adjacent to the broader Adelaide Street North study corridor:
 430 Adelaide Street North, Priority 2;
 442 Adelaide Street North, Designated Part IV, OHA;
 546 Adelaide Street North, Priority 2;
 551 Adelaide Street North, Priority 2;
 556 Adelaide Street North, Designated Part IV, OHA;
 563 Adelaide Street North, Priority 2;
 565 Adelaide Street North, Priority 3;
 567 Adelaide Street North, Priority 3; and
 596 Adelaide Street North, Priority 1.

East Woodfield Heritage Conservation District
The East Woodfield Heritage Conservation District (HCD) boundaries are shown in
Exhibit 3-3. The following three properties within the HCD are adjacent to the Adelaide
Street North corridor on the west side of the Adelaide Street North between Queens
Avenue and Dufferin Street, and as part of the HCD, are designated under Part V of the
OHA:
 602 Queens Avenue;
 602 Dufferin Avenue; and
 605 Dufferin Avenue (Formerly 479 Adelaide Street North).

Old East Heritage Conservation District
The west boundary of the Old East HCD does not include properties fronting onto
Adelaide Street North. Properties on the south side of Central Avenue starting at 629
Central Avenue, to the east of Adelaide Street North, are within the HCD.
Plaques
The Historic Sites Committee of the London Public Library Board has recognized the
Banting House at 442 Adelaide Street North, Oakwood at 602 Queens Avenue and
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McMahen Park with local history plaques. These plaques are not considered to be
Heritage Property plaques issued for municipally designated properties.
Larger Study Area
The following seventeen properties included on the City of London Inventory of Heritage
Resources are located within the larger study area:
 429 Adelaide Street North, Priority 1;
 575 Queens Avenue, Priority 2;
 571 Queens Avenue, Municipally Designated Part IV;
 442 William Street, Designated Part IV, OHA;
 554 Princess Avenue, Priority 2;
 567 Princess Avenue, Priority 2;
 569 Princess Avenue, Priority 3;
 587 Princess Avenue, Priority 3;
 593 Princess Avenue, Priority 3;
 596 Princess Avenue, Priority 2;
 596 Princess Avenue, Priority 2;
 598 Princess Avenue, Priority 2;
 602 Princess Avenue, Priority 2;
 604 Princess Avenue, Priority 3;
 606 Princess Avenue, Priority 2;
 587 Rosedale Street, Priority 2;1 and
 598 Pall Mall Street, Priority 3.

1

Information provided in email correspondence with Kyle Gonyou, Heritage Planner, City of London, November
16, 2016.
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Provincial, Federal, International
There are no provincially-owned or controlled properties within the study area. The
Banting House at 442 Adelaide Street North is a recognized National Historic Site, as
well as a municipally designated property under Part IV of the OHA.
There are no UNESCO world heritage sites within or adjacent to the study area.

Exhibit 3-2: Locations of Cultural Heritage Landscapes and Built Heritage
Resources
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Note: Designated or listed properties include the entire area within the property limits.
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Exhibit 3-3: Heritage Conservation Districts

Note: Designated or listed properties include the entire area within the property limits.

3.3

Natural Environment

The study area is located within a well-established urban downtown neighbourhood.
There are no natural environmental features present.
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4 PLANNING ALTERNATIVES
As discussed in Chapter 2, the Phase 1 of the Municipal Class EA process involves the
identification of the transportation problems and opportunities to be addressed by the
study and Phase 2 involves the identification and evaluation of a range of possible
solutions or ‘planning alternatives’.
Chapter 2 of this ESR sets out the transportation problems and opportunities by
providing the planning / policy context and the analysis of existing and future traffic
conditions to identify the transportation deficiencies and overall project opportunities.
Section 2.3 of this ESR provides a summary of these aspects. It is recognized that in
addition to the planning/policy review and traffic analysis, problems and opportunities
have also been identified through direct consultation with stakeholders. These are
captured in Chapter 7 (consultation), and have been incorporated into both the planning
and design components of the study.
Based on this work, a clear problem and opportunity statement was developed to guide
the study.

4.1

Problem and Opportunity Statement

Adelaide Street North is an important north-south arterial roadway and the centre of the
local community, providing access to a variety of local destinations and supporting both
city-wide and local mobility for many different users (pedestrians, cyclists, transit
patrons, and drivers).
Previous studies (2005, 2013, 2017 / 2018) all confirm that Adelaide Street North meets
the Transport Canada rail exposure index warrant for a grade separation.
The significant time and volume of blockages at the crossing results in cut-through
traffic onto local streets as drivers attempt to find alternate routes to their destinations.
Road blockages also create a response time concern for emergency services. There
are no grade separated crossings of the CP track in the downtown area between Talbot
Street and Quebec Street and long trains can block this entire distance. The safety
concerns associated with pedestrians crossing multiple tracks, and the opportunity to
create an uninterrupted north-south corridor for emergency vehicles makes this at-grade
crossing location the City’s highest priority for a new grade separation.
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The Rail Rationalization Study confirms the City’s continuing approach of planning for
strategic grade separations rather than pursuing large scale relocation / rerouting of CP
operations.
Providing a new road-rail grade separation on Adelaide Street at the CP tracks will
increase roadway safety by removing the potential for conflict between pedestrians,
cyclists, drivers and CP operations, improve traffic flow / operations by managing
congestion and provide route reliability for emergency services and local transit.
The implementation of the grade separation will support the Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)
initiative by providing vital parallel roadway network improvements to facilitate the rapid
transit implementation. The improved transportation network performance, reliability and
efficiency on Adelaide Street will benefit the London Transit / Transit Priority network
and the connection to the BRT network at the King/Adelaide Street stop.
The project provides an opportunity to improve active transportation choices / facilities
and linkages. The project also creates the opportunity to improve safety and mobility for
all road users as well as contribute to the neighbourhood setting with a lively
streetscape / urban design.

4.2

Alternative Planning Solutions

Planning solutions represent reasonable means of addressing the transportation
problems and opportunities and they are assessed against their ability to best respond
to the project needs, in consideration of the constraints identified in the early stages of
the study.
The following alternatives were identified in the early stages of the study and presented
to the public for review at Public Information Centre 1 (PIC 1) in June 2016.
1. Do Nothing;
2. Manage Transportation Demand;
3. Improve Intersections;
4. Increase Traffic Capacity; and
5. Grade Separation.
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Based on public feedback received at PIC 1 (summarized in Section 4.5 and in
Chapter 7), the project team expanded the range of potential planning solutions to
include:
6. Change in CP Rail Operations; and
7. Partial Grade Separation.
The alternatives are described below. A summary of the alternatives and evaluation is
provided in Table 4-2 and a more detailed assessment is provided in Table 4-3.

Alternative 1 – Do Nothing
“Do Nothing” is considered the status quo, maintaining the existing road network as it
currently exists. To do so would result in the continuation and escalation of the existing
traffic congestion and operational issues at the CP rail crossing on Adelaide Street
North. This would not address any of the identified problems and opportunities and is
not consistent with the City’s TMP and other planning initiatives / Council directives.
This alternative only serves as a base line to which other alternatives are compared and
is not recommended as the preferred solution.

Alternative 2 – Manage Transportation Demand
Encompasses three interrelated components: travel demand management (TDM);
active transportation; and improvements to transit service and operations. The goal is to
reduce overall demands on the network, shift demands to time periods outside of the
critical congestion periods, and shift demands to alternative modes of transportation,
principally transit, cycling and walking.
TDM strategies include: shifting demands to time periods outside of rush hours
(encouraging flex time work schedules); encourage behavioural shift to alternative
modes of transportation (transit, cycling, walking) or rideshare; providing traveler
information tools including intelligent transportation systems, mobile and social
applications and other methods for promoting more efficient use of the transportation
network. These strategies are already being implemented by the City through various
other programs and initiatives. TDM does not address the specific problem of delays
and resulting traffic issues that result from CP operations at the at-grade crossing.
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Alternative 3 – Improve Intersections
This alternative involves implementing improvements such as providing dedicated turn
lanes to improve traffic operations and level of service at intersections within the study
area. This alternative does not address the specific problem of delays and resulting
traffic issues that result from CP operations at the at-grade crossing.

Alternative 4 – Increase Traffic Capacity
This alternative adds traffic capacity through widening Adelaide Street North from 4 to 6
lanes; providing an additional travel lane in each direction. This alterative is not
consistent with City transportation policies, would result in significant community
impacts and does not address the specific problem of delays and resulting traffic issues
that result from CP operations at the at-grade crossing.

Alternative 5 – Grade Separation
This alternative physically separates vehicular traffic, pedestrians and cyclists from the
CP tracks through a grade separation (i.e. either road under rail or road over rail). This
alternative specifically addresses the primary problem of road blockages caused by CP
operations and is consistent with the City’s transportation policies and plans. The
alternative will result in property impacts but provides opportunity for urban design
elements to be developed which may enhance the corridor and continue the
revitalization efforts of the community.

Alternative 6 – Change in CP Operations
This alternative involves the City of London requesting that CP change their main line
and yard operations to reduce the impact of frequent and long road blocks on Adelaide
Street. This alternative was added for consideration based on feedback from the public
encouraging the City to take a broader look at rail operations through the City. The
project team has consulted with CP throughout the project to understand operations.
However, this solution was deemed beyond the scope of the Class EA study, given that
it is not within the City’s jurisdiction to direct CP operations and management.
As discussed in Chapter 2, the City of London commenced a separate Rail
Rationalization Study in order to more fully investigate the feasibility of large scale rail
changes for CN and CP operations within the City’s urban boundary. Following the
study and staff report, Council approved strategy of planning strategic grade
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separations such as the Adelaide Street - CP Grade Separation combined with the
implementation of technologies or infrastructure aimed at improving the safety of the
rail/urban interface as the long-term approach to mitigating the impact of rail activity in
the City of London. Adjustments to CP operations at the existing crossing are not
considered feasible given the location of the rail yard and its function as a hub for CP
operations. Any adjustments would require major modifications to the complex and
costly yard infrastructure.

Alternative 6 – Partial Grade Separation
This alternative involves constructing a partial grade separation with an overpass (road
over rail) or underpass (road under rail) of selected travel lanes, such as dedicated
transit or transit priority lanes. This alternative was added for consideration based on
public feedback at PIC 1, encouraging the City to consider ‘hybrid’ options. At that time,
a partial grade separation was being considered at a proposed bus rapid transit system
crossing of the CP tracks in the downtown area. The option was eventually set aside
within the bus rapid transit project and it does not constitute a viable solution for this
Class EA study.
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4.3

Evaluation of Planning Solutions

The alternative planning solutions were assessed in their ability to reasonably address
the problems and opportunities. Criteria were developed to guide the assessment
process so that transportation planning, technical and environmental (socio-economic,
community and cultural / heritage) conditions were all factored into the
recommendation.
The factors considered in the assessment are listed in Table 4-1 and the comparison of
the alternative solutions can be found in Table 4-2. Please note, the assessment is
intended to reflect a high-level consideration of solutions and is based on the
information available at this stage of the project.

Table 4-1: Factors Considered in Evaluating Alternative Solutions
Category

Factors

-

Property and access
Potential impact to residences and businesses (disruption and
nuisance)
Consideration of streetscape, pedestrian and cycling environments

Natural
Environment

-

Potential impacts to environmentally sensitive areas
Potential impacts to terrestrial habitats including Species at Risk

Heritage

-

Effects on archaeological resources
Effect on cultural heritage resources

Technical

-

Directly addresses impacts of road blockage at CP rail crossing
Improvement to traffic operations and road safety
Consistency with City planning and policy documents
Improvement to transit efficiency
Improvement to active transportation network (pedestrians, cyclists)
Consideration of municipal services

Cost

-

Comparative costs major costs associated with property and
infrastructure

Social /
Community

-
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Table 4-2: Summary of Alternative Planning Solutions

Possible Planning Solutions

Description

Key Considerations

Do Nothing

No capital improvements. Continued operations
and maintenance to the road.

-

Does not address the problems and opportunities.
Not consistent with City’s long-term transportation network planning.

Transportation Demand
Management (TDM)

Reduce overall demands by shifting to outside the
critical periods, and to alternative modes of
transportation (transit, walking, cycling).

-

Transit is a major strategic planning and policy focus within the City. Significant progress is being made to
implementing an innovative transit plan.
TDM policies in City’s Transportation Master Plan and are being implemented on a city-wide scale.

Intersection Improvements

Improve traffic operations by implementing
dedicated turning lanes, new traffic signals,
improve signal timing.

Traffic Capacity Improvements

Widen Adelaide Street from 4 to 6 lanes; providing
an additional lane in each direction.

-

Change in Rail Operations

Provide grade separation with an overpass (road
over rail) or underpass (road under rail)

CP modifies current and long-term operations. Any
possible planned changes will be carefully
considered by the City.


Already being implemented through
other City programs

Improves traffic operations at the key intersections which will contribute to improving / optimizing traffic
movement.
Results in some property impacts at intersections.
Does not address the primary problem of frequent blockage of vehicle, transit, pedestrian, cyclist traffic at
the CPR crossing.

✓

Does not address the primary problem of frequent blockage at the rail crossing.
Results in substantial property impacts throughout corridor, including potential impact to cultural heritage
resources.
Provides opportunity for urban design elements to offset some of the impacts.



-

Directly addresses the primary problem.
Results in property impacts, including potential impact to cultural heritage resources.
Provides opportunity for urban design elements to be developed which may enhance the corridor and
continue the revitalization efforts of the community.

✓

-

Requesting changes to CPR operations is outside of the City’s jurisdiction – completely dependent on CP
business plan.
CP current operations and long-term plans will be explored in consultation with CP to ensure that all
planning solutions recognize current and future CP operations.
Even if operations change, the rail crossing still poses a blockage and a safety concern for through train
movements.

-

Grade Separation

Does it Address the Problems and
Opportunities

-

Addressed outside of Class EA study
through City’s Rail Rationalization
Study
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Partial Grade Separation

Provide a partial grade separation with an overpass
(road over rail) or underpass (road under rail) of
some lanes (such as transit lanes.)

-

Adelaide Street is not an identified bus rapid transit corridor
A partial separation of mixed use traffic poses significant safety concerns
Retention of at-grade sidewalk crossings losses opportunity to improve pedestrian safety.



Table 4-3: Assessment of Alternative Planning Solutions
Manage Transportation
Demand

Category

Do Nothing

Social /
Community

- No property required
- The impact of train blockages
and delays will worsen in
future, resulting in increased
negative effects to
surrounding neighbourhoods.
- No opportunity to improve
transit and cycling /
pedestrian activities
- No opportunity to enhance
streetscape.

- No property required
- Although supportive of transit,
cycling and pedestrian
activities, this does not
provide the specific
infrastructure needed within
the study area to support or
enhance these forms of
transportation.

Natural
Environment

- Not applicable, no natural
environmental features are
present.

Heritage

Transportation

Cost

Improve Intersections

Increase Traffic Capacity

Grade Separation

Change in CP Operations

Partial Grade Separation

- Some property may be
required in localized areas.
- Limited opportunity to
improve transit and cycling /
pedestrian activities.
- Limited opportunity to
enhance streetscape.

- Significant property, park and
community impacts along
Adelaide Street North – would
likely remove many buildings
that currently front onto the
street.
- Opportunity for enhanced
streetscape and active
transportation facilities.

- Property impacts within the
area of the grade separation.
- Access to local roads and
business has the potential to
change – the magnitude /
impact will depend on the
type of grade separation
(overpass vs underpass).

- An understanding of CP’s
current operations at this site
within the context of this
Class EA study indicated CP
has no plans to change
operations.
- Even if operations change,
the rail crossing still poses a
blockage and a safety
concern for through train
movements.

- Similar to full Grade
Separation, there is no
reduction in impacts with this
approach.
- Retention of at-grade
sidewalk crossings losses
opportunity to improve
pedestrian safety.

- Not applicable, no natural
environmental features are
present.

- Not applicable, no natural
environmental features are
present.

- Not applicable, no natural
environmental features are
present.

- Not applicable, no natural
environmental features are
present.

- Not applicable, no natural
environmental features are
present.

- Not applicable, no natural
environmental features are
present.

- No potential built heritage or
archaeological impacts.

- No potential built heritage or
archaeological impacts.

- Some potential for heritage
impacts associated with
localized property
requirements.

- High potential for heritage
impacts associated.

- Moderate potential for
heritage impacts associated
with the grade separation.

- No potential built heritage or
archaeological impacts.

- Moderate potential for
heritage impacts associated
with the grade separation.

- Does not address the
problems and opportunities.
- Not consistent with City’s
long-term transportation
network planning.

- TDM policies in City’s
Transportation Master Plan
and are being implemented
on a city-wide scale.
- May result in some shift in
travel demand to improve
road operations.
- Does not address the primary
transportation problem of
road blockages due to CP
operations.

- Improves traffic operations at
the key intersections which
will contribute to improving /
optimizing traffic movement.
- Does not address the primary
transportation problem of
road blockages due to CP
operations.

- Does not address the primary
problem of frequent blockage
at the rail crossing.
- Not consistent with the City’s
Transportation Master Plan
and policies.

- Directly addresses the
primary transportation
problem of road blockages
due to CP operations
- Consistent with City’s
transportation plan and
policies.

- Beyond the scope of this
Class EA study.
- Considered by the City at a
broader level involving direct
consultation with both CP and
CN.

- Adelaide Street is not an
identified bus rapid transit
corridor therefore no distinct
benefit of separating transit
vehicles from regular traffic.
- A partial separation of mixed
use traffic poses significant
safety concerns.
- Introduces unnecessary
complexity to the design for
no real benefit.

- No capital costs
- Continual costs for operations
and maintenance.
- Increasing environmental
costs (emissions loading).

- No capital costs.
- Continual costs for operations
and maintenance.

- $ to $$$
- Costs associated intersection
reconstruction and upgrades,
property impacts .

- $$$$$
- Costs associated with
widening and reconstruction
of roadway, property costs,
streetscape, active
transportation facilities.

- $$$$$
- Costs associated with bridge
engineering, road
reconstruction, stormwater
management (pumping
station), property costs,

N/A

- $$$$$
- negligible difference in costs
from full grade separation
considering structure and
road reconstruction is still
necessary.
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streetscape, active
transportation facilities.

Recommendation

Do Not Carry Forward

Already Being
Implemented through TMP
Policies and Programs

Carry Forward

Do Not Carry Forward

Carry Forward

Addressed outside of
Class EA study through
City’s Rail Rationalization
Study

Do Not Carry Forward
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4.4

Preliminary Preferred Planning Solution

The evaluation process concluded that the preferred planning solution includes:
 Grade Separation; and
 Intersection Improvements.

This solution directly addresses the primary problems and opportunities in the long
term. This solution will separate rail traffic from vehicles, transit, cyclists and
pedestrians, improving safety of all users and increasing the reliability of the
transportation network. This should result in a reduction in cut-through traffic onto local
streets. This solution provides an opportunity to improve the streetscape, creating a
safe and welcoming space for pedestrians and contributing to the surrounding
neighbourhood.

4.5

Consultation During Phases 1 and 2

The public consultation aspects of the Class EA study are documented in Chapter 7,
and are summarized here as they specifically relate to Phases 1 and 2 of the Class EA
process that included:
 Reviewing background information and existing conditions;
 Identifying the needs and justification and problems / opportunities;
 Assessing alternative planning solutions; and
 Identifying the preliminary preferred planning solution.

Notice of Commencement
The Notice of Study Commencement, issued in February 2016, invited interested
parties to provide information that might be relevant to the study such as existing
issues, concerns, opportunities for improvements, and desired study outcomes.

Public Information Centres 1 and 2
The Alternative Planning Solutions were presented for public review and input at Public
Information Centre (PIC) 1 in June 2016. As noted above, based on feedback received
at PIC 1, two additional alternative solutions were added for project team consideration.
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Members of the public were then provided another opportunity to comment on the
selection of the Preliminary Preferred Planning Solution at PIC 2 in December 2016.
Verbal and written comments and questions received were generally related to the
following themes:
 Change CP operations instead of constructing the grade separation;
 A grade separation is needed to alleviate traffic – strong preference for an

underpass;
 Better pedestrian facilities are needed on Adelaide Street;
 Concern that an overpass will create a barrier within the community; and,
 Concern about the high volumes of cut-through traffic in adjacent

neighbourhoods when trains block Adelaide Street.
A summary of the public feedback received from PIC 1 is depicted on Exhibit 4-1. As
noted in Section 4.2, based on public feedback received at PIC 1 regarding alternative
planning solutions, the project team expanded the range of potential planning solutions
to consider, more formally, the feasibility of changing CP operations or providing a
partial grade separation. The original assessment and evaluation of planning
alternatives that had been provided at PIC 1 was updated and presented at PIC 2, for
final public review and input.

Stakeholder and Agency Meetings During Phases 1 and 2
Chapter 7 documents all meetings with stakeholders and agencies during the entire
Class EA study. Meetings convened during Phases 1 and 2 of the Class EA study
included:
 Business Improvement and Community Associations (May 24, 2016);
 CP Meeting (June 28, 2016);
 Property Owner Meetings – 595 Adelaide Street (July 26, 2016) and 600

Adelaide Street (December 14, 2016).

4.6

Confirmation of the Preferred Planning Solution

Public and agency feedback on Phases 1 and 2 of the Class EA process received at
PICs 1 and 2 confirmed the Preferred Planning Solution as involving the Grade
Separation and Intersection Improvements.
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Exhibit 4-1: Summary of Public Feedback at PIC 1
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5 DESIGN ALTERNATIVES
Phase 3 of the Municipal Class EA process involves the assessment and evaluation of
design alternatives. Having established the need for improvements to Adelaide Street
North (discussed in Chapter 2), and selected a Preferred Planning Solution (Chapter
4), this next study phase involved developing and evaluating design alternatives for the
various aspects of the proposed grade separation and intersection improvements.
Phase 3 for this Class EA study involved the following activities:
 Generation and evaluation of design alternatives for:

o Grade separation type (underpass or overpass);
o Alignment alternatives (for road, detour and utility / service corridor);
o Local street connections for Central Avenue, Pall Mall Street and
McMahen Street;
o Streetscape design; and
o Cycling Facilities.
 Developing the Preliminary Preferred Plan based on the inputs above;
 Inviting participating agencies and the public to review and provide comments on

the Preliminary Preferred Plan;
 Refining the Preliminary Preferred Plan based on feedback received from

agencies and the public and confirming the Preferred Plan.
The evaluation of design alternatives was a step-wise process with decisions and
outcomes of steps predicated on previous outcomes / decisions. Exhibit 5-1 depicts
this process and when various design alternatives were reviewed with the public.
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Exhibit 5-1: Process for Developing and Evaluating Design Alternatives
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5.1

Evolution of the Understanding of Technical Constraints

As it typical of an Environmental Assessment, the project team’s understanding of the
technical design constraints has evolved through Phase 3 of the Class EA study, based
on supporting field investigations and stakeholder consultation.
Early approaches to the generation and evaluation of design alternatives were premised
on having to maintain all aspects of CP infrastructure, with no flexibility for modification.
This introduced a significant design constraint on the east side of Adelaide Street, which
‘pushed’ many aspects of the design (i.e. temporary road detour, utility corridor) to the
west side of Adelaide Street, resulting in significant property impacts. The prospect of
large areas of surplus land remaining, following construction, was undesirable to both
the community and the City and much of the early discussion among the community
and project team centred on how to address vacant land and redevelopment
opportunity. This is reflected in many of the early consultations and PIC 1 and PIC 2
materials found in Appendix D.
Following PIC 2, the project team had the opportunity to re-examine design alternatives
in light of the new technical inputs and further consultation with CP and confirmed the
following key design aspects:
 Potential to explore opportunities for making minor changes to the CP yard;
 Opportunity to locate both the utility corridor and the road detour on the east side

of Adelaide Street; and
 Need for stormwater and groundwater management infrastructure.

This resulted in the following major changes:
 The ability to minimize property impacts and overall footprint impacts of the

design;
 Substantial cost savings associated with reduced property impacts; and
 A shift away from consideration of future redevelopment opportunities; since

there are no longer large areas of surplus property that will be left following
construction.
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5.2

Factors Considered in the Assessment and Evaluation
Process

Numerous factors influenced the generation, and evaluation of the design alternatives
including:
 Community mobility, connectivity, character and direct community feedback /

input; integration with surrounding community (context sensitive design),
streetscape and urban design;
 Safe multi-modal transportation choices and the creation of a comfortable

pedestrian and cycling environment that encourages these activities;
 Minimizing impacts to properties and businesses,
 McMahen Park Gates, trees and open space;
 Cultural heritage resources, adjacent Heritage Conservation Districts;
 Technical factors including: utilities and municipal services, transportation

network, road design, stormwater and groundwater management,
constructability, cost;
 CP Operations including opportunities to modify CP infrastructure, operational

constraints such as maximum closure periods etc.
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Exhibit 5-2: Design Considerations

Intersection
Improvement
Costconscious
design that
reflects City
budget
realities
Management
of Stormwater
and
Groundwater

Minimizing
impacts to
business and
residential
properties

Provision of
temporary
detours
Need for a
new utility /
service
corridor

Adelaide
Street
Grade
Separation
Design

McMahen
Park Gates,
Trees and
Open Space

Protection of
Cultural
Heritage
Values &
Resources

Integration
with
Community
CPR
Infrastructure
Operations

Design that
Supports
Multi-Modal
Uses
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5.3

Grade Separation Type Design Alternatives

Two basic grade separation design alternatives were evaluated as the first step in
Phase 3 of the Class EA study:
 Overpass – road over rail; and
 Underpass – rail over road.

A detailed assessment and evaluation of the grade separation alternatives is found in
Appendix E of this ESR. A summary is provided in Table 5-1.
An Underpass (rail over road) is preferred because, when compared to the overpass,
this option:
 Has a smaller footprint and therefore fewer overall property impacts;
 Results in relatively little visual intrusion to the surrounding community;
 Reduces the traffic noise to the surrounding areas;
 Provides more opportunity for to integrate the design with the surrounding

community;
 Provides better opportunity to maintain connections to the local street network;
 Is considered much more attractive to pedestrians and cyclists since the grade

change for these activities can be better managed through a raised platform
through the underpass; and
 Is strongly preferred by the community, based on feedback at PICs 1 and 2.
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Table 5-1: Grade Separation Design Alternatives
Factor

Social -Economic,
Community

Land Use Context

Natural Environment

Overpass
(Road Over Rail)

Underpass
(Road Under Rail)

- Impacts approximately 23 properties
- Accesses to most local streets would be cut off or would
require a ‘service road’
- Would create a strong visual intrusion to the surrounding
community
- Increased traffic noise from elevated roadway

- Impacts approximately 14 properties
- Access to 4 properties will be closed from
Adelaide Street –potential to relocate
- Relatively little visual intrusion to the surrounding
community
- Decreased traffic noise from the depressed
roadway
- Better opportunity to integrate with surround
community

- Would likely result in greater permanent footprint impacts
to the park
- Impacted properties adjacent to Adelaide Street have
potential to be combined and redeveloped for other uses,
but access and visibility from Adelaide Street will be an
issue
- More difficulty in creating / attracting high quality
redevelopment opportunities

- Impacted properties adjacent to Adelaide Street
have potential to be combined and redeveloped
for other uses.
- Provides for better visibility of adjacent parcels,
creating higher quality redevelopment
opportunities.
- Better complements the Main Street Place Type
and objectives for a vibrant and high-quality
streetscape

- The study area is within an urban setting. There are no
natural environmental features that would be at risk of
direct or indirect impact.

- The study area is within an urban setting. There
are no natural environmental features that would
be at risk of direct or indirect impact.
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Factor

Overpass
(Road Over Rail)

Underpass
(Road Under Rail)

- Results in a higher number of direct impacts to heritage
properties and more substantial changes to the
neighbourhood character and therefore the cultural
heritage context.

- Study area is within an urban setting. There are
no natural environmental features that would be at
risk of direct or indirect impact.

Transportation and
Technical

- Opportunity to connect Central Avenue underneath
overpass, with new alignment; and opportunity to connect
Elias Street and Central Avenue – would require additional
structures and higher costs.
- Enhances emergency services by providing unimpeded
route through Adelaide Street
- Minimal impacts to rail operations during construction
- Overpass would likely be a deterrent for pedestrians and
cyclists to travel on Adelaide Street
- Lower costs compared to Underpass

- Maintains intersection with Central Avenue with
realignment, and maintains intersection with Elias
Street, Pall Mall Street and McMahen Streets
- Enhances emergency services by providing
unimpeded route through Adelaide Street
- Is more attractive to pedestrians and cyclists and
potentially provides enhanced facilities (wider
sidewalks etc.)
- Pump station required
- Higher cost than the Overpass

Recommendation

Not Carried Forward

Recommended

Heritage
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5.4

Alignment Alternatives
Adelaide Street North Road Alignment

The road alignment is the horizontal placement of the road. Two road alignment
alternatives for the future Adelaide Street North were considered in the early stages of
the study (Exhibit 5-3): Central and West.
A detailed assessment and evaluation of the alternatives is found in Appendix E of this
ESR.
A Central Alignment Alternative was selected as preferred because it:
 Reduces the overall permanent property impacts;
 Maintains a straighter road alignment;
 Integrates well with CP infrastructure;
 Maintains local street fabric; and
 Provides for a new utility corridor and temporary road detour on the east side of

Adelaide Street.
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Exhibit 5-3: Adelaide Street North Road Alignment Alternatives

Central Alignment Alternative
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West Alignment Alternative
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Exhibit 5-4: Preferred Adelaide Street Road Alignment Concept

Temporary Road Detour
The feasibility of a temporary road detour was considered in order to manage traffic and
maintain access to residences and businesses during much of the construction period.
Two detour alternatives were considered in the early stages of the study: West and
East. These were presented to the public, as concepts, at PICs 1 and 2.
The West Detour Alternative had initially been identified as being more feasible because
it had the distinct benefit of avoiding impacts to CP yard infrastructure, which was
understood at that time to be a significant constraint.
However, following PIC 2, the project team reassessed the temporary road detour
alternatives (including a ‘no detour’ option) in light of the technical work and further
review with CP. The selection of the preferred road alignment also factored into this
reassessment (Section 5.4.1).
A summary of the evaluation is presented in Table 5-2. A detailed assessment and
evaluation of the alternatives is found in Appendix E of this ESR.
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The East Detour Alternative is preferred because it:
 Maintains north-south traffic for the much of construction the construction period

(short periods of localized closures / lane reductions will still be required);
 Maintains emergency service access;
 Maintains access to businesses and residences;
 Avoids property impacts beyond those already required for the grade separation;
 Can be coordinated with the proposed new utility and services corridor to occupy

the same footprint and thereby minimizing overall property impacts.
The temporary road detour was assumed having 4 lanes for the EA assessment.
However, based on further consultation with CP, the implication on railway operational
safety, significant impacts to the rail yard infrastructure, and costs, may deem the detour
not feasible with 4 lanes. It is possible that a 2-lane detour be implemented, pending
further review and design with CP.
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Table 5-2: Temporary Road Detour Evaluation Summary
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New Municipal Service / Utility Corridor
All of the municipal services (water, sanitary, storm sewer) and utilities (hydro, gas,
cable etc.) that are currently located under Adelaide Street, through the CP rail
crossing, will need to be relocated outside of the underpass, to a new corridor east or
west of Adelaide Street.
Two possible service / utility corridor alternatives were considered by the project team
and presented at PIC 2: West and East (Exhibit 5-5). A detailed assessment and
evaluation of the alternatives is found in Appendix E of this ESR.
The East Corridor Alternative is preferred because it:
 Avoids property impacts beyond those already required for the grade separation;
 Can be coordinated with the proposed temporary road detour to occupy the

same footprint and thereby minimize overall property impacts (i.e. service and
utility corridor to be installed first, with temporary road detour on surface); and
 The service/utility corridor integrates well with McMahen Park since it is an

underground facility and the surface can be restored to open park space, with
some provisions for ongoing service / utility access. If the corridor were to be
located outside of the park, surface land use / redevelopment would be
precluded above the utility corridor.
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Exhibit 5-5: New Municipal Services and Utility Corridor Alternatives

5.5

Local Street Connections

The construction of the underpass provides an opportunity to review the existing
connections with Central Avenue, Pall Mall Street, and McMahen Street. Community
feedback received at PICs 1 and 2 indicated a very high priority for maintaining local
street connections to protecting neighbourhood connectivity and community fabric.
Summaries of the assessment and evaluation of local street connections are provided in
the following sections. Detailed assessment tables can be found in Appendix E of this
ESR.

Central Avenue
Central Avenue is a key primary collector road connecting the Old East Village /
Woodfield neighbourhoods to the downtown core. The existing jog at Adelaide Street
North limits operational efficiency for all users (vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists).
Four alternatives were developed for the Central Avenue intersection:
1. Maintain the existing jog in the road (do nothing);
2. Realign the west leg to create a full intersection;
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3. Realign the east leg to create a full intersection; and
4. Realign both legs of the intersection slightly to create a ‘best fit’ full intersection.

A summary of the evaluation is presented in Table 5-3. A detailed assessment and
evaluation of the alternatives is found in Appendix E of this ESR.
The preferred alternative is to realign both legs of the intersection slightly as a ‘best fit
(Alternative 4) because it:
 Facilitates the design of a standard intersection for improved network and

community connectivity, safety, pedestrian / cycling use and traffic operations;
 Avoids property impacts beyond those already required for the grade separation;
 Maintains adequate distance and sightlines to grade separation; and
 Carries substantially lower cost than Alternatives 2 and 3.
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Table 5-3: Central Avenue Alternatives Evaluation Summary
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Pall Mall Street and McMahen Street
Pall Mall Street and McMahen Street are important within the local street network. Four
alternatives that considered various connections and configurations for these streets
were developed:
1. Pall Mall Street cul-de-sac with the existing signalized pedestrian crossing shifted

north to McMahen Street;
2. Pall Mall Street right-in / right-out with the existing signalized pedestrian crossing

shifted north to McMahen Street;
3. Pall Mall Street right-in / right-out with a new signalized intersection at McMahen

Street; and
4. Pall Mall Street realignment with a new full signalized intersection at McMahen

Street.
The following technical design constraints are relevant in how the alternatives were
generated:
 Left-turns to / from Pall Mall Street are precluded by sight distance / visibility

constraints due to the proximity of Pall Mall Street to the underpass. Therefore,
the only scenario where left-turns may be maintained at Pall Mall Street is with a
full signalized intersection with McMahen Street.
 In scenarios that maintain the signalized pedestrian crossing – the crossing

location must be shifted north to McMahen Street where the sidewalk along the
east side of Adelaide Street returns to street level.
A summary of the evaluation is presented in Table 5-4. A detailed assessment and
evaluation of the alternatives is found in Appendix E of this ESR.
The preferred alternative is to maintain a connection to Pall Mall Street as a right-in /
right-out, with the existing signalized pedestrian crossing shifted north to McMahen
Street because it:
 It keeps the local street network connected to Adelaide Street by maintaining

access to / from Pall Mall Street for southbound Adelaide Street;
 Maintains access to Storage Mart and ReMax from Adelaide Street;
 Maintains signalized pedestrian crossing, shifts slightly north;
 Has nominal additional cost in terms of road reconstruction; and
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 Avoids property impacts beyond those already required for the grade separation.

Recurring feedback from some community members / residents called for a signalized
intersection at McMahen Street to improve access to / from the Carling Heights
neighbourhood. This option was not recommended as part of the Class EA study
because of: 1) traffic signals are not warranted based on the traffic volumes, 2) the
additional property impacts; and 3) concerns that the traffic signals would serve to
attract increased cut-through traffic from Oxford Street. However, the City may choose
to revisit this decision in future. The EA recommendation for Pall Mall Street / McMahen
Street does not preclude future traffic signals at McMahen Street.
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Table 5-4: Pall Mall Street and McMahen Street Alternatives Evaluation Summary
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5.6

Streetscape

The development of the Streetscape Design Concept was an iterative process, based
on the technical design requirements and the evolving understanding of design
constraints, the definition of the ‘public’ realm (i.e. areas beyond the roadway available
for streetscape design) and input from all City departments, Community Association
representatives and members of the public.
The streetscape concept was prepared based on the following principles:
 Integrate the underpass visually into the surrounding neighbourhood;
 Minimize impacts to buildings, property and businesses;
 Create a pedestrian-friendly, safe and vibrant streetscape;
 Establish and maintain pedestrian and cycling connections between destinations

across and along Adelaide Street North;
 Frame and enhance the new bridge through aesthetic treatments that provide a

visual amenity to the community, create opportunities for neighbourhood identity
features and reference heritage architectural styles and patterns, and identify
opportunities for new and enhanced public spaces.
Community input was vital to the development of the streetscape concept plan.
Proactive and direct feedback from representative of the Piccadilly, Woodfield and Old
East Village Community Associations and the Old East Village BIA was incorporated
into the design, as feasible for this conceptual stage of design.
Public Consultation activities during Phase 3 of the Class EA process are summarized
in Section 5.8 of the ESR. The PIC 2 / Workshop was instrumental in obtaining
meaningful community feedback on specific streetscape design elements such as
sidewalk configuration, side treatments, pedestrian space, aesthetic and theming
opportunities, and landscape design. Exhibit 5-6 summarizes community preferences
and feedback from the Workshop and what has been achieved in the streetscape
design concept.
Please refer to Section 6.16 of the ESR for a more detailed discussion of the final
streetscape design concept plan.
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Exhibit 5-6: Workshop Community Input to the Streetscape Design
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Exhibit 5-7: Cycling Master Plan (2016) Excerpt

Study Area
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5.7

Cycling Facilities

The 2016 Cycling Master Plan identified the following components of the cycling
network, in the study area (Exhibit 5-3):
 Existing Signed Bike Route on Central Avenue;
 Proposed Signed Bike Route on Pall Mall, starting at Adelaide Street;
 Proposed Signed Bike Route on McMahen Street for a short segment, east of

Adelaide Street; and
 No facilities were identified on Adelaide Street North, within the study area.

This project has provided an opportunity to review the existing and proposed cycling
network within the study area and provide updated recommendations for network
connections and facilities, in the context of the proposed transportation improvements.

Adelaide Street North
The desire to accommodate cyclists through the underpass was recognized early in
Phase 3 and, given the long-term investment and structure life of the underpass,
providing for cyclists at this location is considered prudent planning.
Early design concepts reflected the intent to provide space within the paved shoulder of
the road for on-road cyclists. The preliminary preferred design, depicted conceptually at
PIC 3, included 3 m painted shoulders at street level on Adelaide Street North. Cyclists
who did not wish to be on the road could utilize the 3 m walkway within the raised
platform of the underpass – a space that would be shared with pedestrians.
In response to the public feedback received at and following PIC 3, and through further
review within the project team, two further cycling design options for Adelaide Street
were developed and reviewed. The two options reviewed in the final stages of the Class
EAs study were:
 Option 1 - provide a separated cycling facility by providing a minimum 4.0 m wide

multi-use pathway (MUP) on the raised platform through both sides of the
underpass. This MUP would be used by cyclists and pedestrians on both sides of
the road.
 Option 2 - provide 3 m pedestrian sidewalks on a raised platform through the

underpass and 3 m separated bike lanes (e.g. cycle track), at street level.
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Given that Adelaide Street North is not proposed to have on-street designated /
separated cycling facilities downstream and upstream of the grade separation, the
project team concluded that a cycling connection through the grade separation does not
need to be at street level. It is believed that cyclists approaching the underpass
(whether coming from Adelaide, Central or Pall Mall Street / McMahan Street) will prefer
to avoid the full grade change on the street (6%) by using the MUP which would be
elevated above street level and therefore will require less effort to pass through.
Option 1 is viewed as “more comfortable” for a broader range of users (e.g. all ages and
abilities) because of the greater separation from motor vehicles.
Even if Option 2 were selected, there will always be some cyclists who will not be
comfortable cycling at street level.
A key advantage of Option 1 is less maintenance effort and cost.
Therefore, the preferred option for the cycling facility on Adelaide Street North, is for a
4 m multi-use path on the raised platforms within the underpass, connecting to Pall Mall
/ McMahen Street and Central Avenue.

Central Avenue
The design of the cycling facility on Central Avenue has evolved through discussion with
stakeholders, the community and City staff. The Cycling Master Plan identified Central
Avenue for a signed bike route. However, the design concept shared with the public at
PIC 3 reflects the City’s intent to provide painted on-road bike lanes on Central Avenue
with integrated cycling facilities at the Adelaide Street North intersection.
This represents an enhancement beyond the signed bike route originally recommended
in the Cycling Master Plan.
Further review of the design and implementation of the cycling facility will be required;
including potential impacts and mitigations of the cycling facility on existing on-street
parking.

Pall Mall Street / McMahen Street
A signed bike route on Pall Mall Street and McMahen Street, per the Cycling Master
Plan, will connect to the MUP on Adelaide Street North. Appropriate signage to facilitate
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the connection at McMahen Street pedestrian crossing will be developed in detailed
design.

5.8

Consultation During Phase 3

The public consultation aspects of the Class EA study are documented in Chapter 7,
and are summarized here as they specifically relate to Phase 3 of the Class EA process
that included:
 Completing supporting technical studies to refine the understanding of design

constraints and technical requirements;
 Generating, assessing / evaluating various design alternatives;
 Selecting preliminary preferred design alternatives, obtaining stakeholder and

agency feedback and refining design aspects, as appropriate, in light of feedback
received.

Public Information Centre 2 / Workshop
Design Alternative Concepts were presented for public review and input at Public
Information Centres (PICs) 2 and 3.
Public Information Centre 2 was held on December 14, 2016. The PIC consisted of a
drop-in open house and workshop, the purpose of which was to confirm the preferred
planning solution, present alternative design concepts, and actively develop a highquality streetscape design through the workshop. Exhibit 5-6 summarizes the
community feedback regarding design preferences and priorities from the workshop.
A record of the written comments received are provided in Appendix D. Verbal and
written comments and questions received were generally related to the following
themes:
 Strong preference for the underpass design;
 Understand the need for a grade separation but concern that it will separate the

neighbourhoods;
 Concern about potential for increased noise associated with the grade separation

and potentially higher traffic volumes on Adelaide Street;
 Suggestion for a signalized intersection at McMahen Street;
 Design for a friendly, safe, and secure space for pedestrians;
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 Preference for dedicated bike lanes;
 Concern regarding property impacts;
 Concern for disruption to local businesses during construction; and
 Maintain the connection of Pall Mall Street and Adelaide Street.

Table 7-9 provides a summary of the main public feedback themes and how these have
been considered or addressed during the Class EA study. A summary of these is
provided in Exhibit 5-8.
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Exhibit 5-8: Common Feedback Heard at PIC 2 and How These Comments Have Been Addressed
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Public Information Centre 3
The third Public Information Centre (PIC 3) was held on April 26, 2018 to review the
information and public input received from PIC 2 /Workshop, and receive input
regarding: the assessment and evaluation of alternatives, the Preliminary Preferred
Plan, and construction staging and implementation.
A record of the written comments received are provided in Appendix D. Verbal and
written comments and questions received were generally related to the following
themes:
 Overwhelming positive feedback for the underpass;
 Very positive feedback for the streetscape design;
 Community feels they have been heard and design is reflective of previous

feedback, and want to continue through the next phase of design;
 Questions regarding the timing of the design and construction;
 Positive feedback on the design of the Central Avenue intersection;
 Mixed comments on the Pall Mall Street and McMahen Street intersections;
 Some concern on impacts to McMahen Park during construction, and preference

for revitalization post construction;
 Concern with traffic infiltration to neighbourhoods and providing traffic calming;

and
 Provide safe pedestrian spaces using CPTED principles, including illumination.

Table 7-9 provides a summary of the main feedback themes and how these have been
considered or addressed during the Class EA study.

Stakeholder and Agency Meetings During Phase 3
Chapter 7 documents all meetings with stakeholders and agencies during the entire
Class EA study. Meetings convened during Phase 3 of the Class EA study included:
 Business Improvement and Community Associations – Community Walk

(October 6, 2016)
 Utilities – Bell, London Hydro, Rogers, Union Gas, London District Energy, and

Start Communications (March 23, 2017)
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 Business Improvement and Community Associations (April 9, 2018)
 Property Owner Meetings (December 14, 2016 and April 17 and 23, 2018)

5.9

Confirmation of the Preferred Design Plan

Public and agency feedback during Phase 3 of the Class EA process received during
and following PICs 2 and 3 was used to confirm the Preferred Design Plan, as
described in Chapter 6 of this ESR.
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6 PREFERRED PLAN
The Preferred Plan for Adelaide Street, from 100 m south of Central Avenue to 70 m
north of McMahen Street, is described in this Chapter and depicted on the design plan
plates provided in Chapter 9 of this ESR.
The design plan and profile is subject to further refinement during the future detailed
design, at which time, there will be further consultation with relevant technical agencies,
utilities, stakeholders, community groups and affected property owners.
This chapter should be reviewed in conjunction with Chapter 5 of the ESR which
discusses the various design alternatives evaluated and describes the approach to
developing the Preferred Plan, and Chapter 8, which includes recommended mitigation
measures and commitments to future work.

6.1

Major Features

The Preferred Plan for Adelaide Street and adjacent side streets includes the following
aspects (Exhibit 6-1).
 Underpass Grade Separation: The underpass, or subway, is preferred because

there are fewer property impacts, relatively little visual intrusion to surrounding
community; decreased traffic noise from roadway; maintains intersections of local
streets; more attractive to pedestrians and cyclists; preferred by community
(when compared to the overpass design alternative).
 New rail structures consisting of two single-span through plate girder bridges with

reinforced concrete abutments. The span is approximately 31.0 m. Minimum
vertical clearance through the underpass is 5 m. One option under consideration
for in-place construction is the “Trestle and Lift-In Place Method”.
 A new pump station located on the west side of Adelaide Street North, just north

of Central Avenue. The stormwater pump station will be designed alongside an
underground stormwater detention facility designed to retain the 100-year storm
event. The pump station will be designed with two (2) inlet gravity sewers. One
pipe will accommodate the storm drainage from the Adelaide Street road
drainage system while the second pipe will carry groundwater flow. Once
discharged in the station wet well, stormwater is pumped through an oil/grit
separator to the underground storage detention facility. Ultimately, all pumped
stormwater is conveyed to the local downstream storm sewer at the intersection
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of William Street / Central Avenue where it is conveyed to an existing outlet at
the Thames River. The groundwater system will outlet into a separate wet well
and be pumped to a separate underground storage detention facility for possible
treatment, as required. The stored water will then be conveyed and enter the
local storm sewer system. Treatment and outlet will be confirmed during detail
design. Potential treatment requirements and outlet locations will be confirmed
during detail design.


‘Central’ Alignment of Adelaide Street: minimizes overall property impacts,
maintains straighter road which is better for users, maintains local street fabric /
connections and minimizes impacts to CP infrastructure.

 Temporary road detour on east side of Adelaide Street: maintains north-south

traffic including emergency services during construction, avoids permanent
property impacts beyond those required for grade separation, utilizes same
footprint as the new service / utility corridor. The temporary road detour was
assumed having 4 lanes for the EA assessment. However, based on further
consultation with CP, the implication on railway operational safety, significant
impacts to the rail yard infrastructure, and costs, may deem the detour not
feasible with 4 lanes. It is possible that a 2-lane detour be implemented, pending
further review and design with CP.
 A new service and utility corridor on east side of Adelaide Street: minimizes

permanent property impacts and integrates well with the proposed temporary
road detour.
 Central Avenue realigned intersection: improved safety of all users, improved

transportation / active transportation network and community connectivity,
improved traffic operations. Includes dedicated left turn lanes and proposed
painted cycling lanes on Central Avenue.
 Pall Mall Street right-in / right-out: maintains access to southbound Adelaide

Street. Left-turn movements removed for safety, given proximity to underpass.
 McMahen Street: maintain existing intersection. Signalized pedestrian crossing

will be shifted to McMahen Street. Traffic signals are not being recommended at
this time because of the following reasons: they are not warranted based on the
traffic volumes; the additional property impacts; and concerns of attracting more
cut-through traffic from Oxford Street.
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 McMahen Park will be elevated above Adelaide Street and separated from

vehicle traffic by railing, terraces and landscaping creating a more intimate park
setting.
 The existing gateway to McMahen Park, opposite Pall Mall Street, will be

relocated to the southeast corner of the McMahen Street intersection.
 Cycling facilities that include:

o Adelaide Street North - 4 m multi-use path on the raised platform within
the underpass, connecting to Pall Mall / McMahen Street and Central
Avenue;
o Central Avenue – painted 1.5 m bike lanes, with intersection design to
connect to cycling facility on Adelaide Street North;
o Pall Mall Street / McMahen Street – signed bike route with appropriate
signage to facilitate the connection at McMahen Street pedestrian
crossing will be developed in detailed design.
 A Streetscape Design Concept, strongly based on community feedback, that

integrates the underpass with the surrounding neighbourhood.
.
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Exhibit 6-1: Preferred Plan Overview
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6.2

Design Criteria

The geometric design criteria are listed in Table 6-1. Adelaide Street is an arterial
roadway and therefore a design speed of 60 km/hr is applied.
The geometric design details for the CP Bridge were considered separately from the
general road design. The rail structure shall be designed in accordance with American
Railway Engineering and Maintenance-of-Way Association (AREMA) Manual for
Railway Engineering. Vertical clearance shall be a minimum of 5.0 m.
CP requirements for the Design of Steel and Concrete Bridges to carry railway traffic in
Canada (2006) include the following standards:
 Reinforcing Steel: CSA2 / CAN-G30.18 – Latest Edition
 Concrete: CSA / CAN-A23.1 & A23.2 – Latest Edition
 Structural Steel: CSA / CAN-G40.21 – Latest Edition
 Welding: CSA / CAN-W59 – Latest Edition

Design Loads
 Live load – Cooper E90 with diesel impact for superstructure
 Design ballast depth – 600 mm (Maximum)

Table 6-1: Adelaide Street North Design Criteria
Design Criteria

2

Design Standard

Proposed

Design Speed

60 km/h

60 km/h

Posted Speed

50 km/h

50 km/h

No. of General Purpose
Lanes (GPL) and Width
Auxiliary lanes

4 GPL @ 3.5 m

2 GPL @ 3.5 m inside lanes;
2 GPL @ 4.0 m curb lanes
3.0 m to 3.5 m left-turn lanes

3.0 m left-turn lane

Canadian Standards Association
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Design Criteria
Median Width

Design Standard

Proposed

Crest (Min. K value)

Raised concrete median 1.5 m at
intersection
15

Raised concrete median 1.5 m at
intersection
22

Sag (K value)

81

81

Provisions for
Pedestrians

1.8 m sidewalks

Basic Right-of-Way

Varies

4.0 m multi-use pathway Central
Avenue to Pall Mall Street / McMahen
Street
1.8 m Sidewalk on Side Street &
Transition Sections
Varies

Grade

0.5 % (Minimum)
6.0 % (Maximum)
1) Based on comfort design provided for illuminated underpass.

6.3

0.5 % (Minimum)
6.0 % (Maximum)

Typical Road Cross-Section

Exhibits 6-2 and 6-3 illustrate the proposed typical road cross-sections for the
Preferred Plan. The actual road cross-section will vary due to specific site conditions
such as the proximity of adjacent building structures and access requirements to
McMahen Park. The following summarizes the basic road cross-section features just
south of the CP crossing (Exhibit 6-2):
 Four general purpose lanes with 3.5 m wide centre through lanes and 4.0 m wide

curb lanes.
 One dedicated 3.5 m left-turn lane at the approach to Central Avenue and 1. 5 m

concrete median.
 1.0 m wide raised boulevard (including 0.5 m concrete curb and gutter),

constructed adjacent to the reinforced concrete elevated sidewalk wall. A bicycle
height rail will be provided on the elevated sidewalk wall.
 4.0 m wide concrete multi-use pathway constructed on both sides of Adelaide

Street. The proposed pathway will be used by both pedestrians and cyclists
(discussed further in Section 6.12).
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 On the eastside, landscaped boulevard / terrace with retaining wall constructed

adjacent to 620 Adelaide Street. The parking lot adjacent to 620 Adelaide Street
will be reinstated after removal of the road detour.
 On the westside, the lands formerly occupied by the car wash and service station

will be reconstructed to accommodate a new pump station, required to handle
surface and groundwater drainage within the new underpass. Pump station
access will be provided from Central Avenue.
 Between the access road and Adelaide Street, the lands will be landscaped with

a landscaped boulevard and retaining wall.
The road cross-sections are subject to further refinement during the detail design
phase.
The following summarizes the basic road cross-section features north of the CP
crossing (Exhibit 6-3):
 Four general purpose lanes with 3.5 m wide centre through lanes and 4.0 m wide

curb lanes to Pall Mall Street and McMahen Street.
 1.0 m wide raised boulevard (including 0.5 m wide concrete curb and gutter)

constructed adjacent to the reinforced concrete elevated sidewalk wall. A bicycle
height railing will be provided on the elevated sidewalk wall.
 4.0 m wide concrete multi-use pathway constructed on both sides of Adelaide

Street. The proposed pathway will be used by both pedestrians and cyclists.
 On the east side adjacent to McMahen Park, there will be a landscaped

boulevard and a low barrier (e.g. approximately 0.6 m) will be provided.
 Access will be provided between the elevated sidewalk and adjacent park

immediately north of the CP structure by constructing a stairway and ramp.
North and south of the proposed underpass, the lanes width will be reduced as Adelaide
Street North transitions to existing road cross-sections.
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Exhibit 6-2: Typical Road Cross-Section South of CP Bridge
West

East
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Exhibit 6-3: Typical Section North of CP Bridge

West

East
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6.4

Horizontal Alignment and Vertical Alignment

The horizontal alignment for Adelaide Street is relatively straight. The centre of
Adelaide Street has been shifted nominally to the west in order to mitigate impacts on
the CP switches. The centre line alignment returns to existing approximately 80 m
south of Central Avenue and at Pall Mall Street.
At the existing offset ‘T’ intersection of Central Avenue, the west leg of Central Avenue
will be shifted to the north while the east leg of Central Avenue will be shifted to the
south to create a full signalized intersection that provides for all turning moves and
cycling connections and pedestrian crossings, that meet Accessibility for Ontarians with
Disabilities Act (AODA) requirements.
The vertical realignment of Adelaide Street (i.e. depression of the roadway) will
commence 80 m south of Central Avenue. The road will be depressed under the CP
structure with a vertical clearance of 5.0 m (as noted above). The vertical profile will
match into the existing roadway approximately 80 m north of McMahen Street. The
south and north portions of the underpass approach grades of 5.6% and 6.0%,
respectively.
The vertical profile will be refined during detailed design, in coordination with the utility /
municipal services design.

6.5

Central Avenue Intersection

The recommended improvements to the Central Avenue intersection are illustrated in
Exhibit 6-1 and Design Plates in Chapter 9 of this ESR.
The design improvements include the following components:
 New left-turn lanes in south, north, east and westbound directions;
 New painted bike lanes on Central Avenue;
 New connection to 4.0 m wide multi-use pathway for bikes and pedestrian on

Adelaide Street between Central Avenue and Pall Mall Street / McMahen Street;
and
 New signalized intersection, meeting AODA requirements.
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6.6

Canadian Pacific Railway Bridge

Exhibit 6-4 illustrates the Preliminary General Arrangement for the recommended
railway bridge. The recommended new structures consist of two single-span through
plate girder bridges with reinforced concrete abutments. The span is approximately
31.0 m which will be refined during the detail design through additional review with CP.
Retaining walls are required north and south of the new bridge along Adelaide Street.
It is proposed that the CP structures be built by in-place construction methods. To
maintain one track in service at all times, the north main line track will be realigned to
the north to provide a separation between the service track and main line track of
approximately 7.0 m to 8.0 m at Adelaide Street. The proposed main line track will be
designed to a track speed of 30 miles per hour.
One option under consideration for in-place construction is the “Trestle and Lift-In Place
Method”. The process is described as follows:
Phase 1: Realign Main Line Track and Construct Road Detour
Phase 2: Construct Trestles at Abutments
 Install ‘H’ piles at 2.5m centres.
 Remove ties and track (one track).
 Excavate ballast and portion of embankment for installation of trestle (one track).

Install track protection if required.
 Install trestle (one track).
 Reinstate panel track on trestle (one track)

Once the trestle is complete on the first track, undertake the trestle installation on the
second track. Once all the trestles are in-place, excavate earth between the king piles,
install shoring and bracing between ‘’H’ piles.
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Phase 3: Construct Abutments (Under Rail Traffic)
 Excavate structure foundations.
 Install micropile if required.
 Install forms, steel reinforcement and pour concrete footings.
 Install forms, steel reinforcement for abutments.
 Pour concrete for abutments.

Phase 4: Construct Through Plate Girder (TPG) Structures
 Construct through plate girder bridges off-site.
Phase 5: Deliver Through Plate Girder Structure(s) and Lift In-Place
 Deliver through plate girder structure to the site.
 During weekend closure of one track and road detour, remove one track, ties and

ballast.
 Lift out trestles, remove earth for placement of new bridge between trestles

(approximately two metres depth).
 Lift bridge in-place.
 Install precast ballast wall and backfill behind deck ends.
 Place ballast and reinstate tracks on bridge superstructure.
 Restore rail service.

The in-place installation of the through plate girder bridge would be completed in a 48hour period (one weekend). During the following weekend, the process would be
carried out for the second through plate girder structure.
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Exhibit 6-4: Preliminary General Arrangement of the CP Bridges

Please refer to Chapter 9 Preferred Plan
Plates for road profile.
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6.7

Utilities and Municipal Services

Private utilities and municipal services within the limits of the underpass will need to be
relocated to a new corridor outside the excavation limits for the grade separation. A
new utility corridor approximately 15.0 m in width has been identified for the east side of
Adelaide Street between McMahen Street and Central Avenue. The utility corridor
crosses through McMahen Park, the CP right-of-way and across CP’s adjacent
property.
Known utilities and municipal services are identified on the design plans found in
Chapter 7 of the ESR. This information will be subject to field investigation /verification
in detailed design.
The new corridor will include the utilities and services listed in Table 6-2.

Table 6-2: Utilities and Services to be Relocated to New Corridor
Utility / Service

Owner

Comment

Gasmain

Union Gas

- Relocation in advance of construction.

Bell

Bell Canada

- Relocate in advance of construction (review joint duct
structure with Hydro / Rogers Cable).

Hydro

London Hydro

- Relocate in advance of construction (review joint duct
structure with Bell / Rogers).

Cable

Rogers Cable

- Relocate in advance of construction (review joint duct
structure with Bell / Hydro).

Storm Sewer

City of London

- Relocate high level storm sewer around future grade
separation with outlet along Central Avenue to William
Street.
- Connect services within Park and CP property.

Sanitary Sewer

City of London

- Relocate sanitary sewers / services that feed CP
(including 620 Adelaide Street) and Park.
- Connect sanitary sewer north of CP to Pall Mall sewer.
- Connect sanitary sewer south of CP to new sanitary
sewer on Central Avenue.

Watermain

City of London

- Relocate 300mm watermain on Adelaide Street to utility
corridor with encasing pipe under CP (Galt Sub.) rightof-way.
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Utility / Service

Owner

Comment
- Relocate and lower existing watermain on McMahen
Street, Pall Mall Street, Central Avenue and on Adelaide
Street from Pall Mall Street to 50m north of McMahen
Street and from Central Avenue to 80m south of Central
Avenue.

Based on a preliminary review, the following utility / service activities are anticipated:
 Relocate watermain, storm and sanitary sewers - completed during the main

construction contract for the grade separation.
 Maintain combined sanitary / storm sewer that flow south on Adelaide Street then

west on Pall Mall Street.
 Lower sanitary sewer on McMahen Street from new manhole to existing sanitary

/ storm sewer on Adelaide Street to avoid conflict with high level by-pass storm
sewer.
 Review lowering of road grade over Hydro One buried duct structure on Adelaide

Street at Central Avenue. Utility is located on the east side of Adelaide Street,
south of Central Avenue, the south side of Central Avenue, west of Adelaide
Street.
 Test holes shall be completed to confirm location and elevation of hydro duct

structure on Adelaide Street and Central Avenue. Additional test holes would be
required to confirm the proposed storm sewer connection to the high-level storm
sewer at the William Street / Central Avenue intersection.
 Watermain and sanitary sewer connections will be provided to the proposed

pump station in the southwest corner of the grade separation.
 Relocate and lower the sanitary sewer on Central Avenue from 60 m east of

Adelaide Street to William Street. Sewer lowering is required to accommodate a
new storm sewer on Central Avenue between Williams Street and Adelaide
Street.
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6.8

Adelaide Street Storm Sewers and Stormwater Management
Existing Conditions

The storm sewer on Adelaide Street North flows from Pall Mall Street to Central Avenue
and through the Adelaide Street - CP crossing. The main sewer pipe size changes from
600 mm to 675 mm after picking up the flow from the 450 mm branch sewer on the
northeast quadrant of Adelaide Street - CP crossing. The branch sewer runs parallel to
the CP rail line. The storm sewer on Adelaide Street continues south after crossing
Central Avenue (Exhibit 6-5).

Proposed Conditions
The high-level sewer (600 mm to 675 mm) on Adelaide Street that crosses the rail
corridor will be relocated and lowered, through the park. This sewer will pick up
overland flow and existing sewers between McMahen Street and Central Avenue. Due
to the lowering of the Central Avenue and McMahen Street intersections at Adelaide
Street, it is proposed that the high-level sewer be connected to a new Central Avenue
storm sewer (Exhibit 6-5).
A lower level sewer system is proposed for the grade separation area only (1.3 ha). The
storm sewer system is designed for the 25-year storm. Runoff from the 100-year storm
will be ponding in the underpass sag. The spread and ponding depth will be designed to
meet the MTO HDDS criteria.
A pump station is proposed to lift the stormwater to a storage facility on the west side of
Adelaide Street, north of Central Avenue. Drainage from the pump station will outlet to
the new east-west sewer system on Central Avenue and further downstream, connect
to the twin 1075x900 mm storm sewer on the south-west corner of the Central Avenue /
William Street intersection.
Storage Facility
A storage facility is sized to control the 100-year post-development peak flow to the 2year pre-development peak flow. An orifice is provided at the downstream end of the
storage facility, between the facility and the newly constructed storm sewer on Central
Avenue. The general design of the orifice control and storage facility size has been
reviewed during this EA study, and will be confirmed during detailed design.
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Exhibit 6-5: Existing Storm Sewer System and Outlet
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Oil Grit Separator
For the grade separation area, an enhanced water quality treatment system is proposed
to provide 80% Total Suspended Solids (TSS) removal. An oil-grit-separator
(Stormceptor STC 4000 or approved equivalent) is proposed to be located at the
upstream of the storage facility, between the pumping station and the storage facility.
Spread Calculation
A spread calculation will be carried out for the 100-year storm event at the sag. The
maximum spread will occur before the runoff is captured by the catch basins. The
spread and flood depth will meet the appropriate criteria (MTO Highway Drainage
Design Standards 2008).
Low Impact Development Measures
The opportunity for Low Impact Development (LID) measures has been reviewed in the
context of the proposed design and site conditions. LID practices typically include
infiltration basins, green roofs, bioretention swales, engineered wetlands and rain
gardens. The grade separation underpass requires an open cut with retaining walls.
Therefore, LID measures such as green roofs, bioretention swales, engineered
wetlands are not feasible.
The proposed storm sewer will be below the groundwater table. Therefore, infiltration
basins are not feasible in the underpass area, nor are they recommended in a roadway
setting where salt may be used as part of winter maintenance.
The stormwater will be pumped to a storage facility above the storm sewer. The
Geotechnical Investigation indicates that the soil in the storage facility is sandy. The
storage facility is higher than the storm sewer system and therefore, exfiltration system
are not recommended at the storage facility.
Water balance requirements were also assessed as a part of the drainage and SWM
analysis. The water balance requirement is to retain a minimum of 5 mm of runoff from
the site. The retention of 5 mm runoff by using bio-retention trenches, infiltration
galleries or exfiltration systems is not feasible in the underpass area and along the lowlevel storm sewer.
However, to meet the water balance requirements, it is proposed to construct the
infiltration gallery or rain garden outside the underpass area, where property may be
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available. The stormwater to be infiltrated will be from the external area from the highlevel storm sewer catchment area. A potential location of the infiltration gallery or rain
garden is on the southwest quadrant of the grade separation (in open areas adjacent to
the pump station). This will be explored further in detailed design. The future design of
rain garden or other infiltration measures should consider potential for impacts to the
townhouse development immediately to the west. Feedback from residents indicates
that sumps run on a regular basis.

6.9

Pump Station

The stormwater pump station will be designed alongside an underground stormwater
detention facility designed to retain the 100-year storm event. The pump station will be
designed with two (2) inlet gravity sewers. One pipe will accommodate the storm
drainage from the Adelaide Street road drainage system while the second pipe will carry
groundwater flow.
The stormwater drainage area (1.3 hectares) discharges flow directly from Adelaide
Street to the stormwater pump station. Once discharged into the station wet well,
stormwater is pumped through an oil/grit separator to the underground storage
detention facility. Ultimately, all pumped stormwater is conveyed to the local
downstream storm sewer at the intersection of William Street / Central Avenue where it
is conveyed to an existing outlet at the Thames River.
The groundwater system will outlet into a separate wet well and be pumped to a
separate underground storage detention facility for possible treatment, as required. The
stored water will then be conveyed and enter the local sanitary sewer or storm sewer
system. Treatment and outlet will be confirmed during detail design. Potential treatment
requirements and outlet locations will be confirmed during detail design.
The pump station will be sized to pump the 100-year peak storm event from the local
drainage area. The wet well and generator building will also be designed for an ultimate
100-year storm event.
The generator building and wet well is a single structure, at-grade, complete with a
screening room. The grade of the finished floor of the generator building shall be set
above the 100-year flood elevation. This is necessary in order to prevent any damage to
the control, instrumentation and emergency generating equipment within the generator
building. The single at-grade building will house the standby generator set along with
the controls and instrumentation systems necessary for the operation of the station. The
at-grade floor structure also houses the screening room. The sub-grade floor structure,
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referred to as the wet well, will house the submersible pumps and all necessary piping
and valving requirements.
The main design features of the proposed pump station will include:
 Generator building with sub-grade submersible wet well housing pumps, piping,

valving, ladder access to maintenance platform, hatches, complete with
ventilation system.
 Explosion-proof electrical lighting in the wet well.
 Generator building with an at-grade floor structure complete with diesel

generator, diesel fuel storage tank and containment, electrical room, heating
(gas), ventilation and lighting.
 Screening room which provides access to the wet well to facilitate entry for

maintenance purposes, pump removal and basket screen cleaning.
 Electrically actuated hoist system to remove equipment from the wet well.
 Three (3) phase primary hydro supply to the pumping station building complete

with transformer for 600 V supply to the Automatic Transfer Switch (ATS). All
power requirements to the site will be coordinated with the London Hydro.
 Portable water supply line to pumping station building.
 Sanitary service line to the pumping station building.
 Supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system – to communicate

between the stormwater pumping station and the City of London’s control centre.
 Driveway entrance from Central Avenue for service vehicles.

6.10 Geotechnical Investigation
In March 2017, Golder Associates was retained to undertake a Preliminary
Geotechnical Investigation at Adelaide Street - CP crossing. The report is provided in
Appendix F of this ESR. The field investigation included two boreholes north and south
of the CP right-of-way. Boreholes were drilled to approximately 14.0 m below ground
level.
Discussions and preliminary recommendations are provided on key elements of the
underpass design, including:
 Excavations and groundwater control;
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 Rail bridge foundation;
 Retaining walls;
 Pavement; and
 Permanent drainage system.

Groundwater was observed at about 2.5 m above the proposed underpass elevation,
within the sag. While the groundwater elevation is expected to fluctuate seasonally,
long-term groundwater management will likely be required.
As part of the Class EA study, a hydrogeological assessment was undertaken by Golder
Associates. A 72-hour pumping test was conducted to support an engineering option to
construct the underpass. A copy of the Technical Memorandum for the hydrogeological
assessment is provided in Appendix G.

Findings and Recommendations
Short-Term Construction Dewatering
Preliminary recommendations for short-term construction dewatering and permitting
resulting from the 72-hour pumping test data analysis were developed:
 The available groundwater elevation data suggests that proactive dewatering,

possibly supplemented with groundwater exclusion methods, will be required to
facilitate the proposed construction.
 Based on the available preliminary engineering drawings provided to Golder and

the measured groundwater levels to date, in order to lower the groundwater level
to at least 0.5 m below the base of the excavation (assumed to be 242.0 m
amsl3), approximately 3.4 m of drawdown will be required, assuming an annual
high static water level that includes a 1 m contingency.
 Based on the above estimate of required drawdown, the preliminary estimate of

the theoretical radius of influence for the dewatering system is about 63 m
extending radially outward from the dewatering system.
 Based on our current understanding of the subsurface conditions and assuming

an open excavation with the approximate dimensions of 20 m in width by 400 m
in length, the preliminary estimate of the daily dewatering volume during storage

3

amsl = Above Mean Sea Level
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removal is about 4,200,000 litres per day (L/day), corresponding to a pumping
rate of about 2,900 litres per minute (L/min) over a 24-hour period. These values
should be refined as design and construction details become available in the
future detailed design phase.
 The observed water levels, drawdown and pumping rates suggest that a

Category 3 application for a PTTW and a supporting hydrogeological assessment
will be required. The PTTW application package should be submitted to the
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks at least 120 days prior to
issuing the tender.
 It is recommended that a factual report on the subsurface conditions be prepared

and included as part of the tender package.
 Based on the results of the groundwater quality analyses, the dewatering

discharge will require some form of treatment to remove suspended sediment
and lower the potentially associated total metals concentrations prior to
discharge to the local storm or sanitary sewer systems. It is recommended that a
special provision for treatment of suspended solids be included in the
specifications.
Long-term Dewatering
Estimates of the expected long-term dewatering rates for the site were provided for two
scenarios:
 Underpass constructed with conventional techniques; and
 Underpass constructed using a “bathtub” style installation, where cut-off walls

would be implemented and keyed into the underlying relatively lower permeability
soils in order to exclude groundwater from an area around the underpass and
bridge infrastructure.
Both scenarios are expected to require long-term/permanent dewatering, the methods
of which are dependent on which scenario is constructed.
For Scenario 1 (no “bathtub”) the assumptions used are as follows:
 Allow 14 days for removal of aquifer storage and lowering of water table as

system is commissioned; beyond the 14 days, only the steady-state discharge
volume is expected as the dewatering volume.
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 Dewatering target of 241.5 m amsl (0.5 m below our current understanding of the

approximate depth of the grade separation, which is 242.0 m amsl).
 Approximate excavation dimensions of 210 m by 30 m.
 Groundwater elevation of 245.0 m amsl (maximum groundwater level from all on-

site wells on February 14, 2018) as the static groundwater level for estimates.
 3.5 m of drawdown required (245.0 – 241.5 = 3.5 m).
 For sensitivity analyses, two versions of calculations were run for the scenario –

Darcy’s Law and Thiess equation (Powers et al., 2007)4. The average of the two
calculations is presented below.
Results for the “no bathtub” scenario are summarized in Table 6-2.

Table 6-3: Adelaide Street Underpass – No Bathtub Scenario Inflow
Estimates
First 14 days

Long-term

Inflow Estimates
Darcy’s Law Thiess Average Darcy’s Law Thiess Average
Cubic metres per day (m3/d)
Litres per second (L/s)

1,515.0

925.0

1,220.0

779.0

258.6

518.8

17.5

10.7

14.1

9.0

3.0

6.0

For an additional sensitivity analysis check, superimposition of several theoretical wells
was performed along both edges of the proposed underpass to simulate drawdown
using expected rates based on those encountered during pumping. Findings indicated
that placing a series of pumping wells along the excavation at 30 m spacing, each
pumping at about 0.5 L/s, was adequate to drawdown the aquifer to the “no bathtub”
elevation target of 242.0 m amsl. Given the assumed dimensions of the excavation, two
rows of 10 wells were required, which equates to a dewatering rate of about 10 L/s.
The estimated rate of 10 L/s falls within the average inflow rates shown above and is

4

Powers, J. P., Corwin, A.B., Schmall, P.C., Kaeck, W.E. (2007) Construction Dewatering and Groundwater Control,
New Methods and Applications, Third Edition. John Wiley and Sons Inc.
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therefore a reasonable estimate of the expected inflow and/or dewatering rates for this
scenario.
For Scenario 2 (with “bathtub”) the assumptions used are as follows:
 Allow 14 days for removal of aquifer storage and lowering of water table as

system is commissioned; beyond the 14 days, only the steady-state discharge
volume is expected as the dewatering volume.
 Dewatering target of 244.5 m amsl (0.5 m below our current understanding of the

approximate depth of the proposed top of the bathtub, which is 245.0 m amsl).
 Approximate excavation dimensions of 210 m by 30 m.
 Groundwater elevation of 244.9 m amsl (average of groundwater levels from all

on-site wells on February 14, 2018) as the static groundwater level for estimates.
 1.4 m of drawdown required (244.9 – 244.5 = 0.4 m).
 For the “bathtub” scenario, only the Thiess equation (Powers et al., 2007)5 was

used; the assumptions required for Darcy’s Law are physically unsuitable for this
scenario.
Results for the “bathtub” scenario are summarized in Table 6-3.

Table 6-4: Adelaide Street Underpass – No Bathtub Scenario Inflow
Estimates
First 14 days

Long-term

Thiess

Thiess

348.8

236.0

4.0

2.7

Inflow Estimates
Cubic metres per day (m3/d)
Litres per second (L/s)

5

Powers, J. P., Corwin, A.B., Schmall, P.C., Kaeck, W.E. (2007) Construction Dewatering and Groundwater Control,
New Methods and Applications, Third Edition. John Wiley and Sons Inc.
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Potential for Settlement
Preliminary geotechnical analyses were completed to assess the potential settlement of
infrastructure and identified structures and their foundations. The assumptions used in
that set of calculations included a value of 8.0 m for maximum drawdown at the
pumping well, which would result in a maximum estimated settlement of about 0.0029 m
(2.9 mm) at a distance of 5 m from the pumping well.
The required drawdown for the construction of the underpass ranges from 1.4 to 4.4 m
depending on the final engineered method chosen. As a result, theoretically, settlement
will be on the order of 0.002 m (2.0 mm), or less, for the existing structures and utilities
and is within the range considered to be tolerable from a geotechnical perspective.
Detailed geotechnical assessment of the dewatering and construction aspects of the
underpass is required in order to finalize the design during the future detailed design
phase.

6.11 Cycling Facilities
Adelaide Street North
A 4 m multi-use path on the raised platforms on both sides of the road within the
underpass is proposed, connecting to Pall Mall / McMahen Street and Central Avenue.
Intersection improvements will be implemented as appropriate per best practices.
Based on the conceptual design developed to date, the multi-use pathway could
accommodate two-way cycling on both sides of Adelaide Street.
Central Avenue
Painted bike lanes will be provided on both sides of Central Avenue with integrated
cycling facilities at the Adelaide Street North intersection. Further review of the design
and impacts of the cycling facilities on Central Avenue will be required.
Pall Mall Street / McMahen Street
A signed bike route on Pall Mall Street and McMahen Street, per the Cycling Master
Plan, will connect to the multi-use path on Adelaide Street North. Appropriate signage to
facilitate the connection at McMahen Street pedestrian crossing will be developed in
detailed design.
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It is noted that the current cycling design is consistent with Ontario Traffic Manual “Book
18”. The intent of the design is to ensure that cyclists may navigate easily from eastwest travel on Central Avenue and McMahen Street / Pall Mall Street to north-south
travel on Adelaide Street. However, recognizing that this manual is currently under
review by the province, the final design of the cycling facilities will be reviewed and
confirmed in the future detailed design phase. It is anticipated that the right-of-way is
sufficient to accommodate any potential changes in the provincial guidelines.

6.12 Transit
The change in the Adelaide Street North vertical profile approaching the proposed
underpass will alter the roadway profile and elevation at two existing southbound bus
stops on the west side of Adelaide Street North between Pall Mall Street and Central
Avenue, triggering the need to relocate the stops in order to meet accessibility and bus
operational requirements. The following sections summarize the current conditions at
both stops, and a preliminary suggestion for relocating the stops, for discussion
purposes. The concept is depicted on Exhibit 6-7.

Pall Mall Street Bus Stop
The existing bus stop north of the proposed underpass is a far-side stop, located
approximately 35 m south Pall Mall Street, in front of the Storage Mart business. The
stop currently consists of a concrete bus pad adjacent to the curb and a bench, bus stop
sign and waste bin behind the sidewalk.
The preliminary recommendation is to relocate the stop approximately 110 m north to
the area in front of the commercial area at 681 Adelaide Street North. This would place
the stop on the near-side of the reconfigured right-in/right-out intersection at Pall Mall
Street and approximately 15 m north of the signalized pedestrian crossing at Adelaide
Street and McMahen Street. Considerations and /or potential challenges with this
proposed bus stop location:
 The new location would result in a net increase in walking distance of

approximately 30 m for passengers traveling to / from Pall Mall Street compared
to the current stop location.
 A concrete pad will be required between the existing curb and sidewalk.
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 New or relocated bench, sign and waste receptacle behind sidewalk, if

necessary, may partially impact the frontage of the property at 681 Adelaide
Street North due to the constrained road right-of-way in this area.
 There is approximately 15 m of curb between the driveways of 675 and 685

Adelaide Street North which is enough room to accommodate layover of a
regular (XD40) bus but an articulated bus (B-18) would partially block the access
to 685 Adelaide Street North.
 This relocation would place the stop less than 200 m from the next closest

southbound stop to the north (at Piccadilly Street).

Central Avenue Bus Stop
The existing stop is a near-side stop at the north-west corner of Adelaide Street and
Central Avenue, in front of the Petro Line Gas station and Food Mart. The stop currently
consists of a concrete pad between the curb and sidewalk and LTC sign mounted on a
hydro pole.
Currently, the next bus stop to the south is located at the near-side of next west running
street (Rosedale Street) approximately 140 m away. It is proposed that these two stops
be consolidated to one stop in front of the low-rise apartment building at 571 Adelaide
Street North. This would place the stop between 90 and 110 m of the Central Avenue
stop and less than 50 m north of the existing Rosedale Street stop. A consolidated stop
at this proposed location would be within 320 m of the next stop to the south (at nearside Dufferin Avenue) and less than 400 m south of the (above) proposed new stop
location north of the CP underpass. Considerations with this proposed bus stop
location:
 Placing the stop in front of the apartment building which is medium to high

density residential development is ideal as it tends to provide good transit
ridership.
 There is approximately 15 m of curb between the two entrances to the buildings

semi-circular driveway which will allow for layover of a regular (B-12) bus without
impacting either access.
 Relocating the bus stop further from both the Central Avenue and Rosedale

Street intersections will reduce bus stop impacts to intersection operations.
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Next Steps
The recommendations presented herein are a result of a preliminary desktop review,
and are intended to form input to future discussions with the London Transit
Commission (LTC), during the detailed design phase.
It is noted that northbound stop locations will also be reviewed and discussed with LTC
to confirm their locations in detailed design. Preliminary recommendations are not
provided for the stop north of McMahen Street and south of Central Avenue, at this
time, pending final detailed grading design at these locations.
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Exhibit 6-6: Transit Stop Relocation Concept

Proposed new consolidated
bus stop location to replace
Central Avenue and
Rosedale Street stops

Existing Central Avenue
London Transit bus stop

Existing Pall Mall Street
London Transit bus stop

Proposed new Pall Mall
Street London Transit bus
stop location
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6.13 Road Illumination and Traffic Signals
Continuous LED illumination will be maintained on Adelaide Street during construction.
Temporary lighting will be required along the proposed road detour as well as temporary
staging for the Adelaide Street relocation.
The signals at Central Avenue and pedestrian signals at Pall Mall Street / McMahen
Street will be maintained during construction. Temporary aerial signals shall be
provided on the road detour. The above signals shall be reinstated to present
standards and practices on completion of Adelaide Street. The temporary signals would
be interconnected with the at-grade CP rail signal.
The lighting and traffic signal design criteria and equipment selection will be completed
in detail design and will be based on the standards and practices of the City of London.
Lighting elements should be selected to be flexible and present a range of scales and
configurations. Lighting fixtures should incorporate options for banners, planters and
decorative elements.
In addition to street lighting, decorative lighting on and below the bridge, the abutments
and retaining walls can accent the design features while providing a safe and
illuminated environment within the grade separation.
The community has requested that the lighting design consider opportunities for the
lighting of both the street and pedestrian zone and that other opportunities for lighting
be incorporated into the streetscape design for safety and aesthetics enhancement. The
City commits to undertaking this review.

6.14 Temporary Road Detour
It is recommended that road traffic be maintained on Adelaide Street while the new
underpass is completed. The proposed temporary road detour will be located on the
eastside of Adelaide Street, as shown conceptually as part of the preliminary
construction concept on Exhibit 6-8. The road detour has the following features:
 Temporary crossing location of CP tracks and with gates and signals;
 Traffic lanes (3.3 m minimum lane width). The number of detour traffic lanes is

still under review with CP and will be confirmed in the future detailed design
phase. The temporary road detour was assumed having 4 lanes for the EA
assessment. However, based on further consultation with CP, the implication on
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railway operational safety, significant impacts to the rail yard infrastructure, and
costs, may deem the detour not feasible with 4 lanes. It is possible that a 2-lane
detour be implemented, pending further review and design with CP;
 Pedestrian sidewalk located along the east side of the road detour;
 Appropriate protection / shoring / barrier between the roadway and the

excavation and between the roadway and sidewalk;
 Provisions for temporary roadway lighting, temporary traffic signals at Central

Avenue and temporary pedestrian signals at McMahen Street;
 Temporary access to construction site and fencing / barrier protection; and
 Barrier / fencing between pedestrian / park and road traffic.

Other details will be fully developed during the detailed design phase as part of a more
detailed construction staging plan and schedule.

6.15 Construction Phasing
The construction period for the underpass will be approximately 24 to 28 months. This
section provides a very preliminary description of the general sequence of construction
activities, illustrated on Exhibit 6-8. The key phases prior to construction include:
 Detail Design and confirmation of property requirements;
 Property acquisition;
 Design of private utility relocation which may include London Hydro, Rogers

Communication, Bell Canada, Union Gas and possibly Hydro One Ontario; and
 Relocation of private utilities.

The staging of road and bridge construction will follow a general sequencing as
described below:
Stage 1: Relocate Municipal Utilities and Construct Rail Diversion and Road
Detour
In Stage 1, the remaining utilities within the existing road allowance and grade
separation limits of Adelaide Street shall be relocated to the utility easement east of
Adelaide Street. The following municipal services shall be relocated.
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 High level storm sewer on Adelaide Street from 60 m north of McMahen Street to

Central Avenue including construction of a new storm sewer outlet on Central
Avenue between Adelaide Street and William Street.
 Relocation of sanitary sewer north and south of the CP. The south side sanitary

sewer shall be lowered on Central Avenue from north of Adelaide Street to
William Street.
 Relocation of 300 mm watermain on Adelaide Street from McMahen Street to

Central Avenue.
Stage 2: Construct CP Grade Separation
In Stage 2, the contractor will install a temporary dewatering system that will be
maintained until the permanent dewatering system and pump station are completed and
in operation. During this phase, the contractor can commence construction of the pump
station and CP structure by in-place construction. The construction of the pump station
is expected to take 15 to 18 months, including commissioning. The pump station must
be operational when road traffic is diverted back from the road detour to the
reconstructed Adelaide Street through the underpass (Stage 4) (i.e. prior to the full
completion of construction).
General excavation retaining walls, storm sewers and the groundwater subdrain system
would be commenced.
Stage 3: Completion of CP Structures
On completion of the CP structures, road traffic will be maintained on the road detour.
The contractor will then remove the fill embankment at the CP structure and complete
the roadwork at the railway bridges.
Stage 4: Construction of Roadwork
In stage 4, Adelaide Street road closures will be required at Lower Adelaide Street from
Central Avenue to 80m south and from McMahen Street to 60 m north.
On completion of roadwork on Adelaide Street, the arterial road will be open to traffic.
Further side street closures will be required to lower and reconstruct Central Avenue,
McMahen Street and Pall Mall Street.
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Exhibit 6-7: Preliminary Construction Staging Concept

Note: The temporary road detour was assumed having 4 lanes for the EA assessment. However, based on further consultation with CP, the
implication on railway operational safety, significant impacts to the rail yard infrastructure, and costs, may deem the detour not feasible with 4
lanes. It is possible that a 2-lane detour will be implemented, pending further review and design with CP. Turn lanes will be implemented if
feasible.
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6.16 Streetscape
The following section provides a description of the overall streetscape design vision for
the grade separation; however, the future detailed design phase represents the critical
step in transforming the concept into a plan for implementation. Key decisions regarding
design form, materials, lighting, themes, planting schemes etc. will be developed at that
time.
The City recognizes that the surrounding community has a direct stake in the outcome
of the design process and in the implementation of a thoughtful design. The City
commits to ongoing meaningful engagement of the community through the future
detailed design process.
The neighbourhoods surrounding the Adelaide Street North - CP crossing are
recognized for their heritage architecture and distinct identities and history. At McMahen
Park, the gateway feature is a key part of this heritage character with its stone pillars
and distinctive materials that frame the park entrance. The design of the streetscape,
the new bridge and public spaces surrounding the grade separation emphasizes
compatibility with the neighbourhood context and provides a walkable and connected
streetscape environment that supports the existing neighborhood.
The grade separation is defined by a new bridge which allows passage of trains above
the street. When considering ‘urban form’, bridges have often been treated as unique
architectural elements which create gateways, show off local materials and building
styles, integrate gracefully into the landform and show off the engineering elements that
support them. The new bridge (underpass) will include features which provide these
design opportunities including steel girders, railings, a trainman’s walk, abutments and
retaining walls that connect it to the surrounding landscape. Where these treatments
cannot be applied to the bridge itself (i.e. contingent upon rail company approval), the
adjacent retaining walls are designed to frame the structure with forms that are
reminiscent of historic bridge design.
The proposed streetscape design package for the Adelaide Street North – CP Grade
Separation is provided in Chapter 9 of this ESR and incorporated the following key
design principles / elements:
 Maintains the connectivity of existing street intersections, and avoids impacting

the existing street grid.
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 Carefully avoids ‘high’ walls or slopes adjacent to the new walkway, to create a

safe, pedestrian-scale environment and create opportunities for terracing,
building frontage and public spaces at the level of the new street.
 Considers the impacts to adjacent buildings / spaces and provides design

solutions to create meaningful access, and maintain connectivity to the street.
These include carefully placed stairs, ramps, wall treatments and landscaping.
 Creates a wide multi-use pathway through the structure that can safely

accommodate pedestrians and bicycles above street level.
 Elevates the walkway above the street-level, reducing the grade change for

pedestrians and separating vehicle traffic from other users.
 The new multi-use pathway and surrounding streetscapes are enhanced with

paving treatments, that reflect the existing historic paving at McMahen Park
gateway. The layout of the paving pattern:
o Creates a sidewalk edge buffer for railings, lighting and bollards;
o Provides space for pedestrians and bicycles under the bridge; and
o Includes horizontal banding to draw pedestrians through the underpass
and enhance the aesthetics of the paving.
 Decorative railings, lighting and site furnishings are selected to complement the

historic fabric of the neighbourhood, with pedestrian-scale detailing and
opportunities for community identity features such as banners, planters and
unique identity elements.
 Thoughtfully designed retaining walls create gateway features to adjacent

neighbourhoods at intersections, using design and materials that relates to the
heritage architectural character of the surrounding community.
 The new bridge may be enhanced with aesthetic elements such as masonry

treatments, enhanced wing walls and lighting, that ties the bridge into the
streetscape and surrounding context. Treatments may include form liners,
aesthetic forming of concrete, and materials such as brick and stone. Lighting
and signage opportunities provide a unique identity to the bridge and enhance
the streetscape environment below the underpass. Elements pertaining to the
bridge structure will be subject to CP approval.
 McMahen Park and Gate are restored and reconnected to the street through new

walkways, ramps and stairs that provide direct access from the grade separation.
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A new plaza at street level provides a seating area and frames the access to the
park.
 Design streetscapes that improve the pedestrian environment throughout the

study area, and connect seamlessly to the existing streets and sidewalks.
In the new design, a multi-use pathway with space for pedestrians and bicycles
connects to the sidewalks on the north and south sides. The walkway is raised above
the street to reduce the grade change and separate users from traffic.
The new walkway railings can reflect the heritage architectural styles and paving
treatments which include the exposed aggregate banding found at McMahen Park.
Adjacent to the multi-use pathway the grades are pushed back to create public spaces
and terraced gardens at the level of the new street.
Retaining walls are formed with pillars, caps and articulation to reflect the surrounding
historic architecture of McMahen Park and notable buildings, and enhanced with
decorative brick and stonework. The walls embrace the intersection at Central Avenue,
creating a gateway feature that can celebrate the identities of adjacent Heritage
Conservation Districts.
McMahen Park will now be elevated above Adelaide Street and separated from vehicle
traffic by railings, terraces and landscaping, creating a more intimate park setting and
enhancing the experience and safety of the park. Stairs and sloping paths create direct
access to the park from the raised walkway, framing a plaza at the new street level.
McMahen Gate frames a new entrance to the park at McMahen Street. The retaining
walls and abutments that support and frame the new railway bridge are detailed with
pillars and masonry styles that reference the style of McMahen Gate, to integrate them
into the historic context.
At intersections, corners can be accented with neighbourhood identity features to
provide a gateway experience. The walls and gateway treatments create an opportunity
to showcase the rich architecture and history of the area. Concrete form liners could be
designed with iconography representing the industrial history of the area. Text and
images that is meaningful to the area and its residents could be included in the wall
design to tell the story of the neighbourhoods that surround the grade separation. The
design of the walls and caps for the seating walls and gateway features can be informed
by the existing architecture such as using the brick and stone used on the houses and
replicating the wall cap used in McMahen Gate.
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The bridge abutments can also be detailed with pillars and surface treatments that are
reflective of heritage bridge styles, and connect to the adjacent walls. Decorative
features can also be applied to the steel girders in some cases, and lighting can accent
the bridge architecture while enhancing the pedestrian environment.
The streetscape design concept package (Chapter 9) reflects the design inspiration,
elements, themes, and ultimately the primary intent of creating a vibrant, welcoming,
safe pedestrian and cycling environment.

6.17 Property Requirements
Significant efforts have been made during the Class EA study to minimize property
impacts, including:
 Maintaining a central alignment of Adelaide Street North;
 Providing the traffic detour and utility corridor along the east side of Adelaide

Street North;
 Providing a ‘best-fit’ design for the realigned Central Avenue intersection; and
 Maintaining the existing connections to Adelaide Street North from Pall Mall

Street and McMahen Street (although access to Pall Mall Street will now be
restricted).
Despite these measures, some sections of the Preferred Plan have a substantial
change in the road profile and therefore impacts to properties will be unavoidable. The
complete list of property impacts is provided in the Table 6-5.
The Preferred Plan will impact 17 properties. Approximate property impacts are
summarized in the table below. Discussions between the Project Team and property
owners during the EA regarding these impacts and potential accommodations are noted
in Chapter 7 of the ESR. Minor driveway re-grading and impacts to City-owned property
are not included in this summary.
 Four properties have been identified as likely to be fully impacted due to road

grade changes and closure of access to Adelaide Street. These are: 595
Adelaide Street (Food Mart / Petro Line), 600 Adelaide Street (southeast corner
of Adelaide Street and Central Avenue), 627 Central Avenue (residential property
east of Adelaide Street), and 625 Adelaide Street (AutoSpa Car Wash). None of
these properties are included on the City of London Inventory of Heritage
Resources as listed or designated.
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 One property, 665 Adelaide Street (Storage Mart), is likely to have partial impacts

to the building due to the construction of the retaining walls for the underpass.
The extent of impacts to the building located on the east side of the property will
be determined during detailed design in consultation with the owner.
 Thirteen properties are likely to have minor impacts to frontage with three of them

potentially requiring some modifications to maintain access, as summarized
below. The City will continue to work with the property owners to find an
acceptable solution:
o 596 Adelaide Street North (Cat Hospital) will require reconfiguration of the
Adelaide Street entrance to account for the new sidewalk elevation /
grade.
o 682 Adelaide Street (Frank and Gus Pizza) will require reconfiguration of
the storefront access on Adelaide Street to account for the new sidewalk
elevation / grade. Access to the rear parking area will be maintained.
o 589 Adelaide Street (Northend Bodyshop) will require reconfiguration of
the garage bay access to account for the closure of the access from
Adelaide Street due to the road elevation / grade change.
The property at 620 Adelaide Street is owned by CP. Temporary and permanent
impacts to this property are being discussed with CP as part of the overall design plan.

Table 6-5: Preliminary Property Requirements
Municipal Address

Type

571 Adelaide Street N
RN: 20120019000000

Residential

577 Adelaide Street N
RN: 20120018000000

Residential

579 Adelaide Street N
RN: 20120017000000

Residential

Nature of Impact
Partial impacts – very minor edge impacts to frontage.
Approximate area = 19 m2
Not included on the City of London Inventory of Heritage
Resources as a listed or designated heritage property, but
identified as having potential heritage interest.
Partial impacts – minor edge impacts to frontage.
Approximate area = 16.5 m2
Not included on the City of London Inventory of Heritage
Resources as a listed or designated heritage property, but
identified as having potential heritage interest.
Partial impacts – minor edge impacts to frontage.
Approximate area = 46 m2
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Municipal Address

585 Adelaide Street N
RN: 20120016000000

589 Adelaide Street N
RN: 20120015000000

595 Adelaide Street N
RN: 20130067000000
596 Adelaide Street N
RN: 30130039000000
600 Adelaide Street N
RN: 30130001000000

620 Adelaide Street N
RN: 30780198000000
625 Adelaide Street N
RN: 20130060000000
665 Adelaide Street N
RN: 20130059000000

682-686 Adelaide Street N
RN: 30150076000000

Type

Nature of Impact

Not included on the City of London Inventory of Heritage
Resources as a listed or designated heritage property, but
identified as having potential heritage interest.
Residential Partial impacts – edge impacts to frontage.
Approximate area = 71.5 m2
Not included on the City of London Inventory of Heritage
Resources as a listed or designated heritage property, but
identified as having potential heritage interest.
Commercial Partial impacts – edge impacts to frontage.
Approximate area = 97 m2
Potential full removal due to road lowering and access
restrictions for underpass grade separation and intersection
improvements.
Commercial Full removal due to road lowering for underpass grade
separation and intersection improvements.
Commercial Partial impacts – edge impacts to frontage and access.
Approximate area = 26.5 m2
Included on the City of London Inventory of Heritage
Resources as a listed heritage property, Priority 1.
Commercial Full removal due to road lowering for underpass grade
separation and intersection improvements.
Not included on the City of London Inventory of Heritage
Resources as a listed or designated heritage property, but
identified as having potential heritage interest.
Commercial/ Partial impacts – edge impacts to frontage.
Industrial
Approximate area = 520 m2
Permanent easement required for utility corridor.
Commercial Full removal due to road lowering for underpass grade
separation and intersection improvements.
Commercial Partial impacts – edge impacts to frontage along Adelaide
Street.
Approximate area = 479 m2
Partial impacts to south end of main building on east side of
property due to construction of retaining walls for underpass
grade separation. Extent of impacts to be determined in
detailed design in consultation with owner.
Commercial Partial impacts – edge impacts to frontage and front
entrance from sidewalk.
Approximate area = 7.5 m2
Not included on the City of London Inventory of Heritage
Resources as a listed or designated heritage property, but
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Municipal Address

Type

688 Adelaide Street N
RN: 30150078000000

Residential

692 Adelaide Street N
RN: 30150079000000

Residential

698 Adelaide Street N
RN: 30150080000000

Residential

700 Adelaide Street N
RN: 30150081000000

Residential

627 Central Avenue
RN: 30130002000000

Residential

Nature of Impact
686 Adelaide Street N identified as having potential heritage
interest.
Partial impacts – edge impacts to frontage.
Approximate area = 10 m2
Not included on the City of London Inventory of Heritage
Resources as a listed or designated heritage property, but
identified as having potential heritage interest.
Partial impacts – edge impacts to frontage.
Approximate area = 20.5 m2
Not included on the City of London Inventory of Heritage
Resources as a listed or designated heritage property, but
identified as having potential heritage interest.
Partial impacts – edge impacts to frontage.
Approximate area = 13.5 m2
Not included on the City of London Inventory of Heritage
Resources as a listed or designated heritage property, but
identified as having potential heritage interest.
Partial impacts – edge impacts to frontage.
Approximate area = 6.5 m2
Not included on the City of London Inventory of Heritage
Resources as a listed or designated heritage property, but
identified as having potential heritage interest.
Full removal due to road lowering for underpass grade
separation and intersection improvements.
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6.18 Preliminary Construction Cost Estimate
A summary of the roadway construction costs is presented in Table 6-6.
A preliminary construction cost for the Adelaide Street North grade separation is
approximately $58.3 M. The cost estimate includes roadway construction, the railway
grade separation bridge structure, CP railway infrastructure costs (i.e., yard
modifications, flagging, etc.), municipal services and utility relocation, temporary road
detour, traffic and pedestrian signals, pump station with storage facility, landscaping,
staging, and property acquisition. This value will be used to update future capital
budgets. Costs are in 2017 dollars.

Table 6-6: Preliminary Cost Estimate for Phase 1
Project Component

Cost Estimate

Removals

1,139,000

Roadwork

10,826,000

Storm Sewers / Pump Station

8,779,000

CP Structure

9,832,000

Sanitary Sewer

567,000

Watermain

876,000

Temporary Work

660,000

Road Detour

2,027,000

Utility Relocation

4,440,000

CP Infrastructure Costs

4,080,000

Property Acquisition

9,800,000

Engineering

5,250,000
TOTAL

58,276,000
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Benefit-Cost Analysis
A benefit-cost analysis, including a sensitivity analysis, using the MicroBENCOST
program was prepared in support of a National Trade Corridor Funding Application for
the project. The benefit costs analysis (BCA), is a systematic approach to estimate the
strengths and weaknesses of a project. Broadly, CBA has two main purposes:
 To determine if an investment/decision is sound (justification/feasibility) –

verifying whether its benefits outweigh the costs, and by how much; and
 To provide a basis for comparing projects – which involves comparing the total

expected cost of each option against its total expected benefits.
The analysis showed an expected net benefit-cost ratio of 1.17. The results indicate
significant user benefits for this project. The main environmental benefit of this project is
the reduction of the emissions brought by reducing the wait times by providing a gradeseparation between rail traffic and vehicular traffic. The project reduced greenhouse gas
emissions and decreased local emissions of smog related gases produced by idling
vehicles waiting at the rail crossing.
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7 CONSULTATION
7.1

Key Points of Contact

External agencies, utilities, emergency service providers, community interest groups
and property owners along Adelaide Street North were contacted directly at key points
during the study and requested to provide input to and feedback on the decision-making
process. The key points of contact are listed in Table 7-1.
Initial notification of the study to agencies and Aboriginal Communities included a copy
of the Notice of Study Commencement and a response form (provided in Appendix D).
The original catchment area for property owners was defined as those directly adjacent
to Adelaide Street North, i.e. those potentially directly affected by the study. However,
as discussed in sections below, the catchment area was expanded for future
notifications.
Members of the general public were made aware of the study through notifications in
the local newspaper, and were invited to contact the project team to be added to the
study mailing list. Members of the public requesting to be on the mailing list received
direct notification of subsequent study milestones at the key points of contact listed in
Table 7-1.
All Notices and study materials were also posted on the City of London websites
(project website and Get Involved website), with direction to the website provided in all
notice materials.
Members of the general public who had not requested to be added to the project mailing
list were still informed of key project milestones through newspaper notices and City
website postings.
All comments received from the public are discussed in pertinent sections of the ESR,
and included in Appendix D.
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Table 7-1: Key Points of Contact
Milestone / Date
Notice of Study
Commencement
February 2016

Notification
-

Public Information
Centre (PIC) 1
June 16, 2016

Public Information
Centre (PIC) 2 /
Workshop
December 14, 2016

-

-

-

Public Information
Centre (PIC) 3
April 26, 2018

-

-

Notice sent to agencies, interest
groups, local organizations,
Aboriginal communities and
organizations, property owners, and
utilities – February 23, 2016
City website – February 23, 2016
The Londoner – February 26 and
March 3, 2016
Notice sent to agencies, interest
groups, local organizations,
Aboriginal communities and
organizations, property owners,
utilities, and members of the public
who requested to be on the mailing
list – May 30, 2016
City website – May 30, 2016
The Londoner – June 2 and 9, 2016
Notice sent to agencies, interest
groups, local organizations,
Aboriginal communities and
organizations, property owners,
utilities, and members of the public
who requested to be on the mailing
list – November 23, 2016
City website – November 23, 2016
The Londoner – November 24,
December 1, and December 8, 2016
Notice sent to agencies, interest
groups, local organizations,
Aboriginal communities and
organizations, property owners,
utilities, and members of the public
who requested to be on the mailing
list – April 5, 2018
City website – April 5, 2018
The Londoner – April 12 and 19,
2018

Purpose
To introduce and invite participation
in the study and to request any
preliminary comments or pertinent
information.

To notify and invite interested parties
to attend the first Public Information
Centre (PIC) on June 16, 2016 to
review information and provide input
regarding: the problem being
addressed, the collection of
background information, and the
alternatives being considered.
To notify and invite interested parties
to attend the second PIC and
Workshop on December 14, 2016 to
review information and provide input
regarding: the problem being
addressed, assessment and
evaluation of alternatives being
considered. The Workshop
component focused on gaining public
insight into specific design elements
of the Preliminary Preferred
Alternative.
To notify and invite interested parties
to attend the third PIC on April 26,
2018 to review the information and
provide input regarding: the
assessment and evaluation of
alternatives and the Recommended
Plan.
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Milestone / Date
Notice of Study
Completion
September 2018

-

-

7.2

Notification

Purpose

Notice sent to agencies, interest
groups, local organizations,
Aboriginal communities and
organizations, property owners,
utilities, and members of the public
who requested to be on the mailing
list – September 11 and 12, 2018.
City website – September 13, 2108
The Londoner – September 13 and
20, 2018.

To announce the completion of the
Class EA Study and notify interested
parties of the 30-calendar day review
period for the Environmental Study
Report commencing on September
20, 2018.

Aboriginal Engagement

Aboriginal Communities and Organizations with potential interest in the study were
identified based on previous City of London Class Environmental Assessment studies,
as well as the Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada (AANDC)
Consultation and Accommodation Unit (CAU) Aboriginal Treaty Rights Information
System (ATRIS) database. The following Aboriginal communities and organizations
were identified as having potential interest in the study:
 Aamjiwnaang First Nation
 Anishinabek Nation – Union of Ontario Indians
 Association of Iroquois & Allied Indians
 Caldwell First Nation
 Chippewas of Kettle & Stony Point First Nation
 Chippewas of the Thames First Nation
 Delaware Nation – Moravian of the Thames
 Metis Nation of Ontario
 Munsee - Delaware Nation
 Oneida Nation of the Thames
 Southern First Nations Secretariat – London District Chiefs Council
 Walpole Island First Nation

The key points of contact and communication with Aboriginal Communities are listed in
Table 7-2 and responses are summarized in Table 7-3.
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The City remains committed to engagement of Aboriginal Communities and will
continue to provide information, invite feedback and extend the invitation to meet with
Aboriginal Communities and Organizations during detailed design.

Table 7-2: Key Points of Contact with Aboriginal Communities
Milestone

Date

Purpose

Notice of Study
Commencement

February 23, 2016

To introduce the study, ascertain whether or not the
Aboriginal Community has an interest in the study, and
request any preliminary comments or pertinent information.
Individual First Nation-specific response forms were
provided along with the Notification Letter.

Notice of Public
Information Centre 1

May 30, 2016

To notify and invite interested parties to attend the first
Public Information Centre (PIC) to review information and
provide input regarding: the problem being addressed, the
collection of background information, and the alternatives
being considered.

Public information
Centre 1 Package

September 20,
2016

To provide the PIC 1 display panels as a package in order
to assist the Aboriginal Communities in determining if they
have an interest in the study.

Notice of Public
Information Centre 2

November 23,
2016

To notify and invite interested parties to attend the second
PIC and Workshop to review information and provide input
regarding: the problem being addressed, assessment and
evaluation of alternatives being considered. The Workshop
component focused on gaining public insight into specific
design elements of the Preliminary Preferred Alternative.

Study Update and
Public Information
Centre 2 Package

February 24, 2017

To provide the PIC 2 display panels as a package in order
to assist the Aboriginal Communities in determining if they
have an interest in the study.

Notice of Public
Information Centre 3

April 4, 2018

To notify and invite interested parties to attend the third
Public Information Centre to review the information and
provide input regarding: the assessment and evaluation of
alternatives and the Recommended Plan.

Notice of Study
Completion

To announce the completion of the Class EA Study and
notify interested parties of the 30-calendar day review
period for the Environmental Study Report commencing on
September 20, 2018
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Table 7-3: Aboriginal Community Response Summary
Aboriginal Community /
Organization
Aamjiwnaang First Nation

Date
January 30,
2017

Summary of Comments Received
Reviewed the Notice of PIC 2 and have recorded the information in the log system. The
information was presented at an Environment Committee meeting on January 17. AFN is
interested in providing some comments on the design.
Our First Nation must be involved in the decision-making processes at an early stage in the
project and be fully informed throughout.
Therefore, as part of the rebuilding after improvements have been completed, AFN would like to
see native plant species be planted in the project area or re-planted in another significant area
that remains natural within or near the project area. AFN requests that any habitat areas that
have been disturbed or removed as a result of the project be restored, where possible. AFN
realizes that this may not be possible within the project area. AFN would like an equal or greater
area be established in an alternate location. Any wildlife corridors that are disturbed due to the
project must be restored as much as possible after completion of the project.

Anishinabek Nation –
Union of Ontario Indians

No response. Continue to provide project information.

Association of Iroquois &
Allied Indians

No response. Continue to provide project information.

Caldwell First Nation

No response. Continue to provide project information.

Chippewas of Kettle &
Stony Point First Nation

No response. Continue to provide project information.

Chippewas of the Thames
First Nation

June 2, 2016

Reviewed the Notice of Study Commencement, and this project does fall within our aboriginal
rights territory which extends as far as Lake Ontario.
We presently do not have enough information to address your project or the impacts associated
with it, in relation to the rights that we have in the project area.
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Aboriginal Community /
Organization

Date

Summary of Comments Received
We would need to review the completed Municipal Environmental Assessment. Until this
information is received on behalf of Chippewa of the Thames First Nation, we cannot do a
complete assessment of your project. Please submit the necessary information to the
Consultation Coordinator upon completion of the assessment.

October 11,
2016

We hereby acknowledge the receipt of the Public information Centre #1 Information Package. We
have reviewed the information that was presented to us. I have noticed that an archaeological
assessment will be conducted for this project. I would like to note that on behalf of Chippewa of
the Thames First Nation, we would like to assist by sending monitors out to assist in a stage 2, 3
or 4 archaeological assessment.
We appreciate the opportunity to review the documentation. At this time, we have no concerns to
bring to your attention. If you have any questions, please contact me directly.

April 24, 2017

We have recently received information concerning the above-mentioned project, dated March 9,
2017. We presently do not have enough information to address your project or the impacts
associated with it. We look forward to reviewing the Environmental Study Report when
completed. We do appreciate the project updates and PIC information being shared.
We look forward to a future engagement on this topic.

Delaware Nation –
Moravian of the Thames

No response. Continue to provide project information.

Metis Nation of Ontario

No response. Continue to provide project information.

Munsee - Delaware Nation

No response. Continue to provide project information.

Oneida Nation of the
Thames

No response. Continue to provide project information.
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Aboriginal Community /
Organization

Date

Summary of Comments Received

Southern First Nations
Secretariat – London
District Chiefs Council

No response. Continue to provide project information.

Walpole Island First Nation

No response. Continue to provide project information.
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Preliminary Assessment Checklist: First Nation and Métis Community
Interests and Rights
The Ministry of Environment, Conservation and Parks (MECP) response to the Notice of
Study Commencement is discussed in Section 7.3 and provided in Appendix D. The
MECP response letter includes a preliminary assessment checklist to guide aboriginal
engagement and identify concerns or potential for adverse impacts to traditional or
treaty rights.
In addition to other interests, some main concerns of Aboriginal communities may
pertain to established or asserted rights to hunt, gather, trap, and fish – these activities
generally occur on Crown land or water bodies. As such, projects related to Crown land
or water bodies, or changes to how lands and water are accessed, may be of concern
to Aboriginal communities.
The response for provided to Aboriginal communities with the Notice of Commencement
provided the following formation about the project, for context and clarity:
 Is within an urban / developed area;
 Is not located on Crown land;
 Will not change access to waterbodies; and
 Will not involve the clearing of forested land.

The completed MECP assessment checklist is provided in Table 7-4.
On the basis of Aboriginal community responses to date, and the completion of the
checklist, no specific concerns have been identified to date that would trigger a formal
‘Duty to Consult’ process. The City of London remains flexible to accommodate and
address any triggers that may be identified in future, the project moves forward.
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Table 7-4: Preliminary Assessment Checklist: First Nation and Métis
Community Interests and Rights
MECP Checklist Item

Response

Are you aware of concerns from First Nation and Métis communities
about your project or a similar project in the area?
The types of concerns can range from interested inquiries to
environmental complaints, and even to land use concerns. You should
consider whether the interest represents on-going, acute and/or
widespread concern.

As noted in Table 7-3,
responses have been
received which generally
indicate a low level of
concern, and general interest
to be kept informed of the
study.

Is your project occurring on Crown land, or is it close to a water body?
Might it change access to either?

Not on Crown land; and not in
proximity to a water body.

Is the project located in an open or forested area where hunting or
trapping could take place?

No

Does the project involve the clearing of forested land?

No

Is the project located away from developed, urban areas?

No

Is your project close to, or adjacent to, an existing reserve?
Projects in areas near reserves may be of interest to the First Nation
and Métis communities living there.

No

Will the project affect First Nations and/or Métis ability to access areas
of significance to them?

No

Is the area subject to a land claim?
Information about land claims filed in Ontario is available from the
Ministry of Aboriginal Affairs; information about land claims filed with
the federal government is available from Aboriginal Affairs and
Northern Development Canada.

No

Does the project have the potential to impact any archaeological sites?

Very limited potential to
impact archaeological sites.
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7.3

Agencies, Utilities and Community Groups

The list of technical agencies was assembled based on previous City of London Class
Environmental Assessment studies and Ministry and the Environment, Conservation
and Parks Government Review Team (GRT) list. External ‘agencies’ (including
regulatory/review agencies, community interest groups, utilities, and emergency service
providers) were notified of this Class EA Study through written correspondence on
February 23, 2016 which included a copy of the Notice of Study Commencement and a
Response Form (a copy of the Notice and letter are provided in Appendix D). These
agencies are noted in Table 7-5.

Table 7-5: Agency, Utility and Community Groups
Elected Officials
MP / MPP London North Centre
City Councillors
Government Agencies
Ministry of Aboriginal Affairs
Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing
Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry

-

Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and
Parks (formerly Ministry of Environment and
Climate Change)
Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport
Ontario Ministry of Transportation

-

London Advisory Committee on London
Heritage [LACH]
London Transit Commission
Transportation Advisory Committee

Emergency Services
London Fire Department
London Police Service

-

Middlesex London Health Unit
Middlesex-London Emergency Medical
Services Authority

Local Associations/Groups
Woodfield Community Association
Old East Village Community Association
Old East Village Business Area Improvement
London Horse Shoe Club

-

Piccadilly Area Neighbourhood Association
Thames Region Ecological Association
Urban League of London

City Agencies and Advisory Committees
Accessibility Advisory Committee
Cycling Advisory Committee
Environmental and Ecological Planning
Advisory Committee

-

Conservation Authorities
Upper Thames River Conservation Authority
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-

Nature London

School Boards
London District Catholic School Board
Southwestern Ontario Student Transportation
Services
Utilities
360networks
Bell Canada
Canadian Pacific Railway
Execulink Telecom
Group Telecom
Hydro One
Imperial Oil - Sarnia Products Pipeline
London District Energy

-

Thames Valley District School Board

-

London Hydro
Natural Resources Gas Limited
Rogers Communications
Start Communications
Sun Canadian Pipeline
Telecon
Telus Communications Inc.
Union Gas Limited

All agency correspondence received is provided in Appendix D and a high-level
summary is provided in Table 7-6. Additional details of agency and stakeholder
correspondence and meetings are summarized in subsequent sections of this chapter.
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Table 7-6: Summary of Agency Correspondence
Agency

Comments

Response / Future Course of Action

Ministry of Aboriginal Affairs

-

No response to formal study notices.

-

Keep informed.

Ministry of Municipal Affairs and
Housing

-

No response to formal study notices.

-

Keep informed.

Ministry of Natural Resources
and Forestry

-

Response to Notice of PIC 3 received on April 18, 2018. It is the responsibility of the proponent to be aware of and comply with all
relevant federal or provincial legislation, municipal by-laws or other agency approvals.

-

Keep informed.

Ministry of Environment,
Conservation and Parks
(formerly Ministry of
Environment and Climate
Change)

-

Response to the Notice of Study Commencement received on March 2, 2016.
o Outlined that the Class EA planning process including consultation with interested stakeholders. In addition to public agencies,
and the general public, consultation with First Nations and Metis is required. The Crown is therefore delegating the procedural
aspects of consultation to the City of London. The City of London must contact the Director, Environmental Approvals Branch if
this project adversely affects an Aboriginal or treaty right, or if a Part II Order request is anticipated.
o The detailed letter is provided in Appendix D.
Response to the Notice of PIC 3 received on April 6, 2018.
o In addition to the above, advised of the following Aboriginal communities which require consultation: Aamjiwnaang First Nation,
Walpole Island First Nation, Chippewas of Kettle and Stony Point First Nation, Chippewas of the Thames First Nation, Caldwell
First Nation, Oneida Nation of the Thames, and Munsee- Delaware Nation.
o Source Water Protection must be clearly documented in the Project File report or ESR. The Municipality is strongly encouraged
to include climate change in this EA. Climate change should be considered in the context of mitigation and the context of
adaptation.

-

Ensure the Class EA process and ESR address the Areas of
Interest.
Incorporate the Preliminary Assessment Checklist for First Nation
and Metis Community Interests and Rights into the ESR (provided
in Table 7-3).
Provide draft ESR for review (provided February 2018)

-

Ministry of Tourism, Culture,
and Sport

-

-

-

Response to Notice of Study Commencement March 31, 2016. Advised that MTCS’s interest in this EA project relates to its mandate of conserving Ontario’s cultural heritage, which includes: Archaeological resources, including land-based and marine; built heritage
resources, including bridges and monuments; and, Cultural heritage landscapes.
Response to Notice of PIC 1 received on August 31, 2016. Similar to previous response.
-

A Stage I Archaeological Assessment (Appendix B) was submitted
to MTCS for Registration. MTCS Registration was confirmed by
letter date March 23, 2018 (MTCS File Number 0006545).
A Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (Appendix C) has been
completed as part of the EA process. The findings are
summarized in Chapter 3 of the ESR and incorporated into the
assessment of design alternatives (Chapter 5).

Ontario Ministry of
Transportation

-

The project study area is well beyond MTO’s Permit Control Area, and as such, MTO review, approval and permits are not required.

-

No further follow up required

Community Associations

-

See Section 7.3

-

Specific actions to address various comments and concerns are
reflected in Chapters 4, 5, 6 and 8 of this ESR.

Cycling Advisory Committee
(CAC)

-

Project Team presented the recommended plan to CAC on May 16, 2018, post PIC 3. The Cycling Advisory Committee supported
the option of a raised cycle track, with the appropriate markings, as presented at PIC 3, with respect to the Adelaide Street and
Canadian Pacific Railway Grade Separation Environmental Assessment Project. Minutes of the meeting are provided in Appendix D.

-

A minimum 4.0 m wide multi-use pathway (MUP) on the raised
platform through both sides of the underpass are recommended.
See Section 5.7.1 for a detailed discussion of the alternatives.

Nature London

-

Response to Notice of Study Commencement received on March 1, 2016 to remove from contact list.

-

Contact removed from mailing list.

-
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Canadian Pacific Railway
CP is the governing / approval body for any changes to their infrastructure. Discussion
has occurred with CP throughout the study, and a summary of the key milestones is
provided in Table 7-7. Meeting Minutes are provided in Appendix D.
The project team has specifically consulted with CP through the development and
assessment of bridge design alternatives (Chapter 5 of this ESR) and the Preliminary
Preferred Design Alternative was sent to CP for review before presenting it to the public
at PIC 3.
Table 7-7: CP Consultation Summary
Date

Summary

Meeting June 28, 2016
-

-

To introduce the project to CP, review public comments, and potential alternative
solutions.
CP provided an overview of rail operations along the CP rail corridor. CP’s Galt
Subdivision / Windsor Subdivision is their main line between Chicago, Albany,
Montreal and Toronto. The yard also has a key function of being centrally located for
a crew change point. To move the yard would impact their collective agreement and
result in other servicing issues. The yard has costly infrastructure in-place (which
includes tracks, switching, and yard structures). It is not economical to move the
yard for marginal benefit.
CP noted that there have been discussions between CN and CP to shift CP
operations to the CN line further to the south. However, historically, these
negotiations have not been successful.

May 12,
2017

-

Package of drawings and questions for CP review of the proposed underpass
structure alternatives, method of construction, road detour, status of lighting tower,
and information on plans for 620 Adelaide Street North.

September
21, 2017

-

Letter response received from CP confirming receipt of design package provided in
May 2017, and provided feedback on the bridge design, proposed configuration,
track blocks, and road detour. CP noted that additional design details are required to
provide further commitments.

January 23,
2018

-

Further to the project team package of May 12, 2017, and CP’s response and
comments dated September 21, 2017, the project team provided additional
technical information and plan details related to the construction of the proposed
underpass at Adelaide Street North, for CP review.
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Date

Summary

June 11,
2018

-

Meeting to provide recommended design plans, and update on details of the design
of the grade separation relating to the bridge, traffic detour, and train yard.

July 24, 2018

-

On-site meeting to review potential impacts of grade separation and temporary
detour on rail operations and infrastructure.

Private Utility Companies
Private Utility Companies were engaged through the City of London Utility Coordinating
Committee. A committee meeting on March 23, 2017 allowed the project team to
introduce the study and request existing conditions information, and high-level cost
estimate for utility relocations. Representatives from the following utilities were present
for the presentation: Bell, London Hydro, Rogers, Union Gas, London District Energy,
and Start Communications.
A summary of existing utilities, gathered through direct consultation with utility providers
and proposed utility relocations is documented in Chapter 6.
Utility companies will continue to be engaged in the detailed design process.

Business Improvement Area and Community Associations
Several community groups and associations expressed early interest in the Class EA
study to provide input into the study assessments and recommendations. The project
team met with several of these groups early in the study on May 24, 2016, including
representatives from:
 Piccadilly Area Neighbourhood Association,
 Woodfield Community Association,
 Old East Village Business Improvement Area, and
 Old East Village Community Association.

The purpose of the meeting was to introduce the project to the community groups,
answer any initial questions, and discuss key features in the community. In addition to
this meeting, the project team organized a community walk on October 6, 2016 where
representatives could walk through the neighbourhood to point out existing concerns
and potential considerations for the project team.
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Members of these groups had direct contact with the project team throughout the study,
with City staff attending Community Association meetings to present on the project.
Community representatives attended Public Information Centres and participated in the
Community Workshop at PIC 2.
A meeting was convened with the Community Associations and BIA on April 9, 2018 to
present the Preliminary Preferred Design and obtain early input and feedback prior to
the plan being shared with the broader public.
Table 7-8: Business Improvement and Community Associations Consultation
Summary
Date
Meeting on May
24, 2016

Meeting Summary
-

-

-

-

-

CP operations and the potential improvements were discussed. The potential
for CP to move their operations and yard was questioned, and the ability to
move the tracks underneath the road. The project team would enquire with CP
as to their operations and likelihood of moving their operations (see
Section 2.3.1). The ability to move the tracks underneath the road would not be
feasible due to the proximity of the yard to the roadway, and an extensive
reconstruction of the tracks would be required.
The design implications of an underpass (road under rail) vs. overpass (road
over rail) structure was discussed, as both options were being considered. An
overpass structure is generally easier to construct and preferred by CP as it
has less effect on their operations. However, an overpass has a greater area of
impact. The project team highlighted differences between other grade
separations in the City, as this would only need to accommodate 2 tracks, and
would not feel like a tunnel if an underpass was preferred.
The community groups stressed the need to maintain the walking, biking, and
pedestrian friendly neighbourhood by maintaining connections to the park
amenities and community centre. The neighbourhoods have worked to improve
the atmosphere around the park and revitalize the public spaces; there was
concern over building walls and dead-end zones with either an overpass or
underpass structure. Often those spaces are used for seedy activity. Keeping
space open and clear line of sights would be crucial.
The project team noted additional potential improvements to the area including
improving the Adelaide Street North and Central Avenue intersection to join the
offset legs and provide a more standard intersection.
The implementation of bike lanes should be considered as once the grade
separation is constructed, cyclists may choose to use Adelaide Street instead
of other parallel routes.
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Date

Meeting Summary
-

Access to the Carling Heights neighbourhood should be reviewed as now they
only have uncontrolled access from Adelaide Street or Oxford Street.
Requested that the consultation area be expanded for the study notifications,
and in addition to mailing, to provide hard copies of the notices for the local
papers.

Community
Walk October 6,
2016

-

Project team and local neighbourhood representatives walked through the Old
East neighbourhood, and along Adelaide Street North, and talked about the
importance of Adelaide Street in the local community context, mobility along
and across Adelaide Street, urban design opportunities, and opportunities for a
community workshop.

PIC 2 December
14, 2016

-

Community representatives attended PIC 2 and participated in the Workshop.
Their comments and input are incorporated into the general comment themes
summarized in Table 7-9.

January 18,
2017

-

Presentation to the Old East Village Business Improvement Area Board
Meeting to provide an update on the study, highlighting the recommended
underpass design and potential urban design concepts (as displayed at PIC 2)

April 9, 2018

-

Community Association update prior to PIC 3 to review the recommended
design.
Project team provided a study overview to review the investigations completed
since PIC 2, including groundwater management, and design constraints with
respect to CP. Changes in the design resulted in the ability to minimize overall
property impacts and associated costs. Fewer properties will impacted and
there will be little surplus land remaining.
Key design elements were reviewed including the underpass, Adelaide Street
North alignment, temporary road detour, municipal services and utility corridor,
Central Avenue intersection and realignment, Pall Mall Street and McMahen
Street alternatives.
The project team highlighted how community input received from PIC 2 and the
Workshop was reviewed and utilized in developing the preferred plan.
An open discussion regarding various aspects of the design included: reducing
edge impacts to properties, signal timing of Central Avenue, pedestrian signal
for cyclists at Central Avenue, concerns regarding traffic speeds and noise,
pedestrian signal at McMahen Street, continued involvement of community in
next phase of design.

-

-

-
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Date

August 9, 2018

Meeting Summary
-

The project team reviewed the main elements of the streetscape design with
informal open discussion occurring throughout. Key aspects of the discussion
included: design is successful at capturing the heritage feel of the community,
study should provide clear intent and vision of design to ensure it is carried
forward, incorporate CPTED into design, urban design aspects on the CP
bridge, incorporating public art, wayfinding features, new park edge at
McMahen Street.

-

The project team reviewed the final design plan and the streetscape concept,
including any changes / refinements made since PIC 3. The general format of
the ESR was reviewed as well as key dates for the EA ‘filing’ and public review
period. Open discussion focused on the future detailed design phase,
continued group involvement and timing of implementation.

Feedback received from the individual community representatives following the last
Public Information Centre noted a general acceptance of the recommended design,
appreciation for the level of community involvement and attentiveness to public
concerns, and commitment to future community involvement in the next phase of
design.
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7.4

Public Consultation

The following sections describe the public consultation efforts as outlined in the Key
Points of Contact (Section 7.1), the key comment themes received from the public
throughout the study and how they were addressed in the EA process, and meetings
with individual property owners. All public notifications, materials, comments received
and responses, excluding personal information, are provided in Appendix D.

Notice of Study Commencement
The Notice of Study Commencement was first issued on February 23, 2016, and was
mailed to agencies, Community Associations, Aboriginal Communities and private utility
companies.
A direct mailout was done for a catchment area from Elizabeth Street to William Street,
from Oxford Street East to Queens Avenue. Following the Notice of Commencement,
the Community Associations greatly facilitated in the process of distributing subsequent
study notices through hand delivery and publishing on community social media.
Members of the general public were made aware of the study through notices in local
newspapers and were invited to contact the project team to join the project mailing list.
Members of the public requesting to be on the mailing list received direct notification of
subsequent study milestones.
The City placed the Notice of Study Commencement in The Londoner on February 26
and March 3, 2016.
The City also posted the Notice on the City’s webpage on February 23, 2016.
Feedback received in response to the Notice of Study Commencement was primarily
from local residents, business owners enquiring as to the impacts of the study on their
property or business, and utilities noting general interest in the study and providing
location of existing facilities.

Public Information Centre 1
The first Public Information Centre was held on June 16, 2016 at the Catholic Central
High School (450 Dundas Street) from 4:30 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. drop-in format.
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The Notice was distributed on May 30, 2016 by direct mail and email to residents and
agencies, and members of the public who had requested to be added to the contact list.
The Notice was also posted on the City’s website on the same day, and published in
The Londoner on June 2 and 9, 2016.
The Woodfield, Piccadilly, and Old East Village Community Associations also worked
with City staff to facilitate direct delivery of notices. Community Association
representatives volunteered to distribute notices as well as post the notice on the
association’s social media. This was an important partnership between the project team
and Community Associations.
The purpose of the PIC was to introduce the study, review and receive public input on
the background information, project need and justification, preliminary planning
alternatives, preliminary grade separation concepts under consideration, and next steps
in the study. The PIC display material was posted on the City website the day of the
PIC.
Approximately 140 people attended the PIC including representation of local residents
and business owners.
A roll plan with aerial images of the existing Adelaide Street North study area was
provided at PIC 1 and attendees were invited to record feedback directly on the plan.
Additionally, a “dotmocracy” exercise was offered that listed and described various
technical and environmental considerations for the study, participants were asked to
place stickers on the statements that were most important to them (please refer to photo
image below).
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Based on this feedback the most important considerations were: effects on community
character, safe and attractive pedestrian and cyclist facilities, noise and air quality
impacts, impacts to McMahen Park, urban design, local street connectivity, and
heritage.
Participants could also place stickers on examples of urban design treatments they
most liked. The general streetscape themes were later developed considering this early
public feedback. Although the images were representative and conceptual only, they
were used as tool to capture community vision.
A comment sheet / questionnaire was provided to the public at PIC 1 and posted on the
City’s website for 3 months following the PIC, to August 31, 2016. A total of 35 hard
copy comment sheet / questionnaires were submitted at the PIC, followed by 82
submissions online, by the end of the comment period. Additionally, 13 emails / letters
of general comments were received from the public. All comments / feedback received
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and project team responses are provided in Appendix D. Verbal and written comments
and questions received were generally related to the following themes:
 Change CP operations instead of constructing the grade separation;
 A grade separation is needed to alleviate traffic – strong preference for an

underpass;
 Better pedestrian facilities are needed on Adelaide Street;
 Concern that an overpass will create a barrier within the community; and,
 Concern about the high volumes of cut-through traffic in adjacent

neighbourhoods when trains block Adelaide Street.
The following is a summary of the key findings from the questionnaire:
 In a description of the general driving experience: 43% noted having been

blocked by trains on a regular basis; 26% noted heavy traffic congestion; 16%
indicated they had a generally good driving experience.
 In a description of the general cycling / walking experience: 29% noted ‘nice’,

while 23% noted ‘dangerous’.
 The highest rated issue on Adelaide Street are the travel delays due to frequent

train crossing / road blockages; second and third highest rated issues were safe /
comfortable sidewalks and cycling facilities, and air quality and noise.
 The most important goals for the study, as indicated by the public responses,

should be: to protect and improve pedestrian accessibility / walkability; develop a
solution that contributes to a vibrant street and neighbourhood; ensure continued
access to homes and businesses; and protect heritage value of neighbourhood.
 67% of respondents prefer an underpass, if a grade separation is required; 24%

were unsure at this time.
Section 4.4 provides additional details on the consultation as relevant to the alternative
solutions. Table 7-9 provides a summary of the main feedback themes received
throughout the EA process, and how these have been considered or addressed during
the Class EA study.
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Public Information Centre 2
Through comments received at PIC 1 and from feedback received from the Community
Associations, the public engagement strategy for this study was expanded to add a third
Pubic Information Centre.
This provided the project team with an opportunity to more fully address the complex
technical features of the study, the high level of community interest and desire by the
community for direct involvement in the study, and the development of an enhanced
urban design neighbourhood streetscape.
The second Public Information Centre (PIC 2) was designed to address these complex
issues by describing the multi-step design process, presenting the various design
alternatives, and actively engaging the community in the design through a Workshop.
The second Public Information Centre (PIC) was held on December 14, 2016 at the
Catholic Central High School (450 Dundas Street) from 4:30 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. drop-in
format. A Workshop was also held during the PIC from 6:00 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. at the
same location.
The Notice was distributed on November 23, 2016 by direct mail and email to residents
and agencies, and members of the public who had requested to be added to the contact
list. The Notice was also posted on the City’s website on the same day, and published
in The Londoner on November 24, and December 1 and 8, 2016. The PIC display
material was posted on the City website the day of the PIC.
The purpose of the PIC was to review the public input received previously from PIC 1,
review the Preferred Planning Solution, describe the multi-step process to evaluate
design alternatives, present the Preliminary Preferred Design, actively develop a highquality streetscape design through the Workshop, and identify the next steps in the
study.
Approximately 60 people attended the PIC, including local residents, business owners
and elected officials. Almost all attendees also participated in the workshop component
of the PIC.
The Workshop component focused on gaining public insight into specific design
elements of the Preliminary Preferred Alternative. The intent of the workshop was to
provide a more visual project interaction and gain feedback on specific design elements
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of the preliminary preferred alternative such as sidewalk configuration, and side
treatments.
An introductory presentation was provided to outline the workshop goals and process.
The project team outlined the ‘fixed’ elements of the design, including the driving lanes
and shoulder widths (i.e. the elements that were based on design standards and
therefore had little flexibility for change). The ‘flexible’ elements of the design included
elements outside of the roadway, including the pedestrian space and side / slope
treatments. Presentations were also provided outlining the existing conditions,
constraints, and design considerations for each of the four quadrants around the
proposed underpass (i.e. northwest, northeast, southwest, southeast quadrants).
Options for the pedestrian space included: 1.5 to 2.5 m landscape planter or boulevard,
1.8 m sidewalk, 3.0 m multi-use path, or 5.0 m promenade, and options for the side
treatments included: retaining walls, grassed slope, terrace wall, terrace stairs, and
building frontage. These are illustrated in Exhibit 7-1, and additional precedent images
of all the different images were displayed at the PIC and Workshop.
The Workshop centered around tables of participants creating cross-sections for
Adelaide Street north and south of the rail tracks, taking into consideration pedestrian
space, boulevards, and side treatments and how combinations of these alternatives
affected the surrounding space. Participants were able to ‘mix-and-match’ the
pedestrian space and side treatments on a scaled plan and discuss the potential
benefits and impacts of different combinations. Potential property impacts to the park
and local businesses could be readily recognized on the plan and discussed.
A total of 20 cross-sections were developed from the Workshop. A sample cross-section
that was developed at the Workshop is illustrated in Exhibit 7-2, and all cross-sections
are provided in Appendix D.
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Exhibit 7-1: PIC 2 / Workshop Cross-Section Design Elements
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This sample cross-section of Adelaide Street, north of the tracks, illustrates a 5 m
promenade and landscaped park on the east side of the roadway, and a 3 m multi-use
trail and storefront developments on the west side. In this example, potential impacts to
the park on the east side, and existing business on the west, can be seen.

Exhibit 7-2: Sample Workshop Cross-Section
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Each table of workshop participants produced a set of cross-sections of their preferred
treatments. The following trends were observed from the cross-sections:
 North of the tracks, on the west side of Adelaide Street, there was a preference

for a 3 m multi-use trail and redevelopment of the impacted properties.
 North of the tracks, on the east side of Adelaide Street, there was a preference

for a 5 m promenade and landscaped area.
 South of the tracks, on the west side of Adelaide Street, there was preference for

a 3 m multi-use trail or 5 m promenade and redevelopment of the impacted
properties.
 South of the tracks, on the east side of Adelaide Street, there was preference for

a 5-m promenade and redevelopment of the impacted properties or terrace wall /
landscaped area.
Chapter 5 of the ESR discusses how this feedback was utilized in the design process
(Exhibit 5-6).
Members of the public not able to attend the workshop had an opportunity to provide
some input through the project website on the City’s Engage London website at
https://engage.london.ca/adelaide-streetcpr-grade-separation .
A general comment sheet and detailed questionnaire were provided to the public at
PIC 2 and posted on the City’s website for 7 weeks following the PIC, to January 31,
2017.
A total of 4 general comment sheets and 6 detailed comment sheets were submitted at
the PIC. Additionally, 16 email and phone comments were received from the public. All
comments / feedback received and project team responses are provided in
Appendix D. Verbal and written comments and questions received were generally
related to the following themes. Themes were similar to those from PIC 1:
 Strong preference for the underpass design;
 Understand the need for a grade separation but concerned that it will divide the

neighbourhoods;
 Concern about potential for increased noise associated with the grade separation

and potentially higher traffic volumes on Adelaide Street;
 Suggestion for a signalized intersection at McMahen Street;
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 Designing a friendly, safe, and secure space for pedestrians;
 Preference for dedicated bicycle lanes;
 Concern regarding property impacts;
 Concern for disruption to local businesses during construction; and
 Maintain the connection at Pall Mall Street.

Section 5.8 provides additional details on the consultation process as relevant to the
design alternatives and evaluation. Table 7-9 provides a summary of the main feedback
themes received throughout the EA process, and how these have been considered or
addressed during the Class EA study.

Public Information Centre 3
The third Public Information Centre (PIC) was held on April 26, 2018 at the H.B. Beal
Secondary School (525 Dundas Street) from 4:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. drop-in format.
The Notice was distributed on April 5, 2018 by direct mail and email to residents and
agencies, and members of the public who had requested to be added to the contact list.
The Notice was also posted on the City’s website on the same day, and published in
The Londoner on April 12 and 19, 2018. The PIC display material was posted on the
City website the day of the PIC.
The purpose of PIC 3 was to review the community feedback received from PIC 2 and
the Workshop, review the evaluation of alternative design concepts for the grade
separation, local street connections, new utility corridor and temporary road detour,
present the Preliminary Preferred Plan including Streetscape Design Concept, present
the preliminary construction staging concept and overall implementation timeframes.
Approximately 100 people attended the PIC, including local residents and business
owners, elected officials and the media.
A general comment sheet was provided to the public at PIC 3 and posted on the City’s
website for 2 weeks following the PIC to May 11, 2018. A total of 30 comment sheets
were submitted at the PIC. Additionally, 27 email, online, and letter comments were
received from the public. Verbal and written comments and questions received were
generally related to the following themes:
 Overwhelming positive feedback for the underpass;
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 Very positive feedback for the streetscape design;
 Community feels they have been heard and design is reflective of previous

feedback, and want to continue through the next phase of design;
 Questions regarding the timing of the design and construction;
 Positive feedback on the design of the Central Avenue intersection;
 Mixed comments on the Pall Mall Street and McMahen Street intersections;
 Some concern on impacts to McMahen Park during construction, and preference

for revitalization post construction;
 Concern with traffic infiltration to neighbourhoods and providing traffic calming;

and
 Provide safe pedestrian spaces using CPTED principles, including illumination.

Section 5.8 provides additional details on the consultation as relevant to the design
process. Table 7-9 provides a summary of the main feedback themes received
throughout the EA process, and how these have been considered or addressed during
the Class EA study.
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Table 7-9: Comment Themes Received Throughout the EA Process and How These Were Considered in the Class EA Study
Feedback Theme

How the Comment Was Addressed in the Study

Move CP operations rather than build
grade separation

CP was a key stakeholder throughout this study. Details regarding the extensive consultation and correspondence with CP is provided in Section 7.3.1.
Phase 2 of the Municipal Class EA involved identifying alternative planning solutions. The following alternatives were assessed against their ability to reasonably address the problems and opportunities,
and in consideration of the constraints identified in the early stages of the study: Do Nothing; Intersection Improvements; Transportation Demand Management; Traffic Capacity Improvements; and Grade
Separation. Based on public feedback received at PIC 1, the project team expanded the range of potential planning solutions to include: Change in CP Rail Operations; and Partial Grade Separation.
Chapter 2 discusses the Rail Rationalization Study that can be found at: https://pub-london.escribemeetings.com/filestream.ashx?DocumentId=46514
The study recommended that the City staff continue with a strategy of strategic grade separations such as the Adelaide Street / CP Grade Separation combined with the implementation of technologies or
infrastructure aimed at improving the safety of the rail/urban interface as the long-term approach to mitigating the impact of rail activity in the City of London.

Need for the grade separation

Chapter 2 describes the needs and opportunities for a grade separation. The City of London Civic Works Committee confirmed the Adelaide Street crossing as the City’s highest priority for a new rail-road
grade separation (October 2013). A grade separation at this location will provide a continuous north-south route through central London increasing the efficiency of the road network for emergency
services and all road users including drivers, transit users, pedestrians and cyclists. The City’s Development Charge Background Study (2014) also identified this grade separation in its planning horizon
for 2031. Similarly, the Smart Moves 2030 Transportation Master Plan identified the need for capacity optimization and transit priority on Adelaide Street. The ‘warrant’ for a grade separation has already
been identified in the 2005 Rail Exposure Index, based on the volumes of road and rail traffic.

Concern that the grade separation will
separate adjacent neighbourhoods

The assessment of the grade separation alternatives, described in Section 5.1 for overpass vs. underpass, considered impacts on community activity and character, and the effect on the adjacent
neighbourhoods. The underpass is the recommended alternative as it has the least impact on the surrounding neighbourhoods, and maintains the connection along and across Adelaide Street North.
The recommended plan (Chapter 6) enhances community connectivity by reconfiguring Central Avenue to connect at Adelaide Street, and remove the existing jog and awkward intersection. The
recommended intersection design provides safe connections across Adelaide Street for pedestrians. Cyclists are also provided additional refuge locations at the south corners of the intersection and
across Central Avenue, to connect to the multi-use paths at the grade separation
The streetscape design focused on integrating the grade separation visually and experientially into the surrounding neighbourhood. The streetscape design at Central Avenue is designed to accentuate
the features of the surrounding neighbourhoods, with pillar and wall treatments to reflect the local architecture. These designs will enhance the connectivity at this junction point by bridging the areas
across the tracks with common design features.

McMahen Street and Pall Mall Street
intersections and access to Carling
heights neighbourhood

Mainly members of the public living in the Carling Heights neighbourhood (north of McMahen Park and east of Adelaide Street) noted difficulty in entering and exiting their neighbourhood from either
Adelaide Street or Oxford Street, as there is currently no signalized intersection to this neighbourhood. Residents tend to wait for pedestrians to cross Adelaide Street at the pedestrian crossing at Pall
Mall Street, or a train crossing, in order to find a gap in traffic to make a left-turn movement. If the train blockages would be removed, residents felt they would have fewer opportunities to make that
movement. Identifying the need for easier access to this neighbourhood, and the opportunity provided by the grade separation, the project team developed alternatives for the connections of Pall Mall
Street and McMahen Street, as documented in Chapter 5.
The alternatives included options from shifting the pedestrian crossing north to McMahen Street, providing a signalized intersection at McMahen Street with dedicated turning lanes while maintaining
existing road alignments, and providing a full signalized intersection at McMahen Street with dedicated turn lanes and a re-alignment of Pall Mall Street. Each of the alternatives was assessed based on
property impacts, community considerations, cultural environment, transportation and technical needs, and cost. Considerations for the natural environment were considered similar negligible beyond
those already required for the grade separation itself.
Providing a signalized intersection at McMahen Street was considered the best alternative in addressing the public’s comments; however, the project team noted a potential concern for these alternatives
of providing an opportunity for cut-through traffic. Vehicles driving west on Oxford Street wanting to avoid that intersection, could turn onto Elizabeth Street and McMahen Street and continue south on
Adelaide Street. Cut-through traffic was also a concern for residents. Alternatives to provide a signalized intersection at McMahen Street with dedicated left-turn lanes, also had additional property
impacts, beyond those required for the grade separation.
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Feedback Theme

How the Comment Was Addressed in the Study
In considering all of the potential impacts, including potential for cut-through traffic and property impacts, it was recommended to maintain close to the existing conditions, and shifting the pedestrian
crossing north to McMahen Street. As documented in Chapter 6, the recommend plan maintains the existing intersection at McMahen Street; the local street network will continue to serve the community
and provide access to Adelaide Street. The recommended plan does not preclude installing traffic signals in the future, outside of the Class EA process.

Pedestrian friendly and safe design and The streetscape design of the underpass focused on creating a pedestrian-friendly environment by maintaining and establishing pedestrian and cycling connections. Widened 4.0 m multi-use paths are
dedicated bicycle lanes
provided on either side of Adelaide Street between Central Avenue and McMahen Street to accommodate cyclists and pedestrians. Cyclists are also provided additional refuge locations at the south
corners of the intersection and across Central Avenue, to connect to the multi-use paths at the grade separation.
As Adelaide Street will be lowered, some residents had concerns about maintaining access to McMahen Park. The existing park is at street level and residents can enter the park at any location along
Adelaide Street; although there is a park entrance with heritage gates opposite Pall Mall Street. The streetscape design provides multiple access points for residents coming from the north or south. A
ramp and staircase entrance with a parkette is provided just north of the bridge which connects to the existing trail in McMahen Park. The McMahen gates are relocated to the southeast corner of
McMahen Street and Adelaide Street to provide an enhanced entrance for residents coming from the west or north. The wide multi-use path and parkettes, in addition to lowering the roadway and traffic,
provides a more intimate park setting and enhances the experience and safety of the park.
North of the bridge, there are additional parkettes surrounding Adelaide Street east and west, and the improved Central Avenue intersection provides decorative treatments and safe space for pedestrians
and cyclists.
Additional information on the streetscape design is provided in Chapter 6.
Chapter 6 also describes the cycling facilities proposed for Adelaide Street, Central Avenue. The design plans (Chapter 9) depict the proposed 4 m wide raised platform through the underpass that will
provide space for pedestrians and cyclists. The facility will connect to the painted cycling lanes on Central Avenue and will connect to the signed bike routes on Pall Mall Street and McMahen Street. This
represents an enhancement of the cycling network beyond what was proposed in the Cycling Master Plan and provides active transportation opportunities for all ages and abilities.
Property impacts

In general, the project team considered minimizing impacts to properties where feasible; this is considered through the assessment of alternatives documented in Chapter 5. Specific areas of the study
which included an in-depth review of property impacts included: grade separation alternatives, location of the traffic detour, re-alignment of Central Avenue, and Pall Mall Street/McMahen Street
intersection alternatives. Each of these design considerations had potential property impacts considered in the evaluation of alternatives.
In the original assessment of overpass vs. underpass, and overpass (road over rail) clearly had more property impacts than the underpass. The underpass alternative did have a few definite property
impacts in the vicinity of the grade separation; however an extended assessment was undertaken to determine the full impacts to the property in the northwest quadrant of the grade separation, and
minimize impacts as much as possible. Based on the original assessment of impacts of the underpass, and assumed constraints on the CP yard, the road detour and utility corridor were originally
recommended to be located on the west side of Adelaide Street. The project team re-assessed the alternatives in light of the preferred road alignment, minimizing property impacts of the underpass, and
further review with CP, and ultimately recommended the detour be located east of Adelaide Street. This removed any additional property required, beyond those required for the grade separation itself.
The preferred design for the re-alignment of Central Avenue was based primarily on providing an improved and safe intersection, and minimizing property impacts. No additional property impacts are
required beyond those required for the grade separation itself.
The assessment of the Pall Mall Street / McMahen Street intersection alternatives was also largely determined by minimizing the potential property impacts. Alternatives to improve access to the Carling
Heights neighbourhood by providing a signalized intersection and dedicated left-turn lanes would also have had significant additional property impacts and would have increased cut-through traffic from
Oxford Street. Ultimately, the recommended alternative does not have additional property required beyond those already required for the grade separation itself.
Property impacts are identified on the design plates in Chapter 7 and listed in Chapter 6 of the ESR.

Potential noise impacts to surrounding
neighbourhood

The underpass will offer a noise reducing effect to the surrounding areas by lowering the roadway below the level of the surrounding neighbourhoods. The road is also maintaining the existing four lanes,
and not expanding the road capacity. A doubling of the traffic volume generally results in a 3 dBA increase in sound levels, which is regarded as just perceivable to individuals; as Adelaide Street is
maintaining the existing capacity, it would not support a doubling of traffic volumes.
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Feedback Theme

How the Comment Was Addressed in the Study

Concerns for visibility and access to
businesses during construction

Access across the tracks will be maintained for vehicles and pedestrians during construction via a detour on the east side of Adelaide Street North (Chapter 6). Aside from the properties directly impacted
by the grade separation, access will be maintained to residences and businesses along Adelaide Street.

Underpass generally favoured for the
grade separation

Public input for the grade separation was included in the assessment described in Chapter 5. Based on the general feedback, the underpass was favoured by the public as it has less potential to divide
the adjacent neighbourhood, and more opportunity to create additional landscaped areas and maintain the existing pedestrian connections across and along Adelaide Street.

Concern for cut-through traffic onto
local roads

Removing the frequent train road blocks on Adelaide Street will reduce the cut-through traffic on local roads, and keep traffic on the major arterials. During construction a detour will be provided to
maintain traffic along Adelaide Street; however, it is likely that during construction there will be some increased traffic on the local roads as drivers try to avoid the construction area. Mitigation measures
can be implemented to minimize additional cut-through traffic. See Chapter 8 for a description of potential mitigation measures.
The City will consider traffic infiltration and detours that will occur during construction. The City will monitor traffic conditions following construction and may consider mitigation such as restricting left-turn
during peak hours or other traffic management / calming measures.

Continued community involvement in
design process

The project team engaged with the local community early in the study, and continued to engage with community representatives, and receive feedback throughout the EA process. Chapter 7 provides a
summary of the consultation between the project team and the community groups. The information from the community groups was vital in the project team’s decision-making process for all alternative
assessment described in Chapter 4 and 5. The community groups also provide critical feedback into the urban design and streetscape plans for the grade separation. By incorporating key elements of
their feedback into the design, the general public support for the project increased during the EA process, which culminated in a very well received recommended plan at the final Public Information
Centre.
The local community will continue to be involved in the design process and will be notified of future project updates and public meetings. This is noted in Chapter 8 in the list of commitments to future
works.

Timing of design and construction

The timing for implementing the project changed over the course of this study. Originally this project was identified in the 2014 Development Charges Background Study with a recommended construction
for 2031. City Council identified the need to move up the implementation of this study to be in line with the new Bus Rapid Transit projects. Therefore, this study is scheduled for implementation in 3 to 5
years. See Chapter 6 for additional details regarding the construction implementation and phasing.

Is the Civic Works Committee meeting
considered a Public Meeting for this
project

The CWC is part of a civic process, but is not required to be a ‘public meeting’ for the purposes of the Municipal Class EA process. This is different from the Planning Act process whereby a committee
meeting (such as CWC) may function as a public meeting. The ‘public meeting’ function within the Municipal Class EA process is met by the minimum two Public Information Centres during the study –
this study has exceeded this minimum by holding three PICs.
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Individual Property Owner Meetings
Engagement of stakeholders / interested members of the public occurred throughout the
study, and was not limited to the formal public information meetings. Interested property
and business owners could request to meet with the project team at any time through
the study.
The project team met with two business owners, at their request, prior to PIC 2 to
discuss the potential impacts to their businesses.
In April 2018, prior to PIC 3, owners of properties with permanent full or partial impacts
(i.e. where actual property is planned to be purchased from property owners) as listed in
Chapter 6, were contacted directly by the City and invited to meet with the project team.
The purpose of these discussions was to review potential property impacts of the
Preliminary Preferred Design, prior to it being presented to the general public.
Eight (8) property owners responded to the City’s invitation and met with the project
team between April 17 and 23, 2018, at City Hall, including the following:
 583/585/587 Central Avenue and 577/579/585/589 Adelaide Street North
 595 Adelaide Street North (also met with project team prior to PIC 2)
 596 Adelaide Street North
 600 Adelaide Street North (also met with project team prior to PIC 2)
 606 Adelaide Street North
 625 Adelaide Street North
 665 Adelaide Street North
 675 Adelaide Street North

It is noted that discussion continues between affected businesses and property owners,
City staff and Councillors, at the time of ESR filing.
A summary of the items discussed with these property owners is provided in
Appendix D.
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8 PROPOSED MITIGATION AND COMMITMENTS TO
FURTHER WORK
8.1

Socio-Economic Environment
Land Use and Community Fabric

Section 3.1 provides an overview of current and future land uses within the study area.
Representatives of Piccadilly, Woodfield and Old East Village communities have been
engaged throughout the Class EA study. The Preferred Plan and the Streetscape
Concept Plan reflect the considerable feedback that the project team has received from
the communities. Consistent with The London Plan, the project presents an important
opportunity to place a high priority on the pedestrian realm and achieve a high quality
urban streetscape environment.
Engaging the surrounding communities during the Class EA study greatly contributed to
the development of a meaningful and relevant design plan (including Streetscape plan),
and resulted in a high level of local support for the project.
It is important that community representatives and interested members of the public
continue to be engaged moving forward into detailed design. Community
representatives have expressed a very strong interest in participating in the detailed
design of the streetscape plan including, but not limited, to urban design theming,
aesthetics, lighting, landscape design and safety aspects. The City recognizes that the
surrounding community has a direct stake in the outcome of the design process and in
the implementation of a thoughtful design. The City commits to ongoing meaningful
engagement of the community through the future detailed design process.
Removing the frequent train road blocks on Adelaide Street will reduce the cut-through
traffic on local roads, and keep traffic on the major arterials. During construction a
detour will be provided to maintain traffic along Adelaide Street; however, it is likely that
during construction there will be some increased traffic on the local roads as drivers try
to avoid the construction area. Mitigation measures can be implemented to minimize
additional cut-through traffic. The City will consider traffic infiltration and detours that will
occur during construction. The City will monitor traffic conditions following construction
and may consider mitigation such as restricting left-turn during peak hours or other
traffic management / calming measures.
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Property
Impacts to property and changes in access are discussed in Section 6.10.
Final impacts to private property will be confirmed during detailed design. The City of
London will continue to consult with affected property owners on an individual basis
during detailed design. Property acquisition, in accordance with the City of London
procedures, will occur in advance of construction during detail design, following the
completion of this Class EA study.

Noise
Noise is not anticipated to be a long-term issue to the surrounding community. With the
construction of the underpass, the roadway will be depressed relative to surrounding
outdoor recreational areas, including McMahen Park. These areas will experience a
reduction in road noise.
The project does not involve increase roadway capacity (i.e. adding lanes of traffic).
While traffic may be drawn to the corridor because it offers ‘free flow’ conditions across
the CP rail line, the existing 4 lanes ultimately determines the capacity and traffic
volumes that can be accommodated. However, sound is measured in the weighted
decibel (dBA) scale and an increase of 2 to 3 dBA is regarded as just perceivable to the
average individual. A doubling of traffic volumes generally results in a 3 dBA increase in
sound levels. Adelaide Street will not support a doubling of the traffic volumes because
road capacity will remain the same as today.
The potential for construction noise issues will be further reviewed during detailed
design when construction methodology and schedule is fully developed. Construction
activities will conform to the City of London Noise Control By-Laws. In the Contract
Documents, there shall be explicit indication that Contractors are expected to comply
with all applicable requirements of the contract and local noise by-laws. Enforcement of
noise control by-laws is the responsibility of the City for all work done by Contractors.
All equipment shall be properly maintained to limit noise emissions. As such, all
construction equipment will be operated with effective muffling devices that are in good
working order. The Contract Documents will contain a provision that any initial noise
complaint will trigger verification that the general noise control measures agreed to be in
effect. In the presence of persistent noise complaints, all construction equipment will be
verified to comply with MECP NPC-115 guidelines. In the presence of persistent
complaints and subject to the results of a field investigation, alternative noise control
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measured during construction may be required, where reasonably available. In selecting
appropriate noise control and mitigation measures, consideration will be given to the
technical, administrative and economic feasibility of the various alternatives.

Air Quality During Construction
During construction of the roadway, dust is the primary contaminant of concern. Other
contaminants including NOx and VOC’s may be emitted from equipment used during
construction activities. Due to the temporary nature of construction activities, there are
no air quality criteria specific to construction activities. However, the Environment
Canada “Best Practices for the Reduction of Air Emissions from Construction and
Demolition Activities” document provides several mitigation measures for reducing
emissions during construction activities. Mitigation techniques discussed in the
document include material wetting or use of chemical suppressants to reduce dust, use
of wind barriers, and limiting exposed areas which may be a source of dust and
equipment washing. It is recommended that these best management practices be
followed during construction of the roadway to reduce any air quality impacts that may
occur. It is noted that MECP recommends that non-chloride dust suppressants be
applied. MECP also recommends referring to the following publication in developing
dust control measures: Cheminfo Services Inc. Best Practices for the Reduction of Air
Emissions from Construction and Demolition Activities. Report prepared for
Environment Canada. March 2005.

Climate Change
Table 8-1 summarizes how the climate change and greenhouse gas emissions were
considered during the Class EA study.
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Table 8-1: Climate Change Considerations
Climate Change /
Greenhouse Gas
(GHG) Factor
Vulnerabilities
associated with climate
change and extreme
weather events.

How This Has Been Considered by The City of London
The City of London conducted an internal Risk Assessment
Review which was completed in 2014. Through the
completion of this assessment, eight extreme weather
events impacting London from a climate change/extreme
storm events were flagged as follows:
-

Flood (both river flooding and sewer infrastructure
flooding);
Sleet/Hail/Ice Storms;
Heat Wave;
Drought;
Poor Air Quality;
Extreme Wind;
Intense Snow; and
Extended Extreme Cold.

The top three weather events that are impacting the City of
London are Flood (both river flooding and sewer
infrastructure flooding), Sleet/Hail/Ice Storms, and Heat
Wave.
Public Infrastructure Engineering Vulnerability Committee’s
(PIEVC) engineering protocol to ensure resiliency in
climate change will be considered in the detailed design
and construction documents, as appropriate. The PIEVC
protocol is applied to assess climate risks and
vulnerabilities across a wide range of infrastructure
systems in Canada including: stormwater/wastewater
systems, buildings (residential, commercial, and
institutional), roads and associated structures (i.e. bridges
and culverts), water supply and management systems,
electricity distribution and airport infrastructure.
The City of London is developing a Climate Change
Adaptation Strategy that will strategically be used to
combat the issues listed above, to satisfy the Ministry of
Environment, Conservation and Parks (formerly Ministry of
Environment and Climate Change)
Sources of information
consulted to understand

Major events that have affected transportation in Ontario
include Hurricane Hazel in 1954, North American Ice Storm
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Climate Change /
Greenhouse Gas
(GHG) Factor
climate change
influences and risks.

How This Has Been Considered by The City of London
in 1998, and severe winter weather throughout Southern
and Central Ontario in 2013.
During the City’s Risk Assessment Review, the limited
municipal adaptation plans available at the time (e.g.
Toronto, Vancouver, Durham) were reviewed and
incorporated, where applicable. In addition to the above,
the two reports and associated research completed by
Western University in 2009 and 2011, listed below, were
reviewed and portions considered where applicable:
City of London: Vulnerability of Infrastructure to Climate
Change;
- Climate Risks & Adaptation Practices – For the
Canadian Transportation Sector 2016”
- Consideration of Climate Change in Environmental
Assessment in Ontario and
- Updated rainfall IDF Curves for the City of London
under a changing climate.
-

These sources of information provide valuable information
and data that shows that climate change is expected to
intensify flooding and other environmental weather
conditions in the basin, thus bringing flows in higher
magnitude with more frequent occurrence. Such conditions
may demand additional investments in climate change
management infrastructure and may require revision of
budgets for climate management and maintenance. It may
even require retrofitting and replacing current (or even
building additional) climate change management
infrastructure. These sources also align with the City of
London’s perspective on resiliency as it relates to Climate
Change.
Extreme weather events
and/or changes in
climate variables that
pose key risks to the
project, and identify the
associated
vulnerabilities.

The extreme weather events and/or changes in climate
variables that pose key risks to the underpass are Flood
(both river flooding and sewer infrastructure flooding),
Sleet/Hail/Ice Storms, and Intense Snow. The
vulnerabilities for each weather event are as follows:
- Flood (both river flooding and sewer infrastructure
flooding) – During construction and post construction,
flooding both from overland flow and infrastructure
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Climate Change /
Greenhouse Gas
(GHG) Factor

How This Has Been Considered by The City of London
flooding is a major concern. Through the potential
flooding, this provides an opportunity for flooding to
carry contaminants into both City infrastructure and
nearby bodies of water. Post construction, overland flow
and infrastructure flooding will be handled through the
design, incorporating measures that mitigate these
issues. The proposed stormwater system is discussed
in Chapter 6.
- Air Quality During Construction – During construction of
the underpass, the primary contaminant of concern is
dust. Other contaminants including VOC’s and NOx
may be emitted from equipment using during
construction. Environment Canada has “Best Practices
for the Reduction of Air Emissions from Construction
and Demolition Activities” document that provides
mitigation measures for reducing emissions during
construction activities. MECP recommends referring to
the following publication in developing dust control
measures: Cheminfo Services Inc. Best Practices for
the Reduction of Air Emissions from Construction and
Demolition Activities.
- Sleet/Hail/Ice Storms, Intense Snow, and Heat Impacts
do not directly impact the underpass; however, they will
be addressed through detailed design with mitigation
measure where applicable.

Support for a longerterm reduction in GHG
emissions from
transportation sources
compared to a scenario
where the project is not
carried out.

The main GHG reduction benefit of the project is to
eliminate the frequent traffic gridlock associated with
railway crossings in central London.
Results of the City’s rail blockage monitoring is discussed
in Chapter 2. In terms of idling alone, it is estimated that
these delays currently result in over 49,000 litres of
gasoline and over 2,500 litres of diesel being wasted every
year. Combined, it is estimated that this wasted fuel results
in over 110 tonnes per year in Greenhouse Gas (GHG)
Emissions (carbon dioxide equivalents). This does not take
into account the reduced fuel efficiency and related GHG
emissions associated with the gridlock conditions on other
roadways, nor the residual gridlock conditions after the
train clears the intersection.
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Climate Change /
Greenhouse Gas
(GHG) Factor

How This Has Been Considered by The City of London
The proposed grade separation will improve travel by
increasing roadway safety, managing congestion, and
providing route reliability for emergency services and local
transit. The implementation of the grade separation will
also support the Bus Rapid Transit Initiative by providing
vital parallel roadway network improvements to facilitate
the bus rapid transit implementation.

Action to reduce direct
or indirect GHG
emissions during the
construction and
maintenance of the
project.

The City of London will look for bidders to demonstrate
good environmental stewardship practices for the
management of construction projects through the following:
- A documented environmental or environmental, health
& safety (EHS) policy statement endorsed by senior
management;
- A documented environmental, EHS, and/or vehicle fleet
management system or program;
- Third-party review of environmental or environmental,
health & safety system or program (e.g., ISO 14001
certification, E3 Fleet Rating);
- A documented program for reducing idling for company
vehicles and sub- contractor vehicles; and
- Documentation that demonstrates that vehicle fleets,
including sub-contractor fleets, contain vehicles that are
model year 2004 or later that conform to the federal OnRoad Vehicles and Engine Emission Regulations
(SOR/2003-2).
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8.2

Cultural Heritage
Archeological Resources

As discussed in Section 3.2.2, a Stage 1 Archaeological Assessment was undertaken
in support of the Class EA study (Appendix B), with the following recommendations:
 Stage 2 Archaeological Assessment is not required for those areas visually

determined to be disturbed (78.2%) including: Adelaide Street North, McMahen
Street, Pall Mall Street, Central Avenue, the CP rail line, standing structures,
residential driveways, and sidewalks.
 Other isolated areas may require a Stage 2 archaeological assessment prior to

any ground disturbing activities. Since the remainder of the study area is in the
front and backyards of residential structures, and within manicured public
parklands, ploughing is not feasible. Based on the results of the Stage 1
assessment, it is recommended that:
o Approximately 4.9% of the study area contains should be subject to a test
pit survey at 5 m intervals as per Section 2.1.2 of the Standards and
Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists (MTCS 2011:31).
o Approximately 16.9% of the study area should be subject to a strategic
test pit survey to confirm disturbance as per Section 2.1.8 of the
Standards and Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists (MTCS 2011:38).
 Additionally, due to the potential for deeply buried archaeological remains within

the study area, construction monitoring is required. During grading and other soil
disturbing activities, a licensed archaeologist must be on site to inspect and
monitor the area for intact topsoil deposits, subsurface features, and artifacts.
Should construction monitoring result in the identification of a new archaeological
site, immediate steps must be taken to mitigate impacts following the standards
prescribed for Stage 3 and/or Stage 4 Archaeological Assessments, as required.
A report documenting the results of the construction monitoring must be
submitted to the MTCS for review.
The Stage 1 Archaeological Assessment provides information regarding specific
locations where Stage 2 assessment may be required. These areas will be reviewed
and confirmed during the detailed design phase. Stage 2 Archaeological Assessment
work and construction monitoring will be undertaken based on the final extent of
planned disturbance as indicated in the detailed design. The Chippewas of the Thames
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First Nation would like to assist by sending monitors out to assist in a stage 2, 3 or 4
archaeological assessment.

Built Cultural Heritage
A cultural heritage resource assessment was carried out to identify built cultural heritage
values and cultural heritage landscapes within the study area. The Cultural Heritage
Assessment Report (CHAR) is provided in Appendix C.
Based on the Preferred Plan, the following summary is provided:
 None of the four properties identified as being fully impacted (i.e. removed) are

included on the City of London Inventory of Heritage Resources as listed or
designated.
o Two properties were identified in the CHAR as being of heritage interest.
627 Central Avenue is adjacent to, but outside of, the Old East HCD and
is not included on the municipal register. 600 Central Avenue is also
outside of the Old East HCD and is not included on the municipal register.
 Other minor frontage impacts are identified for eight properties:

o One property, 596 Adelaide Street North – The Cat Hospital, is included
on the City of London Inventory of Heritage Resources as a listed heritage
property, Priority 1. The building will not be impacted; anticipated impacts
are limited to the frontage of the property with changes to the existing
access and landscaped garden. It is recommended to provide appropriate
landscaping for the frontage of the property.
o The other seven properties, including McMahen Park and the CP lands
are not included on the municipal register. Specific changes with respect
to heritage interest are discussed in the CHAR.
The CHAR in Appendix C recommends mitigation measures for each property, which
include possible future documentation and photographic records.
Built cultural heritage values will be reviewed once more in the context of the final
design, and all appropriate documentation will be prepared to document potential
impacts to heritage value. The City will review recommendations and confirm
requirements for the future detailed design phase.
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8.3

Natural Environment

There are no natural environmental features present in the study area.
Impacts to street trees and trees within McMahen Park are documented in the Arborist
and Tree Protection Plan provided in Appendix H and summarized in Section 8.4 of
this ESR.
To protect birds that may be nesting within the study area, no work is permitted to
proceed that would result in the destruction of active nests (nests with eggs or young
birds), or the wounding or killing of birds, of species protected under the Migratory Birds
Convention Act, 1994 and/or Regulations under that Act.
Timing constraints will be applied to avoid vegetation clearing (including grubbing)
during the breeding bird season for tree nesting. UTRCA is to be consulted regarding
the timing window, typically a timing window of April 1 to August 1 is applied. It should
be noted that occasionally bird species will precede or exceed the approximate
breeding bird season window.

8.4

Tree Management Plan

A tree inventory was conducted on February 28, 2018 for trees within 6 m of planned
grade separation that may be impacted as a result of the preliminary proposed design.
An Arborist Report and Tree Management Plan is provided in Appendix H.
The review area extended along the east and west sides of Adelaide Street from
McMahen Street to 30 m south of Central Avenue. The location of each tree and tree
number is represented on the Tree Inventory and Preservation Plan.
Out of the total 59 trees that were inventoried, 39 trees were municipal trees situated
within McMahen Park and the City road allowance. The remaining 20 trees are situated
on private property. Within the study area, a total of 16 tree species or varieties were
inventoried.
Trees within the study area were inventoried to optimize tree protection during the
construction of the grade separation. A Tree Protection Plan was created using the best
management practices outlined in the City of London Tree Protection By-law C.P.-1515228 (2016).
Of the 59 trees inventoried, a total of 31 trees must be removed as they were within or
were in close proximity to the grade separation. Eleven trees are to be retained and
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protected using general preservation methods, namely protection of the designated TPZ
and installation of tree protection fencing. An additional 10 trees can be preserved
using more specific preservation methods. These 10 trees can be retained and
protected provided that specific preservation methods are utilized during preconstruction, during construction and post-construction phases.
A final tree protection plan will be produced during a future detailed design phase,
based on the final design.

Urban Forestry Strategy
The City of London has a well-developed urban forest that provides many tangible
benefits to the community. The objective of the Urban Forest Strategy is to provide
direction and a framework for managing London’s urban forest to ensure these benefits
continue. The vision of the Strategy is a healthy, diverse, and extensive urban forest for
today and the future, defining London as the “Forest City”.
Recognizing the importance of urban forest cover to the City and residents, the project
team, including City Parks and Planning staff, have explored opportunities to offset the
tree removals required for the grade separation.
The Streetscape Plan developed for this project provides an approach for: replacing
trees and providing other landscape plantings in McMahen Park; enhancing the
streetscape around the underpass; and capitalizing on opportunities to for new trees
and vegetation in new public spaces (e.g. around the pump station).
The streetscape plan will contribute to the many recognized benefits of urban forest
including: providing shade and cooling to pedestrian and park environments, improving
wellbeing, encouraging outdoor activity, improving community cohesion and wellbeing
(from the London Urban Forest Strategy, 2014).

8.5

Drainage and Stormwater Management

Chapter 6 presents the stormwater management (SWM) and drainage requirements
associated with the Preferred Plan. It is proposed that the stormwater from the
underpass be directed through an oil grit separator, for quality control, prior to
discharging to the storage area and eventually the storm sewer system.
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8.6

Groundwater

The proposed works associated with Preferred Plan will involve below-grade
construction works associated with the structural works (Chapter 6). The need for
dewatering has been well established and a Category 3 A Permit to Take Water
(PTTW) will be obtained, prior to construction, from MECP per the Ontario’s Water
Taking Regulation (O. Reg. 387/04 made under the Ontario Water Resources Act.
Additional geotechnical and hydrogeological investigations will be required in detailed
design to finalize the groundwater management design and support the PTTW
application.
Best management practices (BMPs) will be implemented by the Contractor to prevent
fuel lubricants and fluid spills resulting from construction activities, and manage any
unanticipated occurrences that could result in impacts to groundwater.

8.7

Source Water Protection

The study area is located in a downtown urban area, fully serviced by municipal water,
sanitary and storm sewer. According to the Source Protection Plan (September 2015),
the study area is:
 Located outside of the London drinking water system wellhead protection zones

(Fanshawe and Hyde Park wells);
 Within a Significant Recharge Area (Vulnerability = 6);
 Within a Highly Vulnerable Aquifer area;
 Within an area where Pathogens / Chemicals are identified as moderate or low

threats to drinking water.
The Source Protection Plan is comprised of four different types of policies; general
policies, threat policies, monitoring policies, and other permitted policies. Threat policies
include:
Significant Threat Policies – significant threats are those that pose or have the potential
to pose a significant risk. The objective of the Source Protection Plan is to develop
policies to ensure that the activity ceases to be or never becomes significant.
Moderate and Low Threat Policies - Moderate and low threats have been defined in
Ontario Regulation 287/07 as threats that pose or have the potential to pose a low or
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moderate risk. Policies address these threats through the use of a very limited number
of approaches including Education and Outreach and Specify Actions.
Local Threat Policies - Transportation of substances along corridors is not currently a
prescribed drinking water threat; however, many Source Protection Committees
requested that this activity be included as a local drinking water threat.
Other Permitted Policies focus on Spills Prevention Plans, Spills Contingency Plans,
Emergency Response Plans; and Transport Pathways even though spills are not
prescribed as a threat to drinking water, under the authority of Section 26(6) O. Reg.
287/07.
Based on review of the Source Water Protection Interactive Map Database (and
confirmation by the Ministry of Environment, Conservation and Parks (MECP), it is
confirmed that moderate / low threat policies apply in the study area to manage risks
associated with the proposed activities.
The Source Water Protection Plan policies were reviewed and applicable policies are
summarized in the Table 8-2.
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Table 8-2: Applicable Source Water Protection Policies
Policy
#

ID

1.01

1696

3.03

4.12

Policy
Area

Name

Description

How The Policy is Considered

General
Policies

General
Education and
Outreach

4613

Moderate
and Low
Threat
Policies

New
Prescribed
Instruments
Related to
Moderate and
Low Threats

4616

Other
Permitted
Policies

Environmental
Assessment
Reviews

Education and Outreach programs designed to
increase awareness and understanding of drinking
water threats, and promote best management practices
as a means of reducing the risks to drinking water
sources, shall be developed and implemented
collaboratively by Municipal/Conservation
Authority/Provincial partners.
To reduce the risk to municipal drinking water sources
from new activities that would be:
- subject to one or more Prescribed Instruments; and
- located in areas where the activity would be a
moderate or low drinking water threat;
The province should consider incorporating terms and
conditions that, when implemented, should manage the
activity such that it does not become a Significant
Threat.
To reduce the risk to municipal drinking water sources
from activities subject to an environmental assessment
(EA) in areas where the activity would be a significant,
moderate or low drinking water threat the Conservation
Authorities (CAs) should:
- review EA documentation when circulated by the
proponent;
- provide available Source Protection information;
and
- request Source Protection Planning information
(including an assessment of risks for the proposed
and preferred alternatives) be included in the EA.

City of London will incorporate this policy /
approach into the development of the detailed
design and construction plan, including
construction methods. Best management
practices, standards and mitigation measures will
be identified and incorporated into contract
drawings and tender package, as appropriate.
During the detailed design phase, the City of
London will identify best management practices,
construction standards and mitigation measures
that, when implemented during construction, will
manage construction activities such that they do
not become a significant drinking water threat.
Best management practices, standards and
mitigation measures will be incorporated into
contract drawings and tender package.
UTRCA will be consulted regarding Source Water
Protection during the ESR review period. UTRCA
has a regulatory role in permitting for construction
and will have the opportunity through the permit
application and review process to ensure all
appropriate best management practices and
mitigation measures in incorporated into the
contract drawings and tender package.
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8.8

Utilities

As noted in Chapter 6, a high level of consultation with private utility companies will be
required during detailed design.

8.9

Construction Monitoring

Mitigation measures shall be implemented and maintained through on-site inspections
by City of London staff to ensure that the social, and economic environments are not
impacted by the construction activities and/or that impacts are minimized. The
inspection staff will also ensure that items such as appropriate signage are maintained.

8.10 Permits and Approvals
Following the successful completion of the Municipal Class EA process documented in
this ESR, all EA requirements will have been met. Other approval requirements will be
addressed for the project during detailed design which may include:
 CP approvals / permits.
 Stage 2 Archaeological Assessment and Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport

compliance;
 Ontario Heritage Act and City of London requirements / permits / approvals for

any heritage impacts / mitigation;
 Any applicable municipal permits to rebuild the McMahen Park Gates;
 Notifications/permissions from respective utilities with facilities in the area;
 Some utilities and municipal services works may require separate permits under

Upper Thames River Conservation Authority (UTRCA) regulations.
 Environmental Compliance Approval for the stormwater management (including

storage tank, OGS), watermain and sanitary works.
 Site Plan for Pump Station.
 Canadian Pacific Railway Permit for Utility and Road Crossing under and over

the CP right-of-way and tracks.
 Canadian Pacific Railway Company Crossing and Maintenance Agreement.
 Canadian Pacific Railway Company and City of London Grade Separation

Construction Agreement.
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 At-grade Crossing Agreement with CP for a new crossing (i.e. road detour) of the

CP (Galt Subdivision) and service track.
 Category 3 Permit to Take Water (PTTW) per the Ontario’s Water Taking

Regulation (O. Reg. 387/04 made under the Ontario Water Resources Act). The
permit application will be accompanied by all appropriate supporting
hydrogeological assessment information.

8.11 Proposed Mitigation and Commitments to Further Work
Table 8-3 summarizes the identified concerns and the proposed mitigation measures
and commitments to future work based on the identified environmental sensitivities and
the proposed works.
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Table 8-3: Summary of Mitigation Measures and Commitments to Further Work
Mitigation Measures and Commitment to Further Work
Property and Business
1. Final impacts to private property will be confirmed during detailed design. The City of London will continue to consult with affected property
owners on an individual basis during detailed design. A legal survey may be required to correct discrepancies in property mapping sources.
2. Property acquisition, in accordance with the City of London procedures, will occur in advance of construction during detail design, following
the completion of this Class EA study.
3. It is the City’s intent to plan for an efficient construction process to minimize impacts to residents and businesses and this will be one of the
primary objectives of the detailed design phase.
4. In the upcoming detailed design phase, the project team will take a proactive approach in direct discussions with affected property /
business owners. The detailed design involves the spatial arrangement of all construction aspects and the detailed scheduling that will allow
for efficiencies to be identified. The detailed construction plan and schedule will incorporate all utility relocations, municipal service
upgrades and all aspects of the bridge and road works. The construction plan will inform the development of a traffic management plan
including scheduling and duration of lane restrictions and full closures. This information will facilitate more meaningful discussion with and
provide more certainty to property and business owners. The detailed design, construction staging and traffic management plan will be
shared with the community at a public meeting, during the detailed design phase, and will be posted on the City’s website.
5. Permission to enter or temporary construction easements may be required at some locations. These locations will be finalized in detailed
design and the City will contact property owners well in advance of construction to seek permission to grade on private lands.
6. The City will work with property owners in the implementation of the Streetscape Plan and tree management strategies to mitigate impacts
associated with removal of trees and landscape features on affected properties.
Community Engagement
7. It is critical that community representatives and interested members of the public continue to be engaged moving forward into detailed
design. Community representatives have expressed a very strong interest in participating in the detailed design of the streetscape plan. The
City recognizes that the surrounding community has a direct stake in the outcome of the design process and in the implementation of a
thoughtful design. The City commits to ongoing meaningful engagement of the community through the future detailed design process.
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Mitigation Measures and Commitment to Further Work
8.

9.

Continue to meet with the following Community Associations: Piccadilly, Woodfield and Old East Village Community Associations and Old
East Village Business Improvement Area (BIA) throughout the detailed design phase. These organization have a particular interest in
participating in the detailed design of the streetscape plan including but not limited to urban design theming, aesthetics, lighting, landscape
design and safety aspects.
Convene an open house / public information centre during detailed design to provide business owners, community members and interested
member of the public with an opportunity to review the detailed design plan, construction staging and phasing, including the sequence of
municipal services and road construction.

Aboriginal Community Engagement
10. The City remains committed to engagement of Aboriginal communities and will continue to provide information, invite feedback and extend
the invitation to meet with Aboriginal communities during detailed design.
11. Where Stage 2 Archaeological Assessment is required, the City will coordinate with interested communities in coordinating field monitors,
as appropriate.
Canadian Pacific Railway Company
12. Ongoing consultation with CP regarding the design and construction of the grade separation; CP to approve final design, work plan and
construction schedule.
13. Finalize Cost Sharing Agreement with CP.
14. All applicable permits / approvals will be obtained from CP prior to construction.
Traffic Management During Construction
15. The current information regarding duration of closures is preliminary because the project is at an early phase. Based on the environmental
assessment, it is estimated that the construction of all works will take approximately 20 to 24 months. While it is the City’s intent to provide a
temporary road detour on Adelaide Street, some temporary lane closures may be required, as discussion in Chapter 6 of the ESR.
16. A much more detailed construction plan and schedule will be developed during detailed design that incorporates all utility, servicing and
bridge / road construction works. The construction plan will inform the traffic management plan including scheduling and duration of lane
restrictions and full closures. Recognizing that there will be significant construction activity, it is the City’s intent to plan for an efficient
process to minimize impacts to residents and businesses, to the extent possible. The detailed design, construction staging and traffic
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Mitigation Measures and Commitment to Further Work
management plan will be shared with the community at a public meeting, during the detailed design phase, and will be posted on the City’s
website.
17. The City will consider traffic infiltration and detours that will occur during construction. The City will monitor traffic conditions following
construction and may consider mitigation such as restricting left-turn during peak hours or other traffic management / calming measures.
Noise and Vibration
18. Construction noise and vibration issues will be further reviewed during detailed design when construction methodology and schedule is fully
developed.
19. All equipment shall be properly maintained to limit noise emissions. As such, all construction equipment will be operated with effective
muffling devices that are in good working order.
20. The Contract Documents will contain a provision that any initial noise complaint will trigger verification that the general noise control
measures agreed to be in effect.
Air Quality
21. During construction, vehicles/machinery and equipment will be in good repair, equipped with emission controls, as applicable, properly
maintained and operated within regulatory requirements.
22. A minimal number of machines operating in any one area shall be carefully considered during construction activities.
23. Water and dust suppressants (non-chloride) will be applied during construction to protect air quality due to dust.
24. Refer to Environment Canada “Best Practices for the Reduction of Air Emissions from Construction and Demolition Activities” for mitigation
measures for reducing emissions during construction activities. Mitigation techniques discussed in the document include material wetting or
use of chemical suppressants to reduce dust, use of wind barriers, and limiting exposed areas which may be a source of dust and
equipment washing. It is recommended that these best management practices be followed during construction of the roadway to reduce
any air quality impacts that may occur.
25. It is noted that MECP recommends that non-chloride dust suppressants be applied. MECP also recommends referring to the following
publication in developing dust control measures: Cheminfo Services Inc. Best Practices for the Reduction of Air Emissions from
Construction and Demolition Activities. Report prepared for Environment Canada, March 2005.
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Mitigation Measures and Commitment to Further Work
Cultural Heritage
26. The Stage 1 Archaeological Report identified some very small areas where the extent of previous disturbance may be in question, and may
require additional archaeological assessment, based on the final design. Stage 2 archaeological assessment is not required for those
areas visually determined to be disturbed (78.2%) including: Adelaide Street North, McMahen Street, Pall Mall Street, Central Avenue, the
CP rail line, standing structures, residential driveways, and sidewalks.
27. Other isolated areas may require a Stage 2 archaeological assessment prior to any ground disturbing activities. Since the remainder of the
study area is in the front and backyards of residential structures, and within manicured public parklands, ploughing is not feasible. Based on
the results of the Stage 1 Archaeological Assessment, it is recommended that:
a. Approximately 4.9% of the study area contains should be subject to a test pit survey at 5 m intervals as per Section 2.1.2 of the
Standards and Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists (MTCS 2011:31).
b. Approximately 16.9% of the study area should be subject to a strategic test pit survey to confirm disturbance as per Section 2.1.8
of the Standards and Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists (MTCS 2011:38).
28. The Stage 1 Archaeological Assessment provides information regarding specific locations where Stage 2 assessment may be required.
These areas will be reviewed and confirmed during the detailed design phase. Stage 2 assessment work will be undertaken based on the
final extent of planned disturbance as indicated in the detailed design.
29. Due to the potential for deeply buried archaeological remains within the study area, construction monitoring is required.
30. Should previously unknown or unassessed deeply buried archaeological resources be uncovered during development, they may be a new
archaeological site and therefore subject to Section 48 (1) of the Ontario Heritage Act. The proponent or person discovering the
archaeological resources must cease alteration of the site immediately and engage a licensed archaeologist to carry out archaeological
fieldwork, in compliance with sec. 48 (1) of the Ontario Heritage Act.
31. Fulfill all other heritage documentation required by the City of London to address minor frontage impacts or driveway regrading at properties
listed or designated on the City of London heritage Inventory. Based on the preliminary design, there are no buildings listed or designated
on the City of London Heritage Inventory that are proposed to be impacted. Mitigation measures are recommended in the CHAR (Appendix
C of this ESR). The City will review recommendations and confirm requirements for the future detailed design phase.
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Mitigation Measures and Commitment to Further Work
32. One property, 596 Adelaide Street North – The Cat Hospital, is included on the City of London Inventory of Heritage Resources as a listed
heritage property, Priority 1. Anticipated impacts are limited to the frontage of the property with changes to the existing access and
landscaped garden. It is recommended to provide appropriate landscaping for the frontage of the property.
33. The McMahen Park Gates will be relocated and reconstructed in a manner consistent with the streetscape concept plan. The intent is to
retain the gate shape, reoriented to the new park entrance at the corner of McMahen Street and Adelaide Street. The final plans will be
developed in collaboration with the City’s Heritage Planning, Urban Planning and Parks staff.
Natural Environment
34. No work is permitted to proceed that would result in the destruction of active nests (nests with eggs or young birds), or the wounding or
killing of birds, of species protected under the Migratory Birds Convention Act, 1994 and/or Regulations under that Act.
35. Ensure that timing constraints are applied to avoid vegetation clearing (including grubbing) during the breeding bird season for tree nesting.
TRCA recommends that a timing window of April 1 to August 1 be applied. It should be noted that occasionally bird species will precede or
exceed the approximate breeding bird season window. Migratory bird species that use structures for nesting often commence nesting later,
and may continue nesting beyond the above period.
Sediment and Erosion Control
36. Sediment and erosion control measures will be in place to avoid sediment releases into the storm sewer system and eventual discharge to
receiving environments.
a. Appropriate sediment and erosion control measures must be maintained during and following construction until all disturbed
areas have been stabilized.
b. The contractor will identify a contingency plan for accidental sediment release.
c. In addition to the installation of silt fencing, other measures to reduce or eliminate sediment loading into the adjacent natural
features includes temporary siltation ponds, riprap swales and hay-bale check dams can be installed prior to construction
activities. Similarly, to mitigate dust deposition, a dust suppressant can be applied to areas of exposed soils to reduce or
eliminate dust generation.
Streetscape Plan and Tree Management
37. Complete the detailed streetscape / landscape plan based on the Streetscape Concept.
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Mitigation Measures and Commitment to Further Work
38. Prepare a detailed tree management plan based on detailed design. Implement detailed tree protection strategies and mitigation.
39. Implement all applicable City of London tree management standards and mitigation measures (for removals, protection fencing and
monitoring), and tree preservation strategies (general practices, pruning practices, and implementation of a tree protection zone).
40. The Streetscape Concept has been conservative in identifying areas of tree planting. Once the locations of hydro and lighting have been
determined in detailed design, there may be additional opportunities for tree planting that should be included in the final Streetscape Plan.
41. Consult with affected property owners, as appropriate, in the development of streetscape and landscape design details.
42. A tree protection zone will be established prior to construction to protect the remaining trees. Root damage will be minimized to the extent
possible. Tree protection fencing will be constructed along the limits of the zone to ensure protection of trees and their root zones.
43. Tree protection fencing requirements will be illustrated in construction drawings and will in place and approved by the consultant prior to any
construction activity on site.
44. No activity will be allowed within the tree protection fence area. Equipment will not be driven over root zones, no materials will be stockpiled
near trees, and foot traffic will be limited (especially during rainy periods when soil is more prone to compaction).
45. Designated laydown areas will be installed away from existing / adjacent landscape features to prevent disturbance caused by construction
equipment.
46. If roots are severed, they will be cut cleanly with sharp pruning tools. Exposed roots will be protected from drying.
47. Root pruning will occur prior to the start of construction and under the supervision of a Certified Arborist.
48. Any roots severed during construction will be cut cleanly to minimize decay and entry points for disease.
49. Limbs and/or branches will be pruned prior to construction, where it is expected that they could be damaged or interfere with construction,
under the supervision of the contract administrator.
Stormwater Management
50. The final drainage and stormwater management design will be developed during detailed design based on the concept described in
Chapter 6 of this ESR. The final design will include the pumps station and the use of oil-grit separator units, oversized pipe/orifice control to
provide for enhanced water quality and quantity control. It is intended that stormwater be pumped through a separate chamber from
groundwater.
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Groundwater Resources and Source Water Protection
51. Based on our current understanding of the subsurface conditions and assuming an open excavation with the approximate dimensions of 20
m in width by 400 m in length, the preliminary estimate of the daily dewatering volume during storage removal is about 4,200,000 litres per
day (L/day), corresponding to a pumping rate of about 2,900 litres per minute (L/min) over a 24-hour period. These values should be
refined as design and construction details become available in the future detailed design phase.
52. The observed water levels, drawdown and pumping rates suggest that a Category 3 application for a PTTW and a supporting
hydrogeological assessment will be required. The PTTW application package should be submitted to the Ministry of the Environment,
Conservation and Parks at least 120 days prior to issuing the tender.
53. It is recommended that a factual report on the subsurface conditions be prepared and included as part of the tender package.
54. Based on the results of the groundwater quality analyses, the dewatering discharge will require some form of treatment to remove
suspended sediment and lower the potentially associated total metals concentrations prior to discharge to the local storm or sanitary sewer
systems. It is recommended that a special provision for treatment of suspended solids be included in the specifications.
55. During the detailed design phase, the City of London will identify best management practices, construction standards and mitigation
measures that, when implemented during construction, will manage construction activities such that they do not become a significant
drinking water threat. Best management practices, standards and mitigation measures will be incorporated into contract drawings and
tender package. UTRCA has a regulatory role in permitting for construction and will have the opportunity, through the permit application and
review process, to ensure all applicable Source Water Protection policies are addressed.
Materials Management
56. A Phase 1 ESA has not been undertaken during the Class EA study. The City may choose to undertake a Phase 1 ESA during detailed
design for properties that are proposed for purchase or where potentially contaminated soils may be encountered during construction.
57. Preliminary pavement design recommendations to be confirmed in detailed design.
58. It is anticipated that road construction will result in the generation of excess materials. Activities related to the movement, storage or
removal of soils / excess materials should be completed in accordance with the MECP’s current guidance document titled Management of
Excess Soil – A Guide for Best Management Practices (2014). The disposal of contaminated soils will be consistent with Part XV.1 of the
Environmental Protection Act (EPA) and Ontario Regulation 153/04, Records of Site Condition, which details the new requirements related
to site assessment and clean up.
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Municipal Services / Utilities
59. It is intended that the City will fully integrate sanitary and water system upgrades into the detailed design and construction.
60. Utility relocations shall be coordinated to minimize service disruptions where possible through liaison and contract requirements.
Transit
61. Preliminary recommendations have been made with respect to the permanent relocation of some transit stops (Chapter 6). This will be
reviewed with LTC in the detailed design phase.
62. Transit routes will be considered during construction staging with appropriate routing and notification protocol to be developed in
consultation with LTC.
Construction Monitoring
63. Mitigation measures shall be implemented and maintained through on-site inspections by the City of London staff who will ensure that the
natural, social, and economic environments are not impacted by the construction activities and/or that impacts are minimized. The
inspection staff will also ensure that items such as sedimentation controls and appropriate signage are maintained throughout construction.
64. Appropriate signage shall be implemented to identify detour routes at the time of temporary roadway / sidewalk closures.
65. In addition, closure events and restricted access to residents and businesses shall be minimized to the greatest extent possible to facilitate
vehicle and pedestrian movement during construction.
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9 PREFERRED PLAN, STREETSCAPE CONCEPT AND
RENDERINGS
This section includes the Preferred Design Plan and Profile, the Streetscape Concept
and supporting materials, and visual renderings.
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